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The Cutting Edge

My name is Lilly Skye Destiny Summers. My parents thought it was a great idea to give me three names with 
the initials LSD to go with my last name. For years they called me LSD Summers. They lived in a commune and 
did way too much acid. 

Most people call me Skye. Except my father’s parents, who always call me Lilly, and even that name is said 
with some disdain. They’re partial to my father’s sister’s kids. My cousins’ names are Victoria Marie and 
Benjamin James. Benjamin is a gay surgeon living his life in the closet and Victoria is a P.T.A. mom with a 
Princeton degree in bullshit and an addiction to painkillers. My grandparents are in their late eighties and live in a 
fancy housing complex for old people. My grandfather wears Depends and drool constantly dribbles from the 
corners of his mouth. He still puts on a tie before going down to dinner every night. The whole thing is rather 
comical.

I’m 37, married to an electrician who could have made huge money as a porn star. I’ve kept my maiden name 
for reasons other than my love of LSD Summers. My husband’s name is Scott Skyler. Had I changed my name, I 
would have been called Skye Skyler. Skye Summers is bad but Skye Skyler is ridiculous.

I work as a hairstylist in a salon called The Cutting Edge. When I started my career 17 years ago, I had 
visions of my unfettered creativity transforming ordinary women into sexy tramps or glowing goddesses. I was 
terribly naïve. Now I spend my days trying to explain to the round-faced Oreo-addict that, no matter what I do 
to her hair, she will not leave looking like Angelina Jolie. Try and pull that off tactfully.

At the moment I am contemplating murder. Today is Friday and I have been on my feet since 8 a.m. The 
clock above the desk tells me it is now 2:10. I have not eaten lunch. Have not even peed all day. The woman in 
my chair is speaking nonstop and I am thinking about killing her. 

I smile and nod while Marla prattles on incessantly about her existence. She watches my reflection in the 
mirror – or, more likely, her own. She is talking about Amy, her 5-year-old “princess”. According to Marla, Amy 
is gifted beyond measure. I’m told that everyone she comes in contact with comments on the child’s 
extraordinary charm and intelligence.

Amy recently stuck a wad of chewing gum in a classmate’s hair. This is not something Marla would ever tell 
me. I know this because I had to cut the wad out of the other child’s beautiful blonde curls. That child’s mother 
is also a regular client and not a fan of Marla or Amy.

I gave Amy her first haircut when she was 3. She bit me twice. Last week, Amy kicked me while I tried to cut 
her bangs. Amy is indeed a princess.

Marla turns the topic to her son, Justin, age 8. Apparently he should be declared a child prodigy because he 
has read an entire Dr. Seuss book to his sister.

I continue to smile, snip the requested one-quarter inch from Marla’s bangs. Yes, precisely one-quarter of an 
inch. And one-eighth of an inch off the back. Am I supposed to hold a measuring tape to her hair? Does she?

My jaw aches from the tension of my phony smile. I catch a glimpse of my reflection and marvel at how 
relaxed I appear. No one would know that I am currently harboring fantasies of cutting off Marla’s perfect little 
ears that hold the perfect pearl studs that her perfect husband presented to her on their Alaskan cruise last 
month.

Marla is saying, “When I watch Amy and Justin interact with other children, I realize the tremendous 
advantage my children have with me being home, rather than selfishly pursuing a career.”

I smile, fantasize about cutting Marla’s tongue off with my surgically sharpened $500 shears. 
I don’t have children, which Marla has made clear she feels is a tragedy of epic proportions. The real tragedy 

is that people like Marla are allowed to procreate.
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I have three dogs. Neal is a terrier mix, Cassady is a Chihuahua, and Jack is a chocolate lab mixed with 
something of questionable descent. They are named after Neal Cassady and Jack Kerouac, two famous writers of 
the Beat Generation. 

My parents were thrilled that I named my dogs after figures that were so central to life in the sixties. Of 
course, having been raised by flower children and given the name Lilly Skye Destiny Summers, you’d have to 
expect some of the sixties subculture to rub off on me.

My three dogs are rescues and tend to be spoiled brats with bad manners. At the moment, they are probably 
lounging on my couch, watching Jerry Springer and raiding the snack cabinet. Okay, in reality they are probably 
sprawled out in their respective beds, sleeping blissfully. Either way, I wish I could join them.

My mind has wandered and I missed the last minute or so of Marla’s monologue. She doesn’t seem to notice. 
I continue to smile and nod.

I glance at Renee, my coworker and good friend for the past decade. Being surrounded by mirrors makes it 
impossible to roll our eyes or gesture obscenely. Renee’s client is talking with her entire body, her hands moving 
rapidly and her head bouncing like one of those stupid Bobblehead toys. Do people not realize how hard it is to 
work on a moving target?

Renee and I often toss around the idea of quitting The Cutting Edge and going to work at a funeral parlor. 
Our clients would then have to sit still. And they wouldn’t speak, so we wouldn’t have to pretend to care what 
they say. I don’t tell Renee that I constantly fantasize about turning my live clients into cadavers.

I move on to the blow-dry stage of Marla’s hairstyle. Unfortunately, the noise does not deter her from 
speaking. “Amy has her first jazz recital next month,” she says. “We’ll need you to do her hair early that 
morning. I’m thinking that she should wear it up, maybe with tendrils around her face…”

Tendrils. Why do mothers want their young daughters to look like the fashion models in Vogue? What is 
wrong with looking like the children they are? I keep my smile in place and tell Marla that of course we can do 
that.

My next client walks in the door. She is booked for a highlight and has her newborn son with her. He is 
already fussing. I can now understand how people suddenly snap and commit mass murder.

***

Saturday morning, barely 7:30, and here I am unlocking the door to The Cutting Edge. My 8 a.m. client 
watches from her car like a newly released inmate on a combination of crack and Prozac. Eyes wide, lips parted, 
waiting to lunge out her door and pounce on me. Ten years retired and the woman’s main entertainment seems 
to come from crawling up my ass.

I have maybe five minutes to get the coffee dripping, flip on the curling irons, get the air conditioner started 
on venting the stale air from the building, and all the other assorted tasks that come with opening the business 
each morning. Then Lillian will be on my heels and I’ll have no reprieve for about nine hours.

My coworkers will arrive soon but not before Lillian waddles her way inside. A few times I’ve tried leaving 
the lights off, thinking maybe she’d realize the salon doesn’t actually open until 8, which is why I write that time 
on her appointment card each week. I’ve since come to believe that she doesn’t feel business hours or 
appointment times apply to her.

 Muttering to myself, I shuffle into the back room, switch on the lights, and scream. Then I laugh. Not 
because it’s funny. Well, okay, it is sort of funny.

Roxie, our newest stylist, is straddled over a young male, presumably her boyfriend. This male is kicked back 
in one of our waxing chairs. His pants are around his ankles and her skirt is hiked up to her waist. Roxie 
scrambles off the guy and I notice that my entrance has done nothing to diminish his excitement.

“Pull your damn pants up,” Roxie mutters.
The guy obeys. Roxie looks at me, her face flushed with either embarrassment or sexual stimulation. She 

says, “Oh my god…”
“Lillian will be walking in any second,” I tell her. “You’d better pull yourself together.”
“I...” Roxie stammers. She can’t meet my eyes. “I didn’t realize the time. I thought… We were alone and…”
“I’ve always wanted to do it in one of those chairs, too,” I say.



Roxie laughs. She is all of 20 years old, has a pierced eyebrow and bright pink streaks in her hair. I feel old 
standing beside her. 

“You won’t say anything to Lorraine?” she asks.
“No,” I assure her. “I won’t. But she’d probably laugh too.”
Lorraine is the owner. She isn’t around much anymore, being semi-retired and sick of people. I can’t say that 

I blame her.
Roxie steps into the bathroom to put herself back together. And, hopefully, to wash her hands. Her partner 

slips out the back door, looking like a 5-year-old who’d just been ripped out of his sandbox. 
The front door pops open and Lillian calls, “Good morning, Skye! I don’t smell coffee, yet. You’re moving 

slow today.”
I bite my lip to keep from spewing obscenities her way. We are directly across the street from a coffee shop. 

Lillian has probably been in that parking lot since the crack of dawn. Yet it never occurs to her that we run a hair 
salon, not a coffee shop, and maybe she should drag her fat ass across the street and get her own damn coffee. 

***

I manage to make it through an entire Saturday without stabbing someone’s jugular vein. I must admit that I 
considered it more often than not. Maiming or killing my clients has become a fantasy I indulge in with 
disturbing frequency. This should probably concern me. It doesn’t.

Scott and I have plans tonight. We’re going to a party at a friend’s house. The occasion is another friend’s 
birthday. No party hats. Just a lot of booze and food. I’m in charge of chips and dip, which means I have to stop 
at the grocery store on my way home. I guess I should learn to plan ahead.

I hate the grocery store. And I’m running late. The combination doesn’t help my already sour mood. 
My 1 p.m. client had been 20 minutes late. Her boyfriend had spent the previous night at her apartment. 

They’d woken up late and he had taken her out for a big breakfast. Time had gotten away from them. How nice 
for her. 

Their sappy little love story had thrown off my schedule for the remainder of the afternoon. Now I’m 
irritated and late and I have to stop at the dreaded grocery store. 

Naturally the place is crowded. Is there ever a time when a grocery store isn’t swarming with people who 
consider the trip to be a major family outing? I see a parking spot open up near the front of the lot. Finally 
something is working in my favor.

I have my directional on and I’m about to turn into the spot when a bitch in a Volvo swings around from the 
opposite lane and zips in front of me. She almost takes off my bumper. I want to take off her head.

She gives me a smug smile. I stay where I am. I’m thinking of running her over.
Okay, so common sense kicks in and I realize that running the bitch over in broad daylight in a crowded 

parking lot probably isn’t the best idea. I step on the gas and park at the end of the lot.
As I’m getting out of my car, I see the bitch walking away from her pristine silver Volvo. Her hair is bottle-

blonde, her clothes high-end flash. I can imagine the type of nightmare client she is and I feel instant pity for her 
stylist.

I’m walking by her sparkling Volvo and I notice the cover for the gas cap is open. I have a thought and it’s 
not a nice one. But it’s better than the one about running her over. 

I shake my head, tell myself no. I’m all grown up now. I’m an adult, I tell myself. So what, myself says back. I 
ignore that childish self.

I step into the grocery store and nudge my way through the sea of people. I get the chips and two kinds of 
dip. I’m about ready to leave. Then I see the Volvo bitch. She’s flashing her diamond-covered fingers at an 
employee, demanding the poor kid search their stockroom for a specific flavor of salad dressing that she must 
have tonight. I want to hit her over the head with a bottle of Newman’s Own. 

I pass the aisle but can’t escape her shrill voice. That’s when my childish self wins over and I grab a canister 
of sugar off a shelf. I stand in the 20 Items Or Less lane. Hadn’t it used to be 10 Items Or Less? I count the stuff 
in the cart of the person in front of me. She has twenty-one items. I think about kicking her in the ass.



I have a clear memory of being in the grocery store with my father. I was 8. We had stopped to get 
marshmallows and Rice Krispies. We were going to make Rice Krispies Treats and watch Disney movies all 
night. 

We were standing in line at the checkout. The store wasn’t all that busy but there weren’t many checkouts 
open. I remember we were fourth in line. I couldn’t wait to get our night started.

A woman strode toward us, then cut in front of us in line as if we weren’t there. She simply stepped in the 
space my father had courteously left between us and the old guy in front of us. The guy had a strong smell of 
whiskey and sweat, which might have been why my father had left that space.

I was livid. My 8-year-old mind couldn’t comprehend that an adult would behave so unfairly. I tugged on my 
father’s sleeve and said, “That lady just cut us! That’s not fair!”

My father looked down at me and smiled that carefree smile of his. He said, “And that just means you’ll get 
to stay up a little later tonight!”

At the time, I thought that was a great deal. Now I think it’s total bullshit.
After five minutes that felt like 30, I pay for my items and hurry out to the parking lot. People are scattered 

about, loading groceries in their cars, walking back and forth, chasing unruly toddlers. No one looks my way.
I approach the Volvo. A quick glance tells me I am alone in the immediate area. I slip the sugar from my bag 

and casually dump most of it into the bitch’s gas tank. Two minutes later I am in my car, heading home, and 
laughing like a giddy child.

Fin
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Twenty-Five Years Ago Today

Kris Langley stared at the bright newsprint lit up on the microfilm reader. The top headline leaped off page 
one. "Missing Barmaid Murdered." She squinted over the story of Diana Ferguson, a young woman found 
bludgeoned to death in the woods. In little over a week, it would be the twenty-fifth anniversary. A quarter of a 
century ago, Diana must've dressed and driven out as always. An evening like any other. By the end of the night, 
she was dead, her life extinguished like the other victims on fate's hit list. 

Most people had forgotten Diana by now. In the black and white yearbook photograph, she didn't smile. 
Straight dark hair curtained her serious oval face. Diana had her arms crossed on a table, slender fingers too 
delicate to protect her from a killer.

Kris flipped to a blank page in her notebook, scribbled "Diana Ferguson" and stopped writing. Resurrecting 
the tragedy in her "25 and 50 Years Ago Today" column would catch readers’ attention, but it seemed 
inappropriate. 

http://tinyurl.com/2vay5hl
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She jumped as Dex Wagner, the seventy-year-old editor-in-chief of the Fremont Daily News, slapped a rolled-
up newspaper against someone’s desk. "Jacqueline, why the hell didn’t we have this theater group feature? The 
Fremont Community Players are in our own backyard." 

Suppressing a grin, Kris swung around in her seat. She could use a distraction right about now. Dex waved 
the competition paper in the air, red circles and slashes marking half the page. In her three weeks as editorial 
assistant, Kris had enjoyed Dex’s tantrums. So far, none had been directed at her.

Managing Editor Jacqueline McCormack tossed back her blonde ponytail, gathered in a tan fabric scrunchie. 
She owned a world class selection of ponytail holders that complemented her designer wardrobe. Kris couldn't 
help thinking of her as a thirty-five-year-old cheerleader. Corporate Barbie. 

"We ran a story last week in our entertainment section," Jacqueline said. "They got the idea from us. Gosh, 
Dex, are you trying to blind me with that underlining?" 

Dex paced to the oak bookshelves and back to Jacqueline's neat desk. His stomach bulged under a rumpled 
gray suit and his wrists hung out of jacket sleeves a couple inches too short. "I think we missed it."

"Trust me," Jacqueline said. "I put a headline on it myself. You do read beyond the front, don’t you, Dex?"
Grumbling under his breath, Dex opened The Greater Remington Mirror, a large daily that covered the ten 

towns in their readership area and more. Kris saw another column ballooned in red marker. 
He pressed his index finger against the lead paragraph, his penguin-patterned tie flapping as he stooped 

forward. "What about the stabbing of that Miles kid? We should be talking to his family and we haven't even 
contacted them. For Christ's sake, do I have to keep track of everything?"

"Relax, I'm working on that," Bruce Patrick, the police and court reporter, said from the doorway. He 
swaggered over and hopped onto the edge of Jacqueline's desk. 

"I just got off the phone," he said. "The parents are basket cases, but the siblings said I could come by 
tonight. And it's an exclusive."

A 19-year-old college student had murdered his classmate, Scott Miles, in a fight that went too far. Kris had 
edited the obit, stomach queasy as she cut "beloved son and brother" out of the text. Dex insisted such phrases 
only belonged in paid death notices. 

Unlike the Diana Ferguson case, there was no mystery to this homicide. Many young people had witnessed 
the brawl, which started over a girl. It had lingered in her memory, though, a teenage boy who went to a party 
and left dead in an ambulance. Another individual singled out by fate, never suspecting he had no future. He 
picked the wrong girl. For that, he died.

Kris shuddered despite the heat in the newsroom. The family members must feel like their world had spun 
out of control. She remembered the grieving process well: walking around as if in warm Jell-O, arms and legs 
heavy, head difficult to hold up, and crying until numbness froze the tears. Forgetting had disturbed her the 
most, slipping away into the calm relief of sleep, then jolting awake in cold horror.

Jacqueline's ponytail bounced in glee. "They'll talk?" She turned to Bruce. "Terrific. Have you assigned a 
photographer?"

Bruce rested his notebook on his thigh. "You bet. I didn't mention the photos, but once we're there, I'm sure 
they'll go along with it."

"Get two or three color shots for the front," Jacqueline said, a lilt in her voice. 
Kris abandoned her quiet corner of the newsroom and strode over to the group. Bruce and Jacqueline had 

never suffered tragedy in their lives, or they wouldn't act so blasé. 
No one noticed Kris’s presence. She spoke quickly, before she lost her nerve. "I know you want a good 

story, but have a little sympathy. Sending a photographer unannounced would be taking advantage of these poor 
people." 

Her co-workers regarded her with blank expressions.
"Why?" Bruce asked. "The kids are of age. It’s not like we’re exploiting pre-schoolers."
"If they're inviting a reporter into their home, they should realize we intend to play up the story," Jacqueline 

said. 
"They'll be emotional," Kris said. "A photographer will make them feel worse. The least you could do is 

prepare them."



Jacqueline folded her arms, covering a horizontal row of gold buttons on her biscuit-colored blazer. "I'm 
sure they expect it, but Bruce was smart in setting it up this way. If they have doubts, they'll be more likely to say 
yes once our staff has had a chance to develop a rapport. If the pictures bother them, the family can always 
decline."

"They'll feel pressured," Kris said. "They have enough to deal with right now. You’ve got your exclusive. 
Why can't you just run photos of the boy who died?"

"Kris, this is our job, not yours." Coldness had replaced Jacqueline's lilt. "This paper tells it like it is. If you 
can't accept that, then maybe you shouldn't work in a newsroom."

"Maybe you should treat your sources like human beings."
"Why don't you stay out of things that don't concern you? As I recall, you have no news experience. I'm not 

even sure why you were hired in the first place." Jacqueline glared at Dex. 
They all knew the answer to that. The previous editorial assistant had quit on Jacqueline's vacation. Dex grew 

impatient and placed a classified ad. Kris admitted she preferred the dreaded four-to-midnight shift, and he hired 
her on the spot. His judgment wasn't good enough for Jacqueline, who had reminded him of the three-month 
probation for all employees. 

Dex's shaggy salt and pepper eyebrows curled downward. "Kris does fine. She's bright and talented. Give her 
a chance to learn." He glowered at Bruce. "Next time you're working on a hot story, check with me." 

He stalked to his desk, leaving the others gaping after him. Her neck and shoulder muscles tense, Kris 
released a deep breath. She needed this job. Like it or not, she was stuck working with Barbie. "Sorry if I 
offended you, Jacqueline. I just wanted to give you another perspective." 

Jacqueline ignored her and gestured to Bruce. "Come on, let's discuss tomorrow's budget." 
He snapped to attention and followed her into the conference room. Jacqueline carried herself with the 

posture of a model, her back straight and an upward tilt to her chin. Jacqueline and her budget. Kris had once 
asked Dex if the paper was in okay shape, money-wise. She’d assumed Jacqueline was obsessed with the editorial 
department’s finances. Dex just laughed and said, "That’s news lingo for story line-up."

As others in the newsroom headed out, Kris drifted back to the microfilm machine and her research. Her 
editors demanded eight historical facts per issue. Dex told her to play up light local fluff as people liked seeing 
their names in print, while Jacqueline said to emphasize hard news. Kris found herself trying to please them 
both. 

At first, she had enjoyed exploring the older editions. Fifty years ago, chunky blocks of type took up the 
front page. Most articles came over the wire and staff-written pieces had no bylines. Dex had explained how 
reporters worked for "the paper" in those days, not for the recognition. But now if Kris spent too much time on 
the machine, the scrolling of the film gave her motion sickness. The focus lever didn't work right, so she'd press 
her finger over the tape, holding it in place. 

Frowning, Kris stared at the bold black headline splashed above the subhead "Body Found In Fremont 
State Woods." For the second time, she skimmed the article about Diana Ferguson. 

FREMONT - A 21-year-old cocktail waitress reported missing was found bludgeoned to death Saturday 
night in the woods behind the Fremont State College baseball field. Police have identified the victim as Diana 
Marie Ferguson of 22 Hutchins Circle. 

Ferguson, daughter of Irene and the late Joseph Ferguson, had been missing for two days. She waited tables 
at Rossi's Bar, and apparently left work early Thursday night to meet friends at Campus Pizzeria on Robinson 
Avenue, police said.

She was last seen alive shortly after 9 p.m., when witnesses said she left the pizzeria with a former boyfriend, 
Jared Peyton, a senior at Fremont State College.

A student discovered the body while walking in the woods. Police responded to a call at 11:30 p.m. and 
removed the body, which was wrapped in a garbage bag. 

Ferguson's car, a 1975 Chevy, was found behind the former Salvatore's Restaurant on Purchase Street. The 
restaurant has been vacant for a year. 

According to Detective Gerald Frank, Ferguson had been hit in the head with a blunt object. Police believe 
she was killed at another location. There were no traces of sexual assault, police said.



"She wanted to be an artist," said her sister, Cheryl Soares, a substitute teacher at Fremont High School. "She 
had all these plans. Diana was such a good person. I can't believe she's dead."

According to Soares, her sister had been due back Thursday at midnight and never stayed out late without 
calling. By 2 a.m., her mother grew worried, telephoning friends and co-workers.

Ferguson is survived by her mother, sister, several aunts, uncles and a nephew. Funeral arrangements are 
incomplete and under the direction of the Bellwood Funeral Home. Police are investigating the case. Frank says 
he does not recall any other murders in the history of the town. 

Dex cleared his throat from behind Kris. "Sorry you dislike the pictures of that kid’s family, but most readers 
want this. It sells papers." 

Rubbing her blurry eyes, she turned to face him. Another month of poring over old news stories and she’d 
need reading glasses. 

"I realize I'm in the minority," she said. "Thanks for sticking up for me. I don't think Jacqueline is too 
happy."

"Miss High and Mighty will get over it. Let me know if she gives you a hard time." Leaning forward, Dex 
read over her shoulder. He had pulled off his suit jacket and rolled up his sleeves. "Is that the Ferguson case? 
How the hell did you dig this up? Christ, has it been twenty-five years already?" 

"You remember it?"
"Who do you think covered the story?"
Kris peered up into his grizzled face. "You're kidding."
"Reporters swarmed the scene. The cops brought us back to the police station and issued a statement. I was 

ticked off because Saturday's paper had gone to press and we didn't have a Sunday edition back then. We got 
scooped by the Globe, the Herald and the TV guys on our own territory."

Dex touched the first line of the article, his palm shadowing the light. Liver spots stamped his swollen 
knuckles. "I'll never forget how the editor changed my lead, calling her a twenty-one-year-old cocktail waitress. 
And then that headline, 'Missing Barmaid Murdered.' It put a negative slant on her. I made them take off my 
byline."

"Wasn't this a big story?"
"Yeah, but my daughter, Sadie, knew Diana in elementary school. Diana used to bring her dad to father-

daughter banquets. She was shy, but she'd jabber when her dad was there. Used to amaze Sadie."
Kris stared at Diana's photograph. "Did Diana stay shy as she got older? As a teenager?" 
"I don't know. Sadie went to Fremont Catholic so the girls lost touch." Dex combed a finger through his 

mussed white hair."It was tough calling Diana's house after the murder. Her mother was a wreck, couldn't get 
out a word without crying. Diana's sister took the phone away and gave a comment. I told her I'd known Diana 
as a little girl. The sister trusted me."

"Did the police solve the murder?" 
"Nope. For a long time, the mother would run an obit page ad on Diana's birthday.I can almost remember it 

word for word. It said something about how life would never be the same without her, but that Diana’s soul and 
spirit would live on. She wrote that the family wouldn’t give up until justice prevailed. It was the same boxed ad 
every year."

"It’s amazing the desperate measures that will make you feel better," Kris murmured. "It’s like the friends 
and relatives who leave wooden crosses and flowers at an accident scene. You can’t demonstrate your love to the 
person directly, so you find other ways." 

Silence dropped over them, not awkward, but Kris didn’t know how to fill it. Dex scrutinized her with the 
intensity of a lifelong journalist. "How you doing, Kid? You like this job? Even the nutty hours?"

Kris gave him a rueful grin. Something about Dex made it easy for her to open up. "That's the best part. It’s 
so quiet. Plus working late makes the night go faster. I'll go home, read or do housework, then go to bed around 
6 a.m. I have trouble sleeping at night." 

"Insomnia? That's too bad. Ever tried medication?"
"Nothing helps."



"Don't let Jacqueline work you too hard. Make sure you take a dinner break." Dex rustled his New England 
Patriots jacket off a plastic hanger in the closet. 

"Hey, Dex? Is it okay if I don’t put the Ferguson case in my column? I know it ought to be included, but I’m 
worried about Diana’s family seeing it. If the mother stopped running those ads, maybe she’s finally come to 
terms with it."

He stuffed his arms into the coat and shrugged. "Hell, I’m probably getting to be a softie in my old age, but I 
don’t see the sense of dredging it up either. Not for a blurb in the ‘25 Years Ago Today’ column." 

"Thanks, Dex. Have a good weekend."
Kris reached over and straightened the pile of obits and press releases on her desk, right beside the microfilm 

machine. She’d better finish up with her historical anecdotes and get back to the present. Ten obits had trickled 
in via e-mail. The 11 p.m. deadline would sneak up fast. 

Dex hadn't exaggerated when he'd warned that the staff would consider her the newsroom slave, asking her 
to handle a five-page Department of Public Works announcement for the next edition, or answer their 
telephones if they went to the bathroom. She also hadn't expected such a demanding public. People complained 
about front-page stories, police logs and crossword puzzles that had wrong answers in the solution box.

Yet poor as the pay was, and despite her lowly status, Kris loved her new job. Her old one, as administrative 
assistant for a Manhattan investments firm, had exhausted her. She'd never slept well, but over the past six 
months it had gotten much worse. At night, Kris would bury her head in the pillow, unable to drown out the 
cars, yells and sirens outside her Morningside Heights apartment. 

It was either be a zombie, or come home to quiet Fremont, Massachusetts. 
"That was quite a scene you made." Bruce, the cop reporter, leaned against her desk and the obits slid to the 

floor. 
He enjoyed the women in the front office raving about his "bedroom" eyes and russet gold hair, but Kris 

couldn't stomach his annoying cockiness. Besides, she’d bet a month’s salary that his vibrant blue eyes were 
courtesy of Bausch & Lomb.

Bruce made no effort to collect the papers. "I've never seen you talk to anyone like that." He winked. "In our 
short acquaintance, anyway. We'll know each other better soon." 

"I was just expressing my opinion." She bent to gather the scattered sheets.
"You're a passionate gal." 
Kris rose and blocked the microfilm reader with her back. She didn’t want Bruce getting wind of Diana 

Ferguson. He probably wouldn’t care anyway, but Kris felt protective of Diana somehow. She adjusted the heap 
of paperwork on her overburdened desk. "I hope this disagreement doesn't come back to haunt me with 
Jacqueline." 

"Don't worry. If she's pissed at anyone, it's Dex. Is the old man driving you crazy yet?" 
"I like him. He acts crusty, but if you look past that, he's a sweetheart."
"Sweetheart? Dex?" Bruce chuckled. "You're gonna find that dear old Dex is past his prime."
If Kris had to waste precious minutes talking to Bruce, she may as well fish for information. "What's the deal 

with Dex and Jacqueline? I don't get who's in charge. I thought he oversaw the day shift and Jacqueline the 
night, but I heard she's always here. Who has final control?"

"Jacqueline's top dog, although Dex tends to forget it. She and I worked together at a weekly on the South 
Shore. She came here six months ago and called me when a reporting job opened."

"I didn't know you two had worked together," Kris said. 
That explained why Bruce and Jacqueline meshed. Other reporters griped about the managing editor. 

Tension drained out of the newsroom on Tuesdays, Jacqueline's night off. 
"She was my editor," Bruce said. "Listen, don't take Jacqueline personally. She'd sleep in the newsroom if 

they let her, and expects everyone else to do the same. She was married to her job more than her husband. Now 
they're getting divorced."

"That's too bad. Do they have children?"
Bruce snorted. "Jacqueline? Never. She won't admit it, but she's stressed out about this job, too. A daily was 

a big step. Dex is another pain in her ass. Jacqueline has full editorial control, but the company allowed Dex to 
keep his title. Temporarily."



"What do you mean?"
"The publisher's pushing him to retire, and Dex said he'd consider it within the year. But the year's over. If 

the old man doesn't smarten up and leave on his own, they're gonna force him out."
Kris gazed at Dex's desk with its dogeared towers of Fremont Daily News issues. He'd told her that he had 

started as a paper boy. He lived and breathed the news business.
"That's awful," she said. "At least he has a chance to keep his dignity. I hope Dex takes it."
"Don't give management any credit. They're just bridging the transition. There's a bunch of senior citizens 

who read the paper and don't want to see changes."
"Poor Dex."
"Poor us. We've got to listen to his complaining. Want to blow this place and get something to eat? I have 

time before my police rounds."
Bruce flirted with every woman at the paper. No sense feeling flattered. 
"I can't leave," Kris said. "Too many obits."
"How about lunch Monday before work?"
She hesitated. 
"Come on, it's not a date," Bruce said. "I'll fill you in on everyone. I've got all kinds of gossip. What do you 

say?"
Kris knew she could use an introduction to the oddities of the staff. Already, he'd provided an eye-opener. 

"Okay, sounds good."
He watched her with amusement. "You'll be glad you said yes, darling." 
Darling? Oh, please. 
She waited till he left, then rewound the microfilm to a date shortly after Diana Ferguson had disappeared. 

The paper had run a description of Diana and a police telephone number. Kris turned off the machine. 
The yearbook picture remained imprinted in her mind. She’d read many articles about murder victims over 

the years, but Diana Ferguson’s story affected her more than usual. She had a sense that Diana was 
misunderstood. 

Kris knew that feeling well. 

Fin
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Mattie

My mother was an unmarried mother, fallen woman, they called her back in Princeton, Missouri. They called 
her that and a lot worse names, most of which I didn’t understand at the time, thank goodness. It wasn’t just that 
Mama made one mistake—me—but I had a little brother, Will Henry, and neither of us had a father that we 
knew about. Will Henry was seven years younger than me, and you’d think I’d remember a man being around 
the house about that time to account for my brother’s appearance, but I didn’t. I used to wonder if Mama had 
somehow gotten caught in the great war just passed or if my father had fought in that war. For much of my 
growing-up years, Mama never told us if we had the same father or not. When either of us asked, Mama became 
flustered and impatient and usually just said, “I don’t want to talk about it.” There would be tears in her eyes that 
made me feel guilty and cruel, so I would abandon the subject.

But Mama’s status caused both of us a lot of grief. I can still remember trips to the store for whatever small 
bit of staples Mama could afford. Other kids would tease, “Where’s your father?” “Ain’t you heard? She ain’t got 
none.” “You know what that makes her mama.” I never did learn to ignore those taunts. I’d turn bright red and 
feel myself tense up as I headed for home instead of completing my errand. Sometimes Mama sent me to collect 
ironing. Taking in ironing was one way she made a little money for us, and I can still see her heating that sad iron 
over the stove, then struggling to press its weight down just right on some sheer and wonderful dress that 
belonged to a rich lady in town.

We lived in a two-room wooden shack, two rooms only because Mama hung a frayed blanket kind of in the 
middle to separate the cooking area from the sleeping area, and we three slept in the same bed, all the time until I 
left home at the age of fourteen. But that’s getting ahead of my story.

Mama also took in sewing, and that’s how I met the Canary family. One day I had to go with Mama to fit a 
dress on Mary Jane, the daughter, who was just about my age. Will Henry was a toddler then, and Mama left him 
with someone else; heaven only knows at this point who it might have been. But she dressed me up the best she 
could, even ironing my patched cotton dress, and taking great care with her own appearance, wearing a worn 
flannel dress in subdued gray. She had cleverly redone it to hide the worst spots and had even added a small 
white ruffle at the neck. If you didn’t look too closely, she seemed as well dressed as the next grand lady.

“Least the patches are neat, Mattie. We want them to know that I sew a fine seam and that I have some taste 
in clothes, don’t we?”

“Yes, Mama.” I was always ready to agree with her when Mama was happy, like she was that day.
“La, child, this may be the beginning of a better life for us. The Canarys may take a liking to my work and 

maybe to you, and that would . . . well, it might make things easier.” She laughed and tied her bonnet in a 
flourishing bow. Being less than ten, I believed Mama that it could all be true. I hadn’t yet learned to be skeptical 
about Mama’s new beginnings and search for my own.

We were both in high spirits as we set out. Mama was still a beautiful woman, with pale brown hair and high 
cheekbones that maybe came from a not too remote Indian ancestor, but she was beginning already to look tired 
and worn out. I guess she must have been near thirty then. Still, tired or not, she drew looks as we walked down 
the dirt road and crossed the tracks to the “right” side of town.

On the other hand, I must have resembled my unknown father, or at the least that Indian ancestor, for I had 
none of Mama’s prettiness. Tall for my age and skinny, I was an awkward, angular child with coarse dark hair 
which I wore pulled back so that it emphasized my high cheekbones and dark eyes. I used to dream about that 
unknown Indian in the family background and imagine that my Indian looks were mysterious.

Little kids didn’t tease me when I was with Mama, but they were only slightly more discreet about their 
curiosity. I saw them pointing and staring, but there was no way I could run and hide, so I marched right along 
beside Mama, wishing the earth would open and swallow me.

“Isn’t it a grand day, Mattie?”
“Yes, Mama, it sure is.”
“What would you most like to do today?”
“Well, maybe mend that doll of mine . . .”
“Oh, fiddle, Mattie, let your imagination go. Choose something that we probably can’t do.”
I didn’t hesitate at all. “I’d like to hitch up a horse and buggy and leave here . . . forever!”



Mama looked alarmed. “Mattie, why? This is our home now.” 
“Now? Wasn’t it always?”
“Ever since you can remember, baby. But not always for me.” She had a wistful look on her face, and I 

wondered again about Mama, where she had come from, who her own mama was and all those questions she 
never would answer. In a way, I was cut off from my own roots, for we had no relatives in Princeton, Missouri, 
not even any friends. Somewhere, I guessed, Mama had a family, but there was no contact between them, and if 
it bothered Mama, she rarely let on.

Because of the lilt in her voice and her genteel ways, I thought Mama came from the South, and that made 
me think of the war again. “Mama,” I asked hesitantly, “where are . . . well, where did you come from?”

“Not here, child,” she said, laughing, “certainly not here. But it was a long way away and a long time ago. I 
don’t want to talk about it.”

I could guess that Mama’s family must have been pretty rich, because my own piddling amount of schooling 
by then had shown me that Mama had had a lot of education. She had one or two books—a copy of 
Shakespeare and some books of poems that she read aloud to me sometimes. Mostly then, I didn’t understand 
them, but I listened because it seemed important to Mama and seemed somehow to calm and soothe her to read 
those big words about things that were beyond me. I was, you might say, a tractable child.

And somewhere Mama surely had learned to sew a fine seam. Her handwork was as neat and tiny as any I’ve 
seen to this day, and she had an eye for good lace, fine materials and well-cut dresses.

That, of course, was what had brought us out that day. We arrived at the Canary home, which looked like a 
mansion to me, big and white and neat and clean, with blooming flowers in the front and a white picket fence, 
freshly painted all the way around. It was a two-story house with a gabled roof, lots of windows and even a 
balcony with a railing below and gingerbread decoration at the top. From outside, you could see heavy drapes 
pulled back for the day at every window.

“Golly gee Ned!” I exclaimed as we started up the brick walk to the dark wood front door with its huge brass 
knocker.

“Mattie, hush. Try to act like you go in houses every day that are just like this or maybe even grander.”
“But I don’t,” I protested. “I’ve never seen anything like this.” Of course, I had seen big houses, this very 

one, on my one or two ventures into the other side of town. But I didn’t take exploratory trips very often 
because of all the teasing. And I never, ever thought I would go into a house like that. I remember today, clear as 
ever, that awestruck feeling, like my stomach was going to fall right down to my toes or else come up through 
my throat.

Mama acted like she’d been in houses like this all her life, and maybe she had. “Mrs. Canary? I’ve come to fit 
dresses for Mary Jane.”

The Canary family may have felt they were the grandest folk in Princeton, but nobody there had a maid, and 
Mrs. Canary opened the door herself. Years later I wished, nastily, that the lady could have known how far from 
being grand she really was. Somehow, living in places like Missouri and Nebraska, some of us got notions of 
grandness that were out of kilter with the rest of the world. We accepted as grand things that were really mighty 
small, like fine furniture and big houses. Yet there’s another kind of grand out here . . . But back to Mary Jane.

Mrs. Canary let us into a fair-sized entry hall, with a straight staircase carpeted in red. By peeking, I could see 
a parlor to one side of the hall and a dining room to the other. The furniture all looked new—velvet, I suppose
—and everything was very neat, like nobody lived there. The tabletops were marble and bare, except for one gilt-
framed photograph, presumably Mr. and Mrs. Canary as newlyweds. The sofas and chairs had wood trim and 
looked awfully uncomfortable. There were antimacassars everywhere and a flowered carpet on the floor. I 
thought a minute about our crowded shack, with Mama’s sewing flung here and there, and my pitiful doll, with 
which I was now too big to play but which still sat on the bed each day. The Canary house made me cold inside.

Mary Jane hung over the railing at the top of the stairs, smiling like a cherub and wearing a blue satin dress 
with a huge white collar, her blond hair done in sausage curls. I was acutely aware of my patched cotton and tried 
to avoid looking at her, but as soon as Mama turned her back, Mary Jane stuck her tongue out at me. I would 
never have been brave enough to do that.



Mama saw the tongue, though, and reached out for my hand, holding it tight and smiling at Mrs. Canary, 
who led us upstairs to what she called the sewing room. I couldn’t see that anybody did much sewing there, 
except maybe for the pincushion with a few needles in it and some spools of thread next to it.

Mama got right to work, measuring Mary Jane, who stood like she thought she was some kind of princess, 
smiling down at her servants from the footstool on which she stood. I longed to kick the stool out from under 
her, but I pretended to busy myself looking out the window.

“I wouldn’t want the dress too long, Mrs. . . .”
“Armstrong,” Mama supplied calmly. “Of course not. A girl her age doesn’t need a long dress, do you, Mary 

Jane?”
Mary Jane disagreed. “I won’t dress like a baby. I need my dresses lots longer than this one you made me 

wear today.” 
“Mary Jane . . .”
“I will not!”
“Very well, dear. Mrs. Armstrong . . .” She hesitated again, as though it stuck in her throat to call Mama 

“Mrs.” “We’ll let her have her way.”
I had a sneaking suspicion Mary Jane always got her way, and years later I remembered that scene and 

thought probably all her troubles started right there.
Mama finished measuring and helped Mary Jane down from the stool, then asked Mrs. Canary for the fabric 

she wanted used, and they busied themselves in a corner, looking at material and discussing the best way to cut 
it. Mary Jane sidled over to me to whisper, “I don’t like having a bastard in my house.”

Fortunately, I didn’t know what the word meant, but I knew well enough that I had been insulted, and pretty 
royally, too. If it were today, there are lots of things I would have done, but I just stood there, studying the 
flower in the carpet at my toes, and muttered, “I don’t like being here either.” I really think Mary Jane considered 
kicking me—she turned to see if her mother was looking—but I moved away before she could turn back.

I told Mama what she’d said on the way home, and Mama was indignant. “Why, that awful girl! I’ll never sew 
another stitch for her, not ever!” 

“What does bastard mean, Mama?”
“Never you mind. It’s just not a nice thing to call a person.”
I had guessed by then. It had something to do with all those questions about where my father was, questions 

Mama wouldn’t answer. And now she wouldn’t explain the word to me.
Of course, Mama did sew for Mary Jane, made her a bunch of dresses, but it never turned out to be the new 

beginning she expected. The Canarys were miserly about paying and picky about the work she did, not that 
Mama’s work was imperfect. But they would change their minds about a sleeve or a collar after Mama got a dress 
made, and then they’d claim it was all her fault. Mama never said anything, for we needed the little money they 
paid, but I felt sorry for her that the relationship didn’t turn out like she envisioned. We were never invited to 
tea.

Things went on without any big change for quite a while after Mama started sewing for the Canarys. Will 
Henry grew bigger all the time, and pretty soon he had to endure school with me. Teasing never did seem to 
bother him like it did me, and I often thought he just wasn’t bright enough to understand what other kids were 
saying. He seemed to take it all as a compliment.

“They like me at school, Mattie, they really do.” 
“That’s good, Will Henry. How do you know?”
“Oh, they laugh with me all the time and call things to me.”
I loved that little boy, and it made me sad to hear his story. At least, I guessed it was better if it didn’t make 

him sad. But every time something like that happened, either to him or to me, I resolved that I would get even 
when I grew up. Course, I never did, but timid child that I was, revenge burned pure in my heart, and I hated.

I never did know if Mama got teased or anything because she never talked about it and always acted like she 
was the grandest lady in town. Some days Mama didn’t feel too good and spent the day in bed. Those were the 
days I would run errands for people, fetching a bag of sugar from the store or taking a notice to the weekly 
journal office, all to earn a little money for us. Some days I had to skip school between trying to grab a few 
pennies and taking care of Mama, but I usually kept up in my schoolwork.



You see, Mama’s next new beginning was a real bad one. By the time I was twelve or so, I was aware that she 
was tired a lot. She not only had to rest much of the time, but she looked tired, with great dark circles under her 
eyes. And her cheeks were the brightest pink I’d ever seen. Sometimes she’d be burning up with fever, and I’d sit 
and wipe her forehead with a wet cloth.

Once when I was sitting with her, I remember asking quite clearly, “Mama, tell me about my father.”
She was tired and the question made her cross. “Why, Mattie? He’s no one you’ll ever know.”
“But can’t I know about him?”
“It wouldn’t make you proud,” she said, turning away with a tear. To this day, I wonder if maybe she married 

a Northern sympathizer who moved her to Missouri, left to find his fortune out West and only came back long 
enough to father Will Henry. It was another of my fantasies, but a less appealing one than some others. I never 
asked Mama about it again.

I was getting a little tougher. I didn’t run for home anymore when I was teased, and I didn’t turn red in the 
face. But I hadn’t yet gotten to the point of talking back, which, in my ignorance, I thought would be the 
pinnacle of growth. There was one boy, Tommy Hawkes, who was particularly mean and even threw a rotten 
apple at me one day. I used to think it would be the greatest satisfaction in the world to rub his face in the mud. I 
don’t know, maybe it would have been, but I never did get the chance. And I was still vaguely ashamed of 
something about Mama that I didn’t completely understand but that I knew had to do with me and Will Henry 
and that Northern soldier of my fantasy.

Mr. Reeves came into our lives about that time. He was a big, handsome, happy man, the first man I had 
ever had a chance to be around or know well, mind you, and it was a new experience for me. I was tongue-tied 
most of the time.

“Well, Mattie, what’s new today?”
“Nothing.”
“Come on, now. Did you go to school?”
“No, sir.”
“Why not? Every girl your age needs to be in school.” His huge hands clasped together, he announced this 

solemnly.
“Mama didn’t feel too well, and I had to do some errands.”
His face was real serious. “I know your mama’s not feeling well. We’re going to have to do something about 

that.”
I don’t know where Mama found Mr. Reeves. He was a drummer, as they called salesmen back then, and he 

sold all kinds of kitchen products to every small town in northern Missouri. But he had been a farmer and a river 
boatman and all kinds of things, and I began to suspect there wasn’t anything he couldn’t do. He was a big man, 
and from those days, I remember most his wide grin. When his sales brought him to Princeton, which seemed to 
be more and more often, he spent his time with us, and under his hand our little shack began to be sturdier and 
to look a little better. He nailed up loose boards, chinked in spaces where the cold wind whistled in winter, and 
nearly rebuilt the tiny front stoop, part of which was rotting away. He brought fabric for Mama to make new and 
bright curtains, and he filled our kitchen with more pots and pans than we could ever have food to fill.

But we ate better, too, and I began to feel Mr. Reeves must be rich. He brought all kinds of things we rarely 
if ever had, like beefsteak, which he must have bartered from someone, and fresh vegetables that he bought 
from someone else’s garden, and lots of staples from the store—coffee and tea, which usually were too dear for 
Mama to buy, and pieces of horehound, which were an unheard-of luxury for Will Henry and me. Life was 
sweet, and for a while Mama began to get better.

And the brightest thing in my life was that I had a job. I was to baby-sit every afternoon for the doctor and 
his wife, so the wife could have a rest. The Dinsmores lived in a comfortable, clean house, not as grand and 
frightening as the Canarys but more like what I thought a home should be—great, comfortable chairs, books to 
read and window seats where you could sit and watch the rain. They had only one child, three-year-old Sara, and 
she was nice as babies go, about as nice as Will Henry had been, so I had no trouble with her. She played, and I 
like as not spent the afternoon with only one eye on her and the other on a book I had found in the shelves. Dr. 
Dinsmore liked that, and next to Mr. Reeves, I thought he was the grandest man ever. The schoolmaster, a Mr. 



West, who rapped people’s knuckles with a ruler and made us memorize long, dull passages of poetry, went 
rapidly downhill in my mind.

“Reading again, Mattie?” Dr. Dinsmore stood there, thumbs hooked under his suspenders, looking, I 
thought, very grand with his mustache and dark suit. He was not a tall man but so thin and wiry that he gave the 
impression of height and strength.

“Oh, yes, sir, but I was watching Sara real carefully.”
“I’m sure you were. It’s all right. I was just glad to see someone using the books. What are you reading?”
I showed him a copy of Pamela and asked if he knew the story.
“Yes, Mattie, I know the story.” Was there laughter hidden in his voice? “I’m not sure your schoolmaster 

would approve of you reading novels, but you go right ahead.” He walked over to the shelves and appeared to 
study for a moment, then said, “When you’re through with that, you might want to try this.” He handed me a 
copy of Five Weeks in a Balloon, by Jules Verne. “You’re free to take it home as long as you’re sure to return it.”

I was astounded. Not only did he not think I was lazy for reading when I should have been playing with little 
Sara, but he gave me another book to read. And he would let me take it home.

I fairly flew home, ignoring the darkening and dingy streets of our part of Princeton. “Mama” —I burst in 
the door— “Dr. Dinsmore let me borrow a book.” Caution came to me too late, and I hastened to add, “Of 
course, I won’t read when you need me.”

I never knew how Mama would react, though lately since Mr. Reeves had been around, she was more 
predictable. Still, there was always the chance she’d start on about how I could do more errands, try to earn 
another nickel or two or help out with Will Henry, who was really big enough to take care of himself, or so I 
thought. But she surprised me this time.

“Let me see it, Mattie. Oh, Jules Verne. I read that, a long time ago.” She got that faraway look in her eyes. 
“It’s a good book. You’ll like it.”

Later, when Mr. Reeves came, she said brightly, “Mattie’s reading Jules Verne’s book about his balloon trip. 
Dr. Dinsmore let her bring it home.”

“Well, now, isn’t that fine! Course, I don’t know next to nothing about books, never could read much, and I 
ain’t heard of that one, but I know it’s important for a young person to get all the education they can. You go 
right on and read, Mattie, and I’ll help your ma.” He patted me on the head, and as I looked up, I saw Mama give 
him a long sideways look. I wasn’t sure what it meant, but I read a little hurt and disappointment in her face. 

Dr. Dinsmore continued to be my unofficial tutor. He and Mrs. Dinsmore got so they liked each other less 
and less; at least that’s how it appeared to me. They never argued. I’d even heard Mama and Mr. Reeves raise 
their voices some, but the Dinsmores were always coldly polite. I knew he wasn’t that way by nature, for he 
would get down on the floor and play with Sara, laughing and tossing her in the air until she giggled almost out 
of control. Whenever Mrs. Dinsmore saw this happen, she’d say, “Arthur, you’ll damage the child.” And he’d 
say, “Stuff and nonsense. Little roughhousing never hurt anyone.”

Mrs. Dinsmore was blond and pretty like Mama, only her eyes were kind of an ice-cold blue, and her lips 
were tight, even when they smiled. She never had the laughter that sometimes welled up from Mama, and she 
looked worse in her fine clothes than Mama did in her patched and worn dresses.

Big as I was then, almost thirteen years old, I was only beginning to know the facts of life, as they are called. 
I had an inkling, though, that it took a great liking, even love, between two people to make a baby. I wasn’t really 
sure about love—heaven knows, have any of us ever learned?—and I wondered a lot about that mysterious man 
Mama liked or loved well enough to have two babies with, but I also wondered about the Dinsmores. They 
didn’t seem to like each other well enough to make a baby.

Mrs. Dinsmore was nice to me, though not as friendly as he was, and I sensed she didn’t approve of my 
reading program. She’d say, “Reading again, Mattie? Don’t ruin your eyes with all that study,” or “Why don’t you 
take Sara outside? Too much indoors is never good for youngsters, even as big as you are.” But she continued to 
pay me regularly, and sometimes they asked me to stay to supper, which was a treat, because there was much 
more food and better kinds of it than Mama could afford, less greens and cornbread and red beans and more 
meat and potatoes. I ate heartily on those nights.

“Mattie, child, are you hungry?”



“Not really,” I would lie. I didn’t want to say that I was kind of storing up, like a squirrel putting away nuts 
for the winter. “It’s just that it tastes so good.”

“Well, here, have another helping of meat loaf.”
And I would eat away. It’s a wonder I didn’t get fat as a piglet in those days, but I suspect all that food made 

up for what had been a sparseness in my diet. Lots of times, I’d sneak extra pieces of meat in my napkin to take 
home to Will Henry, especially during the times Mr. Reeves was out of town and there was less food on our 
table. I suspect the Dinsmores would gladly have given me food for Will Henry, but I was too proud to ask.

I overheard them talking one night after I had stayed for supper and, as a way of thanks, had volunteered to 
bathe Sara and get her ready for bed. She was running around her room, stitch-stark naked, giggling up a storm, 
and I stepped out to get a towel to wrap her in. They were at the foot of the stairs, and I could hear them talk 
without having to go anywhere nearer the banister.

“I suppose she doesn’t eat right at home,” Mrs. Dinsmore said in that slightly disapproving tone.
“Probably not. It’s a marvelous thing if we can feed both her body and her mind.”
“We’re not running a charity house, you know.”
“Come now, Emma, that child doesn’t take one thing from us. She gives us laughter and love for Sara, which 

the child sorely needs, and she brings me happiness.” It was one of the few times I heard him criticize his wife, 
even obliquely.

There was no answer from Mrs. Dinsmore, and I didn’t know enough to realize how significant that was. 
Poor woman. I never could figure out why she was so stiff and cool and how Dr. Dinsmore ended up with her.

But the fact that they had such an armed truce gave him lots of extra time to spend with Sara, and he spent 
some of it with me. We were both glad for his company, even though he seemed preoccupied a lot of the time. 
Dr. Dinsmore had unusual ideas for a physician, even back in those days when medicine wasn’t regulated much. 
He hadn’t gone to medical school, of course—few men did, and medical schools were so unregulated that you 
might learn more harmful things there than good. He had simply read medicine by following an old country 
physician around somewhere in northeast Missouri. There was a doctor over there in a small town named 
Kirksville who had announced that he had a new approach to medicine. Name was Still, and it seemed that he 
felt medical practice as he knew it wasn’t helping people; matter of fact, he thought it killed two of his children. 
So he went about it in a new way, saying that the body was naturally healthy and the physician’s job was to aid 
that process, not hinder it. One thing he advocated was very little medicine. Well, Dr. Dinsmore believed in that, 
and he’d sit and talk to me about it at night. Of course, at that age I didn’t understand much, but I was flattered 
he wanted to talk, and I listened.

“God wouldn’t have invented a faulty machine, Mattie. We were meant to be healthy and not to be taking a 
draught to sleep and another to straighten our bowels and another to ward off colds. We need to get all that out 
of our systems and keep our bodies in good shape, like good machines.”

I didn’t know much about machinery, so the comparison was a little odd to me, but I went along with Dr. 
Dinsmore’s idea that we should keep our bodies healthy. Of course, all the walking I did back and forth to the 
Dinsmores to school and on Mama’s errands kept me pretty well exercised. But I thought about Mama, cooped 
up in that little shack all day.

By that time, Mama’s health was really poor again. The last time she had gone to the store herself, instead of 
sending me, she had come home exhausted, out of breath and nearly faint. Seems she had only gone because I 
was at Dinsmores, and my heart lurched in fear at the possibility that I would have to quit Dinsmore’s and stay 
home to be more help to Mama.

“Mama, I would have gone to the store for you.”
“You weren’t here.” She sounded a little like a spoiled child. 
“But I’d have come back. You mustn’t tire yourself out.”
“I’ll just rest awhile and you fix the supper, Mattie. Then I’ll be all right. I don’t know what’s the matter with 

me.”
I didn’t know either, but I did know that her cheeks were feverish red again, her skin pale, and pretty often 

she had a bad cough. I guess Mr. Reeves knew only too well what was wrong, because he made some startling 
announcements the next time he visited.



He arrived late one night, after Will Henry and I were asleep, and we didn’t see him till we sat sleepily at the 
breakfast table, with Mama stirring a big pot of oatmeal with much more vigor than usual.

“Your ma and I are going to get married,” he announced. “Today.”
I looked quick at Mama, but she was still busy with the oatmeal, and I couldn’t tell if she was happy about 

this or not. After a minute’s thought, I decided I was happy. It would, I thought, make life easier for her, and 
that in turn would make things easier for me. I guess kids always have a way of relating everything to themselves. 
I should have known better, for his next words tore my world apart.

“We’ll all be leaving for the West soon as we can get going. I used to farm once back a long time ago, and 
I’m gonna do it again, because your mama’s got to get out of this Missouri climate before it kills her.”

Mama stirred harder, and I bit my lip. Move? Not that I was so fond of Princeton—there was a time when 
my dream was to leave—but now I had the Dinsmores, and I didn’t want to leave them and all the opportunity 
they represented to me. Will Henry, meanwhile, was jumping with joy, and I could have crowned him.

“West!” he shouted. “Where west? Will there be Indians? Cowboys?” 
“Whoa,” Mr. Reeves laughed. “We’ll go someplace civilized, or at least as close as we can get.”
I suppose Mama had the same vision of a white cottage with a picket fence and a great sweeping field of 

wheat or corn that I did. It turned out things were to be very different, and Mama might as well have stayed in 
Princeton, but none of us knew that. Mr. Reeves loved her, he really did, and he was doing what he thought was 
best. He really wanted to settle Mama in a comfortable home instead of a shack and give her the kind of life she 
apparently had known as a child. I think he thought he could restore her health by improving her life, but he was 
too late. Who knows? Maybe if he had come earlier, she never would have gotten sick.

Meanwhile, I was fighting my conscience. If it was good for Mama, I should be glad to go, but I was feeling 
mighty selfish, wanting to stay in Princeton so I could read the rest of the books in Dr. Dinsmore’s library. I 
suspected that we would leave pretty quickly—and I was right—and I never could read fast enough to make any 
progress at all.

Will Henry and I went to school, with him talking nonstop about our big move and telling every kid in the 
schoolyard. They all snickered and said things like, “He’s gonna marry your mother?” in incredulous tones. I 
could have kicked Will Henry but I kept my silence, lost in my own problems. That afternoon I was slow 
walking to the Dinsmores and late getting there.

“Mattie, whatever is the matter with you? Looks like you’ve lost your best friend.”
“I don’t have a best friend,” I muttered unpleasantly, even though I knew he was trying to be helpful.
“All right, Mattie, I know that.” Dr. Dinsmore turned serious. “What’s the matter?”
“We’re leaving Princeton,” I blurted out, the whole story then tumbling from my lips in a rush.
“Leaving Princeton?” He asked it as though he was not at all surprised. “Has your mother . . . I mean, can 

she . . . well, Mattie, what I’m trying to say is, how will your mother take care of you and Will Henry somewhere 
else? And where are you going?”

Dr. Dinsmore had never been critical of Mama, like the rest of Princeton, and I was grateful. I knew what he 
said now was simply straightforward truth.

“We’re going out west. I don’t know where, but Mama is going to marry Mr. Reeves, and he says for her 
health we have to take her out west.”

“He’s right, of course. I told her she needed to go two years ago, but she said there was no way.”
“I don’t guess there was until Mr. Reeves came along.”
“Well, Mattie, I think this is good news, but you still look like you’ve lost your best friend.”
“Oh no, I’m real pleased.” I had to bite my lip to keep from crying, and I sank down into one of the great 

big, comfortable chairs in the library. Why didn’t he, one of the few people I trusted and cared about, see how 
bad this was? Right then Dr. Dinsmore taught me a lesson: If you don’t take matters into your own hands, 
nothing good happens.

“I don’t think you want to go,” he said slowly, as though refusing to do all the work for me. He stood before 
me, straight and unbending, looking just a little stern.

“I don’t.”
“What are you going to do about it?”
“What can I do? I’m only fourteen.”



He almost laughed aloud, and I could have hit him. “Self-pity, is it? That won’t get you very far. Have you 
tried to do anything about it?” 

“Like what?”
“I don’t know. You tell me. What would you like to do?”
I took a deep breath and rushed into boldness that I could hardly believe I dared. “Stay here and live with 

you and take care of Sara.”
“Oh, would you now?” He turned a little, as though pacing, but I thought I saw a slight twitch of the corners 

of his mouth. Embarrassed by my own forwardness, I said nothing.
“Have you told your mother that?” he asked.
“No.”
“Should you?”
“How can I? I don’t know if you’d let me stay.”
“Why don’t you ask?” He was not going to make this easy for me.
My face turning deep red, I stared at the floor and muttered, “Will you?” 
“Why do you want to stay?”
“Because, mostly because . . . of the books. I mean, I really love Sara, and you’re both good to me, but if I go 

to a farm somewhere out west, I’ll never . . . probably never read a book, never get education.”
“And education is important to you?”
“Yes,” I said fiercely. “I don’t ever want to live like Mama has.” The very thought brought me upright in the 

chair, and I looked directly at him.
“Maybe . . .” He stopped, and I knew he had been about to tease me again and then thought better of it. 

“You’re right, Mattie. Education is important, as much so for girls as men. I’ll talk to Mrs. Dinsmore tonight, but 
I think such an arrangement might work out.” He was the one who stared silently off into space for a moment 
then. “I know this isn’t exactly a happy house to be in, and I worry about that, for Sara and now for you. Mrs. 
Dinsmore isn’t always as well as might be, and frankly, I could benefit from your presence.”

Thoughts tumbled together in my mind. I had no idea at that time about depression and what it can do to a 
person’s life, so I didn’t know what he meant by his wife not being well, but I knew there was something serious 
there. And I didn’t understand how complicated our lives could become, with my being a “benefit” to him. I 
don’t think he understood then either. Dr. Dinsmore was a wonderful and kind man, but he was lonely. It was all 
too much for a fourteen-year-old, fairly naive mind, but I sailed into my future certain it would all work out.

Mrs. Dinsmore, anxious to have all the care of Sara taken from her shoulders, agreed readily to the plan, and 
Dr. Dinsmore relieved me of the burden of talking to Mama. It was uncharacteristic of him, since he had insisted 
on making me work out my future myself, but I think he did it because he wanted me to stay as much as I did.

Mama was waiting for me one day when I came home from school. She looked tired and frail, and I was 
worried about her. “Mattie, I want to talk to you.

“Yes, Mama.”
“Come here in the bedroom.” She pulled the blanket across its wire as though that made the bedroom a 

separate, soundproof room in the little house. “Dr. Dinsmore was here today.”
“Yes, Mama, I knew he was coming to talk to you.”
“Why didn’t you tell me yourself?”
“I don’t know. I guess I thought, well, you wouldn’t like the idea, wouldn’t let me stay.”
“Oh, Mattie!” She grabbed my face in both her hands and looked deep in my eyes, an occasional tear 

trickling down her face. “How could I not let you stay? It’s an opportunity for you, a chance for a better life. 
You know how things have been for me in this dingy, gossipy little town. But being here was something beyond 
my control. I had no choice. I had, uh, promised to wait here for someone, and by the time I knew that was 
hopeless, well, there was no place else to go. But now you have a chance to, well, to do whatever you want. If 
you stay here now, then you won’t have to stay here always.” It was a long speech for Mama, and it left her out 
of breath because of her bad lungs. She sat a minute, just staring at me.

“I’ll miss you . . . you and Will Henry something awful,” I said. But inside I was thinking that now I knew a 
little more about the mysterious man who had fathered us. He left Mama in Missouri and never came back for 
her. One thing seemed certain to me: I was descended from a cad.



“We’ll miss you, too, but it isn’t like we’ll never see you again,” she said brightly. I guess she didn’t believe it 
even then, but I didn’t know any better.

The next couple of weeks were a nightmare. Mr. Reeves was most efficiently getting my family ready to 
leave, and I was torn with guilt for not going with them. How could I abandon my own mother?

One day I sat and watched Will Henry and Mr. Reeves pore over a map. “Now, right about here, I think, 
Will Henry, is some good farmland. Nice and rich soil. We could raise wheat . . . But maybe that’s a little north 
for your mama. If we went south some—”

Will Henry was enthusiasm come to life. “We could raise cattle, couldn’t we? Right there on the prairie.”
“Maybe so. Do you know much about cattle?”
“I’ll learn,” he said with eight-year-old confidence.
“I’m gonna need you some to take care of your mama, you know. She can’t do any hard work.”
“But nursin’s girl’s work.”
“Will Henry, we will each do what we have to do.” That was delivered in the sternest tones I’d ever heard 

from Mr. Reeves.
“I’m going, too,” I announced suddenly. “It’s my place to care for Mama.”
“Now, Mattie, your plans are all made, and your mother agrees with them. We’ll get by.”
Maybe that was what bothered me. They would get by without me, but would I be all right without them? 

Much as I had railed against our life, this was my family, and I loved them. I wanted to watch Will Henry grow 
up and see Mama grow strong and happy again.

When Mama heard about it, though, she took one of her firm stands. “No, Mattie, you’ll stay here. It’s best.”
“Here?” I cried, suddenly in a rage. “Here, where everybody teases about my mother and knows I have no 

father? Here, where I haven’t a friend my age in the whole world? Here, where I hate to go to the store or run 
errands because of what other kids say to me? Where I watch Mary Jane Canary look at me like I’m scum?”

Mama was stunned, but Mr. Reeves recovered after just a minute. He raised his hand as though to hit me and 
was stopped only by Mama’s scream. 

“Don’t hit her!”
“I won’t have her talking to you that way.”
“No, she’s right. Life in Princeton has been pretty bad for her . . . for all of us . . . but it’s all she’s known. 

Mattie, come into the bedroom with me.”
We sat together on the bed in silence for a moment, and then she put her arm around me. “I didn’t know, 

Mattie, I didn’t know how awful it was for you.” 
“You couldn’t have done anything about it anyway. And for a long time I didn’t know what I was missing. I 

guess until the day I went with you to the Canarys’ house and saw that awful brat.”
“You may come with us, of course. We won’t leave you here.”
“I don’t know what I want,” I said, biting my lip. “I hate Princeton, but I want to stay with the Dinsmores 

and read those books and somehow make things better.”
“Mattie, how do you know that the problems you have here, your feelings about me, your questions about 

your father, won’t follow you to a new town? Will Henry can go easily. He has none of those feelings, but I really 
doubt that geography is going to change much for you.

I thought about what she said. “Couldn’t . . . wouldn’t things be different if you arrived someplace married to 
Mr. Reeves?”

“Ah, Mattie, marriage for me isn’t going to make the difference for you. What I’ve done, or what you think 
I’ve done, isn’t so terrible, you know. What is terrible is the way others have treated you because of it. And 
something you won’t realize for years is that you’re at fault, too, for the way you have responded to the teasing. 
No, all those mixed-up feelings inside you will just go right with us west.”

I lay down on the pillow and began to sob, knowing she was probably right. I wasn’t an attractive child, and 
at that point it didn’t appear to me that I had much personality to balance my physical deficits. Even though I 
knew Mama was right and suspected she had much more sense than I had ever given her credit for, I began to 
wonder if maybe she didn’t want me to go, if my sour attitude and my resentments were unpleasant enough that 
the family would be happier if I stayed behind. I had no way of knowing how hurt Mama must have been and 
how hard it was for her to leave one of her own children behind, especially when deep down she must have 



known that she’d never see me again. Lord, I was stuck with self-pity and not a spark of life. As I look back on 
it, I can’t believe all the good things that have happened to that colorless girl from Missouri.

“Mattie, I want you to come with us, you know, more than anything. I will miss you terribly. But I think your 
future, your chance at what you want, starts here in Princeton, not on a journey west without a destination.” She 
put an arm around me to hug but had to turn away as a coughing fit struck her.

And so, that was how I stayed behind when they left to go west. I watched them pack up our meager 
belongings and the new things that Mr. Reeves had added. Sometimes I helped, but mostly I just stood and 
watched. 

And then one day I stood and watched as they drove away in a great huge cart loaded down with everything 
they owned. My own things, which were pretty few, had already been taken to the Dinsmores’, and Dr. 
Dinsmore had offered to come with me to see them off, but I declined. I guess I thought standing there 
watching them go was something I had to do alone. And I did it, with a great knot in my stomach.

We made a great fuss, of course, about how soon we would see each other again, and Mama hugged me a lot. 
But she coughed a lot, too, and I knew we would not see each other again. With all my mixed-up feelings about 
her, it made me sad, and I sat down in the dirt outside that tacky little shack and had a good cry. Then I said 
goodbye to the shack and all that it stood for forever and walked on to the Dinsmores’.

Life rolled along. I went to school, watched little Sara, who grew more charming by the day, and read 
everything I could. I went through the American transcendentalists, the English essayists, all in great bunches, 
even though I didn’t understand much of what I read. Dr. Dinsmore took to guiding my reading program, 
though always gently.

“If you’re reading Thoreau, you ought to read some Emerson next,” he’d say, explaining the connection to 
me. I followed his directions carefully.

Things between the Dinsmores didn’t get any better. In fact, Mrs. Dinsmore seemed to get worse. A thin, 
somber woman, she grew daily more withdrawn and unhappy, not that she ever was unpleasant. She appeared to 
be grateful for my care of little Sara, and lots of days I did think how dull the child’s life would have been if I had 
gone west, to say nothing of my own life. But still, I wondered how Sara could be so bright and happy in the 
midst of such an obviously unhappy household. I decided it was Dr. Dinsmore, for somehow he retained his 
cheerfulness much, if not all, of the time.

Now that my family had left, I was no longer quite the outcast with many of the schoolchildren my age, and 
I would take Sara on long walks through town. It was a relief to be able to walk without being teased and 
without having to run errands for someone or the other just to earn another nickel. I guess I vowed right then I 
would never be someone’s servant, and it probably never occurred to me that was my status at the Dinsmores’.

Mary Jane Canary reminded me of it one day, though. “Look at the little nursemaid,” she taunted from her 
front yard when I had made the mistake of walking by her house. She was all dressed in fine clothes, and though 
my wardrobe had improved some thanks to Dr. Dinsmore’s insistence, I still felt the distinction.

Fixing my eyes straight ahead, I said, “Come on, Sara, ignore the nasty lady.”
“How dare you call me nasty? You’re the one who’s nasty! Letting your mother go off and leave you to take 

charity from someone else. And who needs to say more about your mother? Where’s your father?”
Try as I might to be bigger than such taunts, like Dr. Dinsmore had told me, I had a hard time, and this day I 

ended up clutching Sara’s hand too tightly and walking her home far too fast for her little short legs, while tears 
streamed down both our faces.

Mrs. Dinsmore saw us but never said a word, never offered to comfort either of us. She just turned and 
walked away. But Dr. Dinsmore found us in the hallway, both of us crying and me trying desperately to wipe 
away Sara’s tears.

“Good heavens, what’s the matter with both of you?”
“Nothing,” I muttered. “I guess I got upset on our walk, and it scared Sara. I’m sorry. It won’t happen 

again.”
“Whatever could upset you that badly?”
My instinct was to bite my lip, lapse into stony but strong silence and tell him it was nothing. But something 

overcame that instinct. “Mary Jane Canary,” I said.
“That spoiled child? What did she do?”



“She called me a nursemaid, and said I let my mother go off and was taking charity and all kinds of things.” 
Tears crept down my cheeks again. 

“Are they true?”
“What?” I stopped feeling sorry for myself long enough to think. I had let my mother go off, and I was 

taking care of Sara, which meant I wasn’t really taking charity. “I guess, but Mary Jane doesn’t understand.”
“Why should she? What do you care if she does?”
“Well,” I said defensively, “it’s my pride . . .”
“Are you proud of yourself, of what you’re doing?”
“Sure. I’m doing better in school than ever, and I’m reading my way through that library, and—”
“And you’re beginning to learn about my medicines, and you’re taking good care of Sara, who is very happy 

these days. So you’ve got a lot to be proud of. But it doesn’t matter if Mary Jane knows that or not.” Once again, 
he towered over me, even when I raised up from my knees, and I was aware of his strength and authority.

“It’s not that . . .” I remember being thoroughly confused.
“Think about it a little, Mattie. I know it’s unpleasant to have to listen to her, but at least you don’t have to 

go with your mother while Mary Jane models dresses anymore.” He got sort of a wry grin on his face. “And we 
all have unpleasant people to deal with. Come on, I need help measuring out some medicines . . . Sara, you can 
come, too.” 

Laughing a little now, he picked Sara up with one arm and draped the other around my shoulders.

Mrs. Dinsmore seemed to get worse every day. I couldn’t understand why someone like her, who had so 
much, could be so sad and solemn when Mama, who had nothing but trouble, had managed to smile at least half 
the time and never, ever just sat and stared like Mrs. Dinsmore did.

I guess I had no conception of how bad she really was even though I saw Dr. Dinsmore daily grow more 
tired and worried-looking. He still had a smile for Sara and lots of encouragement for me, but I would catch him, 
sometimes, staring off into space as though lost in thought. And he was careful of Mrs. Dinsmore, as always, but 
he seemed to spend more time around her, as though he was worried and watching her. One night I guessed 
maybe he had been worried indeed.

I was wakened from a sound sleep by an awful screaming, a loud wailing that sent shivers through me and 
made me want nothing more than to burrow under the covers, pillow over my head, and hide until the noise 
stopped. After a minute I realized, of course, that I couldn’t do that. I had to take care of Sara.

She was terrified and clung to me, sobbing, “It’s my mama, it’s my mama.”
I wanted to say, “Nonsense, Sara, that’s not your mother.” But I knew it was indeed her, and I said nothing 

but “It will be all right. Your father will take care of her. Maybe she had a bad dream.”
The screaming probably only lasted two or three minutes, though it seemed like hours, and then it stopped 

abruptly, as though someone had clamped a strong hand over her mouth. Someone had, I suppose.
Mrs. Dinsmore did not appear at breakfast the next morning, though the doctor did, looking much the same 

as usual. When Sara trotted off to play with her dolls, he pushed his chair from the table and talked softly to me.
“I don’t know, Mattie, that I’ve done you any favor by bringing you here. Things appear to be worse than 

they were when you were with your mother.”
“You mean Mrs. Dinsmore?” Filled with curiosity about the night before, I perched on the edge of my chair 

and forgot the rules against elbows on the table.
“What else? You’re really too young to have to worry about this, but I guess you’ve worried about other 

things that were beyond your age.” Taking a deep breath, he said, “Mrs. Dinsmore has a serious mental disorder 
from which I doubt she will ever recover. She is quiet now because I gave her sedation last night.” 

I nodded sympathetically, but my stomach lurched. Was I going to have to leave after all? Was that what he 
was working up to?

“I thought, for several years, that she would improve,” he went on, “and I did the things accepted by medical 
science to get her better, but nothing helped. She has, ah, a family predisposition to this type of illness.”

Sara, I thought. Maybe she’ll turn out that way, too. I looked at her, playing happily with her dolls, and 
couldn’t believe it was possible. Dr. Dinsmore saw me and read my mind. Shaking his head, he said, “It’s 
possible, but I hope not. Certainly, without your help, Sara would be growing up in the same dismal atmosphere 



that her mother did, and I think that contributed. But as long as she can see a brighter side of life, I think she’ll 
be fine.”

I had never felt that I was too good at seeing the bright side of life, but I guess I was better than that poor 
woman sleeping upstairs, and I vowed to be bright and cheerful from then on. It was, of course, a vow I couldn’t 
keep, but I meant it at the time.

Meantime, I thought Dr. Dinsmore would never get to the point of what was going to happen in the 
immediate future. He sat calmly in that chair, looking intently at me while I fidgeted, my mind filled with 
questions. Was I to leave or stay? Would he commit Mrs. Dinsmore? I doubted that, knowing that mental 
institutions were hellholes for the patients, who were often chained to their beds, fed the barest of diets and 
generally mistreated. I can’t remember where I had learned that, but every schoolkid in those days had a grim 
picture of how awful a mental institution was. They still believed that the mentally ill were no better than 
animals, and they were treated accordingly.

Dr. Dinsmore did answer one of my unspoken questions. “She wasn’t always this way. I want you to know 
that. Once she was young and pretty and always happy. I don’t know what happened, really, to make her change 
gradually, but she surely wasn’t this way when we married. And I guess that’s the reason I can’t institutionalize 
her. I will keep her at home as long as it’s safe for Sara.”

He never said anything about safety for him, and I wondered if she had threatened him when she was yelling 
and screaming.

“Mattie, the whole question is what you should do. Sara and I have no choice. You do. If you can accept and 
understand, I would like you to stay. Both for your sake and, selfishly, because you’re the closest thing to adult 
companionship that I have. But if you don’t feel you can live with this new problem—and you can guess what 
Mary Jane will say about this when it becomes public—I’ll arrange for you to join your family.”

Maybe it wasn’t realistic, but I never doubted for one minute what my decision would be. “I want to stay,” I 
said quickly. In retrospect, it was the best choice, but at the time, I made it for all the wrong reasons, among 
them a growing recognition of how important Dr. Dinsmore himself was in my life.

I guess I thought Mrs. Dinsmore would go on staring out the window. This was not to be the case. 
Something had broken loose in the poor woman that night, and from then on, she no longer sat and stared. She 
paced and fidgeted and raved wildly and was never still a moment. Dr. Dinsmore took to locking her in her 
room, which he had taken special pains to make safe so she could not hurt herself or anyone else. But Sara and I 
still heard her each day as we sat at the dining table or read in the parlor. Sometimes she would sing softly, and 
other times she would moan long and low. It was eerie, and as long as the weather was good, Sara and I were 
outside as much as we could be.

If it weren’t for Mrs. Dinsmore, life would have been pretty grand. School was going well, and I liked it. 
Even better, I liked learning about Dr. Dinsmore’s medicines. Now that he had no one else to talk to except the 
housekeeper, Mrs. Evans, who wasn’t very good company, he talked to me about his theories on medication, 
what he thought made the body healthy and why people got sick.

“That’s the most puzzling thing, Mattie. Why did she” —he nodded his head upstairs— “suddenly change? 
What body chemistry in her changed to make her snap loose like that? Someday I suppose medicine will know, 
but it’s a terrible puzzle now.”

I didn’t understand how body chemistry could have anything to do with Mrs. Dinsmore being, well, crazy, as 
I called her to myself, but I was willing to believe it was so if Dr. Dinsmore told me so. And I wanted so badly to 
be intelligent for him, to be worthy of the trust he placed in me by discussing these things with me.

“If its chemistry, I would think you could do something about it, give her some medicine.”
“Maybe someday we can, Mattie, but we don’t know enough about it now. Look how they treat most people 

in her condition. They lock them up like animals and claim it doesn’t make any difference to them. But she’s not 
an animal. She knows me, knows herself. I couldn’t lock her up.”

“Of course not. We can manage.” I tried to sound confident.
“Mattie, Mattie, what would I do without you?” He put an arm around my shoulder and hugged me, and I 

glowed with a kind of comfort and security that had been denied me all my life. Dr. Dinsmore and I filled a real 
need for each other.



It wasn’t that I replaced Mama with him, but rather, obviously, he became the father I never had. Instead of 
Mama, who was at once parent and child, I had a parent, someone I could respect and model myself after. And 
he had a semiadult, someone who would listen and never, no not ever, criticize. I was so wrapped up in my new 
life and what I saw as my new status and position in the world that I barely even missed Mama and Will Henry.

I did hear from them. They were settled comfortably in what they called a soddie. Strange to think I had no 
idea what a soddie was, me who lived a good portion of my life in one. It sounded dirty and nasty to me, and I 
didn’t see how Mama would ever get better. Truth was, that was the one topic missing from that letter. There 
wasn’t one word about Mama’s health, and the omission made me nervous, as it well should have. But I brushed 
that worry from my mind and went on with my new life.

Mary Jane Canary continued to tease. “Living with a crazy lady, aren’t you?” Word had gotten around town, 
of course, about Mrs. Dinsmore. I suppose it was because Mrs. Evans never talked to us, but outside the house, 
had a tongue that wouldn’t stop. She was horrified by the noises Mrs. Dinsmore made and used to shake her 
head and cluck her tongue and mutter, making almost as much racket as the poor woman herself. But somehow, 
Dr. Dinsmore had helped me with Mary Jane, and I no longer paid attention. Vaguely, I felt some kind of pity 
for her, but it was a feeling I would not recognize for years to come.

I guess we would have gone on like that a long time, although I had a growing feeling that we couldn’t, that 
something had to be done about Mrs. Dinsmore. I think he felt it, too, because each day he seemed more 
worried. But as he confessed again and again, he had no idea what to do.

“I can’t put her in one of those places, Mattie, I can’t. But last night, she . . . when I took her a tray, she . . .” 
He sat at his desk, head sunk in his hands in despair.

She had, as I had feared, tried to harm him by attacking him with a knife, making only a small scratch but 
trying hard to do him real harm. I wanted to go up and slap her. How dare she injure him? Didn’t she know he 
was special?

“Why did she do it?” I asked incredulously.
He shook his head sadly. “Who knows? I doubt she does. Maybe she wanted to leave her room. Maybe it 

was anger at me, maybe a combination of those things, but mostly, the act of a mind that’s lost touch with reality 
and is probably frightened. Maybe the violence came from her own fright.”

Dr. Dinsmore knew at that point that it would happen again, and that someday he would have to do 
something. If he were a wealthy man, I am sure he would have hired a keeper for her, but there was not enough 
money for that.

Mrs. Dinsmore solved it for us one day, or rather, one night. In spite of Dr. Dinsmore’s care, she found a 
way to damage someone—herself. With a bedsheet tied out the window, she hung herself from the second story 
of the house. I was always thankful Sara and I were spared the sight. Someone saw her early in the morning and 
alerted Dr. Dinsmore, who ordered us to stay in our rooms. By the time we were released, the body had been 
taken away and the house was crowded with people, all offering sympathy and trying to satisfy their curiosity.

“Mattie, dear, you’re so strong and such a help to the doctor in this terrible time” . . . “You’ve been through 
so much, Mattie. First your poor dear mother, and now this” . . . “How, I mean, does anybody know why . . . ?”

Finally I said to one curious lady, “Sorry, I think Sara needs me.” I scooped the child up and ran from the 
room, nearly colliding with Dr. Dinsmore, who was talking with the minister.

“Terrible shame, just terrible. Don’t suppose there’s anything a man can do to prevent it in cases like this.”
“Perhaps I should have put her into an institution, but I couldn’t bring myself to do it, just couldn’t. Maybe 

this is all for the best.”
“Oh, never, man, never must you say that. It’s a sin, what she has done, a terrible sin.”
“She didn’t know sin from right, Reverend. I think she only wanted to be free of her torment.”
The funeral was held the next day, instead of the customary three days later, and there was no large funeral 

party. Only a handful of people gathered around the gravesite as the reverend implored God to forgive her for 
she knew not what she did.

I didn’t think Mrs. Dinsmore’s death would make as much difference in our lives as it did, except that we’d 
be spared that sense of a shadow looming over us and those awful noises she used to make. But I guess I was 
young and didn’t realize about hidden tension. Things changed dramatically around the Dinsmore house, almost 
immediately, and for the better. Dr. Dinsmore, my rock and my protector, became almost a playmate for Sara 



and me. It was as though he took a day or two to reconcile himself to the inevitability of what had happened, 
then shook off the past and determined to build himself a new life.

“Come on, girls, what are you doing with your noses in books on a day like this?”
“Sara was studying her ABCs, and I’m trying to finish—”
“I don’t care what you’re trying to finish!” He said it with a laugh and grabbed The Last of the Mohicans right 

out of my hands. We’re going on a picnic.”
“A picnic!” Sara squealed, running to Mrs. Evans to demand, “I want fried chicken for my picnic.”
That grim lady, unlike her employer, had not reconciled herself to the death, and she said harshly, “You’ll get 

sandwiches of yesterday’s roast. I ain’t got no time to fry chicken.”
But even Mrs. Evans couldn’t put a damper on our day, and soon we were loaded into the carriage, a picnic 

hamper of our own packing on the floor. Dr. Dinsmore drove way out into the country, or so it seemed, even 
though it probably was no more than two miles. We spread a blanket under a large oak tree.

He and Sara wandered, picking wildflowers, while I unpacked the lunch of cold roast, carrot sticks, 
homemade bread (Mrs. Evans could make wonderful bread even if she was the sourest lady in all of Missouri!) 
and a chocolate cake which I had made in an effort to become domestic as well as widely read. It was all 
delicious except the cake.

“A trifle dry, Mattie,” Dr. Dinsmore said carefully. “You’ll get better. Then again, maybe you won’t. Maybe 
you weren’t meant to bake and sweep and clean. You could learn medicine from me, you know.”

I guess he planted the idea in my mind right then. Anyway, I didn’t answer, just stared off at Sara, who was 
playing with something in the grass. But my thoughts were on the future, because suddenly I saw a way out of 
the trap set by my childhood and background.

“Sure,” I answered finally, trying to be casual. “I can learn medicine.” But I meant it seriously.
After we ate, we all lay on the ground and listened while he told stories of his boyhood in Philadelphia and 

how he had come to be a doctor and why he had come out to Missouri to practice instead of staying back there 
even though doctors weren’t really well respected on the frontier. I was thrilled to my bones to hear of his early 
life.

Mrs. Dinsmore had died at the beginning of summer, and for the three of us, it was a glorious summer, 
unkind as that sounds. Sometimes we went picnicking, sometimes Sara and I went on house calls with Dr. 
Dinsmore, and once we went fishing, though Sara was much better than I about getting a worm on the hook.

“Have to get over that squeamishness if you’re going to work with me,” he teased. “Got to develop a strong 
stomach.” 

I bit my lip and forced the wriggling, squiggly thing onto the hook, but I have never to this day liked fishing 
and don’t really like to eat fish. I think it all comes from that memory.

When fall came, we settled more into a routine. Sara was six and off to school for the first year, and I was 
busy with high school. Unconsciously, I had somewhat taken over the running of the household, not that Mrs. 
Dinsmore had ever done much of it in recent years. But the doctor would ask me to check this or that with Mrs. 
Evans, and soon I found myself selecting what we would have for dinner for the coming week and reminding 
her that the rugs needed beating. To this day, I don’t know how I knew how to keep house, for certainly, in our 
little shack, Mama had never beaten the rugs—there were only two. I think that housekeeping knowledge was 
another gift to me from Dr. Dinsmore, a gift given so subtly I was never aware of it.

We went on that way for three more years. Sara grew and flourished, an adorable and sweet child in whom I 
thought the sun rose and set. She filled the void left by Will Henry. When she was seven, she lost her first tooth, 
and I stitched her a small sampler about the tooth fairy, trying to remember all the fine stitches Mama had tried 
to teach me and doing a poor job of it. That was probably the last needlework I ever did in my whole life, except 
for emergency mending. My stitches were always clumsy and obvious, not fine and delicate like Mama’s, and 
because I didn’t sew well, it bored me. To this day, I’m a little suspicious of women who sew for the pleasure of 
it.

But back to Sara. When she was nine, she broke her wrist. I remember it distinctly. I was more frantic than 
any mother could have been, alternating between wringing my hands and scolding her for unladylike behavior. If 
she hadn’t climbed that tree, she never would have fallen.



“Mattie, Mattie. It’s unfortunate, but broken bones are often a part of growing up. And I’d rather she take 
risks and have fun than sit in a chair and never experience the world.”

I looked doubtful. It was the first time that I was clearly aware that Dr. Dinsmore might not always be right, 
but I guess I didn’t know that he was thinking of his wife and the risks she never took, the narrowness of a con-
stricted life that finally led to madness and suicide.

Other incidents stand out more happily—Sara giggling with a little friend over a book they had sneaked from 
the library, Sara dressed for her first communion or riding the pony her father bought her for her eighth 
birthday. She had a wonderful childhood, and my teen years, which could have been awkward and miserable, 
turned wonderful because of her and her father. But inside, the whole time, I nursed a secret plan. I knew Sara 
would be grown one day, and I couldn’t be her nursemaid forever, but I knew what came next for me. The only 
question was, how?

The death of my mother was the only blow that came to me in those years, but it was a major one. Mr. 
Reeves wrote the kindest of letters, explaining that she had simply continued to lose strength, and nothing he 
could do had revived her. He was, I remember sensing, even more heartbroken than I, and I felt sorry for him. 
He promised to keep Will Henry with him and said I had a home, too, any time I wanted it. He expected they 
would move from Kansas to Nebraska soon because he had heard the farming was good there, and he felt the 
need to move on to a place with fewer memories.

I was a little angry that he would move and leave Mama buried alone in strange soil, but I knew enough to 
recognize that as an irrational thought and didn’t mention it when I wrote back. Neither did I mention the awful 
sense of guilt that tore at me because I had let my mother go without me, a sense of guilt that perhaps I never 
did work out the rest of my life.

I thanked him for all his kindness and assured him that I was comfortably settled where I was and would 
remain in Princeton for years to come. I didn’t bother to tell him about my secret plan for the future, mostly 
because as yet I had no idea how I would implement that plan. It was a fantasy that I clung to tightly.

Mama used to say to me that fate works in mysterious ways. That’s truly how it was when Dr. Dinsmore 
announced one day that he was moving to Omaha, where he had accepted a position with the new medical 
school. With my usual selfishness, I could not see beyond my own nose and saw, not possibilities, but closed 
doors in his announcement. It had happened to me once before—the family I loved had left me behind—and 
now it was going to happen again. He was moving to Omaha, and I would be left in Princeton, where I now had 
neither family nor friends and certainly no way of making my dream come true.

“Mattie, aren’t you glad? Why can’t you say something?”
“I’m sure you’ll be very happy there,” I said stiffly, my back straight and my face tightly set.
“What do you mean, you’re sure I’ll be happy there? What about you?”
I stared, silent, and a look of awareness broke on his face, followed by a grin. “You’re to go, too, you silly 

thing. Do you think Sara and I would leave you behind? I thought you’d be delighted. We’ll be at a medical 
school, a chance for you to learn more about medicine.” He paused, seeming lost in thought, though now I 
wonder if he wasn’t after a dramatic effect. “You could, you know, go to medical school.” 

I almost sagged with relief. Here was the key to my plan. Yet experience had taught me caution.
“Women don’t go to medical school,” I said, testing him.
He had anticipated my arguments and had his answers ready. “They do back East. I admit none has ever 

gone to the college in Omaha. But that doesn’t mean you couldn’t be the first.”
“Me?” It was what I wanted, yet when it was presented to me, I wasn’t sure I could do it.
“Yes, you. You could do it, Mattie. You’re a good student, you’ve got a background in medicine, at least a 

little from me. And you are interested, aren’t you?”
“Yes, I am,” I admitted. “I really would like to be a doctor because, well, because there ought to have been 

some way that Mama didn’t need to die.” It wasn’t a new thought on the spur of the moment, but something I 
had been thinking about. If I had been trained, had more knowledge, would Mama have lived? She wouldn’t, but 
I didn’t know it back then. And in the back of my mind still was the thought that I didn’t tell him: Medicine was 
my way out of Princeton and poverty.

“Good. It’s settled. I’ll sponsor you.”



In those days it didn’t take much to get into medical school, not like today, and one of the surest paths was 
to get another doctor to sponsor you. There would, I thought, be no question of my admission to the next class, 
since I already had my high school training. With Dr. Dinsmore speaking for me, there would be no problems 
unless the school objected to women.

He must have read my mind. “It’s time that school admitted women, started looking ahead. I’m going to 
change some things there, and you’re going to help me do it, Mattie. It’s perfect.”

No, I didn’t feel like a tool he was using. I knew Dr. Dinsmore really did want what was best for me, and 
that, to his mind, was for me to be that first woman doctor, no matter what problems I faced. Of course, we 
hadn’t heard of Pygmalion at the time.

Fin
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Sometimes a Great Commotion

“The situation is dire, Molly. Dire and disgusting.” Mayor Henri Trevelle waved an official letter under my 
nose, and then fanned himself with it. “Fecal contamination. E. coli bacteria.” He shuddered. “Such horrid 
words emerging from my lips.”

He plopped into his rocking chair at the rear of the Gilded Puffin Gift and Gun Shoppe and peered over the 
rims of rhinestone-studded reading glasses. “If I had even the tiniest inkling that the sewage facility had reached 
the end of its days, I would not have allowed Adam to sweet talk me into being mayor.” Henri squeezed his eyes 
shut and I spotted glittery blue shadow on the lids, eye shadow the same shade as his ruffled silk shirt. “It’s 
probably not legal anyway,” he muttered, “since I am not a citizen.”

I tapped my pen against a blank page in my notebook, ignoring Henri’s reference to his French-Canadian 
heritage. Nobody in Devil’s Harbor would consider checking the charter for a citizenship requirement. For one 
thing, no one else wanted the job. For another, they respected the former hockey legend—some in spite of and 
some because of his flamboyant style. “Are you saying Brighton Deeds knew the wastewater plant needed a 
major overhaul but did nothing?”

“Nothing was what Deeds did best.” Henri handed me the letter, then patted his ample lap; Angel, his three-
legged Balinese, hopped aboard. “And that is fortunate since what he did was usually far worse than what he 
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didn’t do.” Henri petted the cat with a hand-over-hand stroke. Hair crackling with static electricity, Angel arched 
her back and kneaded his meaty thighs. “His sole civic improvement was bashing Grabowski with that frozen 
fish and tossing his carcass off Perdition Point. But don’t quote me.”

I grinned. “Spoilsport.”
He growled and shot me a scowl that must have terrified high-sticking opponents back in the day.
“Strictly off the record,” I promised, raising my hands in surrender.
The truth was that most of my conversations with Henri were off the record. He was an incurable gossip 

with a huge heart and a mouth that ran non-stop; he was also my best friend—next to Jeffrey Wolfe who 
wouldn’t be back until a few days before Christmas. I missed him like crazy, but we’d agreed he couldn’t pass up 
the opportunity to make enough in three months to live and write in Devil’s Harbor for two years. He’d left my 
dad without a first mate, but the charter business was about to go dormant until spring anyway.

I noticed I’d drawn a tiny heart on the paper and quickly scribbled over it. Did I love Jeffrey? That was a 
mystery. The summer months had been among the best of my life. But, thanks to my ex-husband who’d chosen 
to announce our honeymoon was over by getting it on with my best friend, when it came to love, I was prone to 
search for a cloud whenever I discovered a silver lining. 

I yanked myself back to my job and studied the letter from the state agency in charge of environmental 
matters. Translated from bureaucratese, it indicated that the Devil’s Harbor wastewater treatment plant was out 
of compliance and that twice over the summer hadn’t processed sewage fast enough. Partially treated waste had 
spilled into the ocean, raising bacterial pollution and putting swimmers and surfers at risk. Not that Oregon’s 
chill waters attracted many of either, but pollution wasn’t an existential issue—it was there, whether anyone was 
exposed to it or not.

“It’s not like we intentionally dumped that—well, let’s call it what it is—poo-pay. Bucky Mallory says the 
system is antiquated. When the sky opens or a bus load of tourists contracts the two-step miseries because 
Grover hasn’t changed the deep fat fryer grease for a month, then it’s too much.” He pointed at my notebook. 
“There. That you may include.”

Obediently I made a note and tapped the official letter. “This says state and federal grants may be available to 
overhaul the system. Are you looking into that?”

“Mais oui. But in order to get a grant, we must have what they call matching funds. Money. Big bucks.”
I drew a dollar sign on the pad. Too many things revolved around money—or the lack of it. “Doesn’t the 

town have a contingency fund?”
“Thirty-seven dollars worth,” Henri snorted. “There is no money even to pay Bucky’s salary. Fortunately 

fender benders were plentiful this summer and his body shop was busy. More fortunately, he accepts IOU’s.”
I nodded. Like many Devil’s Harbor residents, Bucky worked two jobs. Note that I said “jobs.” No one in 

Devil’s Harbor put the label “career” on what they did to make a living. We were a hardy band of realists. 
Studying the dollar sign, I realized how little I knew about municipal financing. “Where do all the taxes go? Why 
isn’t there more?”

Henri shrugged. “Two words. Brighton Deeds.”
I sat up straighter. Now here was a tidbit my editors in Portland would leap at, more dirty dealings by the 

former mayor who’d go to trial next month. “He embezzled from the town?”
“Puh-leeze.” Henri raised eyebrows dyed to match his highlighted blond hair. “Don’t insult embezzlers. The 

fishmonger mayor was merely a shortsighted, mismanaging wastrel who flew first class to every conference and 
convention he heard about. His meal allowance for one trip would buy your wardrobe for a year.”

Henri pursed his lips and studied my tennis shoes, jeans, and the T-shirt that read: “What if the Hokey Pokey 
really is what it’s all about?” I held my chin up. We’d been down this road before. Often. “I’m a reporter, not a 
fashion model.”

He sighed heavily and waggled his finger, a sign he’d get back to that later. “Anyway, right now the town’s 
situation is the opposite of the sewer plant’s—nothing coming in and too much going out.”

“Too bad you can’t route the sewage through city hall,” I quipped.
Henri shot me that scowl again.



“Bad joke,” I mumbled. Devil’s Harbor’s city hall was a file cabinet behind Henri’s counter and a table at the 
Belly Up Bar near the bait cooler. Maybelline Yamamoto, the town secretary, took down the minutes in between 
pulling beers and mixing drinks. “Can you borrow money for the matching funds?”

“To be able to borrow, one must be able to pay back. With interest.”
“What about increasing taxes?”
He shook his head. “Gus Custer has been—as you say—in my face about that. And Prudence Deeds claims 

she knows people in high places.”
“In the biblical sense,” I assured him. “And plenty in low places, too.” The former mayor’s wife was 

legendary for her sexcapades. Most recently she’d been cavorting with Joe Benton who’d finessed the 
congressional seat Brighton Deeds had pursued before his arrest.

“But I have a plan. And the town council has approved it.” His chest swelled. “The plan is two-pronged.”
I grinned. “You’re one of the few men who can use the word ‘prong’ in an intelligent conversation. Most 

would try to make it into a limerick.”
A mischievous smile tweaked Henri’s lips. “I understand the temptation. It does rhyme with quite a number 

of interesting words.”
“I’ll pass on listing them.” I tapped the notebook with my pen. “I have to get this story written and e-mailed 

in before dinner.” And then check for an e-mail from Jeff while I ate my tuna sandwich. Alone. Wallowing in 
self-pity.

Henri gave Angel another few strokes and raised the index finger on his right hand. “Prong one: strict water 
conservation measures. Effective tomorrow. Town councilors are spreading the word and cutting back their own 
usage.”

He reached for a stack of paper lying on top of the pot-bellied stove that he’d stoke up when rains came with 
a vengeance in late October. “I’ve made a copy for you.” He handed me a stapled sheaf. “I’ve listed the water 
usage for each household and business in Devil’s Harbor. Now, water in equates to water out.” He flipped a few 
pages. “As you can see, businesses like the Devil’s Food Cafe and the Belly Up use the most. Especially during 
tourist season. Dishes must be washed. Customers eat and drink and then they—” He grimaced. “I don’t need to 
spell that out for you, do I?”

“Nope,” I chuckled. “It’s only four letters.”
Henri rolled his eyes. “But you see the situation, no? We must waste less. We must take shorter showers. We 

must repair dripping faucets. We must flush less often. We must—”
“—encourage constipation?” I suggested. “Put up signs that read: ‘restrooms for locals only’?”
Henri rubbed the closely shaved and well-moisturized skin beneath his jaw. “Could we do that?”
“Probably not without having your designer socks sued off. But I can log onto some water conservation sites 

and get a ton of ideas. I’ll help you make a flyer if you want.” What the heck, it would earn me civic points and 
what else did I have to do with my evenings?

“Flyers.” Henri kissed his fingertips. “Magnificent. Bright, colorful, eye-catching. I’m thinking fuchsia. 
Although a morning glory blue would be classy, too. Perhaps a lime—”

I waved him off. “We’ll deal with colors later. I have a deadline, remember? What’s part two of the plan?”
Henri chewed his lower lip. “Remember this is an emergency situation,” he cautioned. “Be sure to use that 

word, ‘emergency,’ several times.”
“Emergency.” I rolled my eyes as I wrote it in capital letters. “Got it.”
“And remember that water conservation will not solve the problems with the treatment facility, it will only 

relieve the pressure, so to speak. The government has threatened to fine us the next time the system overflows. 
We must find funding for a new facility tout de suite.”

I crooked my index finger. “So part two of the plan is?”
Henri sighed. “We don’t like it, but we all agreed we have no other choice.” He sighed again. “Well, all 

except Adam Quarles. He voted against it. But the majority rules, correct?”
I nodded. “That’s the way democracy works. Except possibly in Florida during a close election. But let’s not 

go there.”
“Not even Key West?” Henri stroked an eyebrow. “In January?”
“So noted.” I made a squiggle in the notebook. “And the controversial prong two of the plan is?”



Henri took a deep breath. “Logging the town trust land. Selective logging,” he added. “Not clear-cutting. 
We’ll replant seedlings immediately.”

“Logging?” The town trust land lay on the east side of the hills scalped by Vince Grabowski for the 
development and golf course. The parcel had been deeded to the town in the 1940s by the widow of a minor 
logging baron who had hoped, in vain, that Devil’s Harbor would develop a park and erect a monument in his 
honor. I’d written a story on the acreage back in July when Gus Custer had complained about teenagers drag 
racing up the dirt road past his house and trashing the woods with boondocker parties. “Do you think Adam will 
try to block the logging?”

“That’s a given. Adam was born to protest, so I expect he’ll try to rally support.” Henri shrugged. “But he 
does not have a legal leg to stand on. I’ve already had the land checked for endangered species. I think once we 
take the case to the people, Adam will be the only voice crying in the wilderness.”

He smacked himself on the forehead. “Mon dieu. I’m beginning to sound like Elspeth Hunsaker. Forget I said 
that.”

“Already forgotten,” I assured him with a grin. Henri was still doing penance for inadvertently helping the 
feds unplug our resident Bible-thumper’s sermonizing radio station. Twice a month he lugged a video camera 
around the county, taping her ravings for public access TV.

Angel meowed imperiously and Henri set her on the floor. “Yes, my darling. Daddy has some poached sea 
bass. You shall have it in a moment.”

Poached sea bass? The cat ate better than I did.
I snapped my notebook shut and glanced at my watch. Nearly noon. Adam would be with Claire, having 

lunch or, more possibly, sex. His kite and natural food shop, Passing Wind, would be closed until . . . well, until 
whenever. I’d rough out my story and get his comments later. That was my obligation as a journalist, even 
though the case for logging seemed clear. Non-compliance meant more pollution, and hefty fines. The town 
owned the land. Protesting would just drag things out. But Adam viewed tilting at windmills as a competitive 
sport.

***

Adam Quarles poured organic carrot juice into a glass, added ice cubes and carried the drink to the man 
enjoying the 270-degree view of the coast from his seat on the extra-long sofa beside Claire Grabowski. Adam 
winced inwardly at the last name of her former husband, land-grabbing developer and recent homicide victim. 
Adam wasn’t a male chauvinist. He didn’t expect her to take his name if they decided to have the state sanction 
their union but he wanted her to change hers—to her maiden name, a letter, a number, or even a symbol. 
Anything but Grabowski. He’d made his case several times until she’d told him to get over it or get out. He’d 
come to suspect she hung onto the name as penance, but he couldn’t bring that up. Claire was a woman of her 
word.

“Thanks, brother.” The man on the sofa swept long blond hair off his shoulders, accepted the drink, and 
examined it, swirling the orange liquid as if it were fine wine. “You sure this is organic?”

Adam bristled. “Of course.”
“I mean, truthful labeling is a real issue, you know?” He swirled the liquid again, making the ice tinkle against 

the glass. “You’ve got to do your research, check out the company.” He raised eyebrows many shades darker 
than his hair.

“I run an organic food store,” Adam said from between gritted teeth. “I buy organic food. I sell organic food. 
That juice is organic.”

The man swirled the liquid again. “And the ice?”
“Pure spring water.” Claire tossed her dark curls and slid closer to the end of the sofa and farther away from 

their guest. “I poured it into the trays myself. No chlorine. No fluoride. Adam gets it from Montana.”
That, Adam knew, was a bald-faced lie. Claire’s refrigerator had an icemaker supplied by tap water from the 

town wells. The lie and her body language told him she didn’t like this guy. Well, she didn’t have to.
The man examined the juice again and twitched his tresses once more. The hair reminded Adam of the guy 

who’d played the elf in that three-part fantasy movie. But this guy’s eyes were squinty and his mouth was mean. 
“You can’t be too careful,” the man said



“Oh, don’t I know it,” Claire agreed. “If anything, I’m more of an organic crusader than Adam.” She spread 
her arms and made circles in the air with her fingers. “In fact, as soon as I finish settling my late husband’s 
estate, I’m going to have this house leveled—I’ll recycle the materials, of course—and build a completely green 
model.”

Another bald-faced lie. Claire was yanking this guy’s chain. Adam realized she was tweaking him, too, and 
felt vaguely queasy. She’d never done that before.

“The world would be a better place if there were more people like you.” The man smiled and shifted closer 
to her. “If you’re going to talk the talk, you have to walk the walk. Know what I mean?” He twirled a strand of 
hair around his fingers.

“Exactly. There are so many phonies out there.” Claire wrinkled her nose and rolled her eyes at Adam.
What was that supposed to mean? Was she saying he wasn’t committed? He burrowed his fingers into his 

dreadlocked hair and scratched his head as he sank into a soft chair. The visitor, seemingly satisfied about its 
provenance, drank half of the carrot juice and set the glass on the cork coaster Claire thrust between it and the 
polished surface of an oak coffee table. “Shall we get down to . . . ?” Adam groped for a word more appropriate 
than “business,” but couldn’t come up with one.

“Business?” The man leaned back among plump teal green sofa cushions. “That’s why I’m here. By the way, 
I’m called Forest Echo.”

Claire choked on a snort and made it a cough. “Do we call you Forest? Or Mr. Echo?”
“I prefer Forest Echo. The words together form an image. It came to me in a vision, when I was fasting in a 

redwood forest.” He slid several inches closer to Claire. “But you may call me whatever you please.”
“I’m deeply honored.” Sarcasm thick in her voice, Claire bounced from the sofa and snatched up his glass. 

“Let me get you a refill and then I’ll leave you two to hatch your little scheme.” She scurried to the kitchen, 
poured juice, returned the glass to the table and, with a fingertip wave, disappeared up the steps to the bedroom 
loft where, Adam had no doubt, she would listen to every word.

Forest Echo, who’d watched Claire with the rapt attention of a hungry weasel, licked his lips. Adam 
shuddered. He wanted the deal done and this sleazy character out of the house. “Let’s get down to business. 
How does this work? Do we sign a contract? Do I fill out a W-2 form? I’ve been involved in a lot of protests, 
but we always demonstrated for the cause, not for money.”

Forest Echo glared and shoved his hair behind his ears. “Yes, we do sign a contract. But let’s get one thing 
straight. I’m not merely a mercenary, an activist, a tree-sitter for hire.” He thumped his chest. “I believe in what 
you’re trying to do, but I have to eat. So do my people.”

“That’s another thing.” Adam was beginning to wonder if putting out an SOS to the radical wing of the 
environmental movement had been a mistake. “How many people are we talking about? Where will they stay? 
The town wants to cut the trees to raise money to fix the sewage system. If we add to that problem with a lot of 
protesters, the media will jump all over us.” Not to mention that Henri would jump all over him. For real.

“Not to worry, brother.” Forest Echo made a peace sign. “My people will camp in the forest. They’ll use 
only blown-down limbs for their shelters. They’ll subsist on food donated by like-minded individuals in the 
community and on what they can forage—nuts, berries, roots and fish—nothing on the endangered species list, 
of course. They’ll pack out their waste and garbage.”

Adam nodded. “Still, if you get a few hundred people camping, cooking, and crapping, we’re talking 
pollution.”

Forest Echo smiled with what Adam detected as a touch of condescension. “You won’t get hundreds of 
people this time of year—not with school back in session and the rainy season about to begin. You’ll get only the 
truly committed—a few dozen, max.”

A few dozen. That was manageable. “Okay. Now what about the money?”
“A thousand up front, for start-up expenses. Then a hundred a day. Cash only.”
Adam hesitated, picking at a loose button on his hemp shirt and grappling with the concept of protesting as 

a business. He’d never been motivated by money. If he had any left at the end of the year, he donated it to land 
conservancies and groups working to control population growth.

“Like I told you on the phone. I take care of the publicity. I notify the media and arrange news conferences 
and video opportunities.” Forest Echo leaned toward Adam and talked faster, like a car salesman about to close 



a deal. “I’m an independent contractor. I’m insured and I’ll sign a waiver so you won’t be held responsible for 
anything that might go wrong.”

Contractor? Insurance? Waiver? This was getting way too complicated. “Go wrong? What could—?”
“Nothing,” Forest Echo interrupted. “Everything’s cool, bro.”
“Then why—?”
“Oh, say I got struck by lightning, or fell out of the tree, or got arrested. If you’ve signed the contract, you’re 

not liable.”
Not liable. That part Adam understood. He wouldn’t need to check with Chuck Yamamoto who handled 

legal stuff for everyone in town. That was a relief. The fewer people who knew the protesters were paid, the 
better. Chuck was inscrutable, and stingy with words, but his wife, Maybelline, spread gossip like warm butter, 
and one of her hobbies was listening in on Chuck’s phone calls. “When can you start?”

Forest Echo licked his lips. “You’ve got the cash?”
Adam nodded. He kept a thousand in the safe at Passing Wind. He had more in the till. Enough, he 

calculated, to finance a week’s worth of protesting.
“Then I’ll start tonight.” Forest Echo sprang to his feet and thrust his toes into the frayed rope sandals he’d 

kicked off. “I’ve got a contract out in the car. Oh, it’s not my car,” he assured Adam. “I borrowed it from a 
friend. I won’t own a polluting vehicle. I’d like to see private cars outlawed, but . . .” He shrugged. “Buses don’t 
run to the places I work.”

“No railway stations in the woods,” Adam agreed. As he followed Forest Echo across the deck and down 
the stairs to the driveway, he marveled at the number of patches on his worn jeans and coarse cotton shirt. 
Could fabric really tear in that many places and not completely disintegrate? Was Forest Echo’s outfit more 
costume than clothing?

The environmental hired gun pulled two contracts from a file folder on the passenger seat of an aging 
hatchback and spread them on the hood. “One for you and one for me. Just sign and date them at the bottom.” 
He offered a pen.

Adam made a show of reading the first few densely worded paragraphs, then gave up and scrawled his name. 
As long as he wasn’t liable, it was okay.

“Thanks.” Forest Echo tossed one copy of the contract into the car and handed the other to Adam. He 
smiled, showing all his teeth; his squinty eyes gleamed. “By the way, if you’ll check the fifth paragraph there on 
page two, you’ll see that, in addition to the cash, there are a few extra items you’ve agreed to provide.”

***

“I’ve got this election in the bag.” Sheriff Greg Erdman swung his feet up to the corner of his hulking 
wooden desk and crossed his arms behind his head. “Nothing can go wrong between now and November.”

Tourist season was over and the crime rate on the Oregon coast had dwindled; he finally had time to 
campaign for the position to which he’d been appointed in early summer. “I’ve cut costs and increased patrols,” 
he told a file cabinet in the assured tone he’d practiced for weeks. “And I cracked the Grabowski murder case.”

The file cabinet, never a stickler for accuracy, didn’t bring up the fact that Greg may have collected evidence, 
but Molly Donovan had confronted Brighton Deeds. 

“A lucky guess,” Greg snorted. If he’d had a little more time and a lot more cooperation, he would have 
nailed Deeds before the overweight offender took Molly hostage during the Whirligig Festival parade.

Greg shifted his legs to head off a cramp and scowled at a listing pile of paperwork he should have plowed 
through weeks ago. Molly was a Class A pain in the rear, but she was a major babe with a trim body, curly red 
hair, and exactly twenty-three freckles on her nose. What did she see in Jeffrey Wolfe? A poet? What kind of a 
job was that for a man?

He smiled as he remembered that Wolfe was temporarily out of the way. Far out of the way. In Houston, 
writing haiku poems for a shoe company.

“Haiku?” Greg chuckled. “Give me a break.” Haiku sounded more like a sneeze than poetry.
He ran his fingers through his hair, smoothed his uniform shirt and sucked in his stomach. Molly must be 

lonely. Maybe he’d drive up to Devil’s Harbor, shake a few hands, and kiss a baby—if he could find one that 
wasn’t covered in drool. Then he’d take Molly out to dinner.



No. He’d stop at Grover’s Clam and Ham and get a take-out order. He’d pick up a six-pack of beer—maybe 
even some of that microbrew stuff—and they’d picnic on a secluded beach. Women loved romantic, impetuous, 
spontaneous crap like that.

He reached for a pad and paper to map it all out.

***

Whoosh.
Maybelline Yamamoto arose from the ladies’ room toilet at the Belly Up Bar and Bait Shop, zipped her hot 

pink stirrup pants, and straightened her flowered blouse. She glanced behind her as she headed for the sink.
“Dang it.”
Once again the low-flow toilet had done only half the job.
She punched the silver button on the lid again.
Whoosh.
“Take that!” 
Honestly, what good did it do to save water on the first flush if it always took a second one? And sometimes 

a few jabs with the plunger.
Why were these dratted things so noisy? And why did a piece of toilet paper always seem to make its way 

back up the pipe and float back and forth like a piece of seaweed drifting with the tide?
Satisfied that a third flush wasn’t necessary, she washed her hands at the small sink with the faucet that had 

been dripping since the turn of the century. She supposed she’d have to get someone in to fix that. It would be 
just like Henri, self-appointed wastewater conservation watchdog, to check the ladies’ room and fine her. 
Honestly!

She used one long silver fingernail to shove a rogue strand of hair back into her orange beehive. With Henri 
obsessing about every drop of water down the drain and leaning on her to provide a good example, she’d have 
to put off her post-tourist season intensive deep cleaning.

Hiroshi, bless his little heart, didn’t seem concerned about her fears that Adam would monkey wrench plans 
to sell the town timber and get a new sewage system in before next summer’s onslaught of tourists. Hiroshi—
who everyone but Maybelline called Chuck—had assured her, in his usual terse fashion, that Adam lacked both 
money and a legal leg to stand on. “No loot, no lawsuit, no dispute,” he’d said. What a chatterbox.

She smiled. Speaking of chatter, it was nearly time to drop by the Devil’s Food Cafe and have a cup of 
coffee with LaDonna Perkins—before Henri cut off all their water and they were reduced to inhaling instant 
coffee crystals through straws.

***

“Thank you,” Elspeth Hunsaker said as Shelley Perkins set the plate in front of her and topped off her 
coffee. It was important to display good manners, Elspeth reminded herself, even in a case like this, when 
Shelley was performing a paid-for service and not, in the strictest sense, doing a favor.

“You’re welcome.” Shelley totaled Elspeth’s lunch bill. Coffee and the crab cake special: $4.69. Elspeth had 
already done the math and planned to leave a thirty-one cent tip. Fifteen percent, she rationalized, was merely a 
guideline, not a law. Besides, the crab cake looked a little scorched. Thirty-one cents was more than adequate.

Shelley set the check beside the salt and pepper shakers. “Can I do anything else for you?”
Elspeth couldn’t pass up that invitation. “You could stop consorting and cohabiting with the boy who sells 

that blasphemous ice cream.”
Shelley rolled her eyes.
“I’m sorry to be so blunt,” Elspeth said, well aware that she felt not a scrap of remorse. The girl needed to 

know. And if her mother wouldn’t take a firm hand—Elspeth cast a dark glance toward the table where La 
Donna and Maybelline were giggling about something she was certain bordered on blasphemy—then it was up 
to someone else in this village to help raise this nineteen-year-old child. “I have it on good authority that you two 
even shower together.” Good authority being a strong pair of binoculars and the gauzy curtain in Ichabod 
Ferris’s bathroom window.



A slow smile lifted Shelley’s full lips. “But Miz Hunsaker, you voted for water conservation, didn’t you?”
“I most certainly did.” Elspeth sat up straighter, proud of having done her civic duty. “Before I cast that vote 

I asked myself ‘What would Jesus do about the water situation?’”
Shelley tugged at one crystal earring. “Walk on it?”
“No! Not waste it,” Elspeth snapped. Sarcasm. Lack of respect for her elders. Fornication. Shelley’s sins 

were stacking up like stones in the walls of Jericho.
Shelley nodded. “Showering with a friend means less waste.”
Elspeth felt blood throbbing in her temples, but before she could retort, Shelley sashayed off. Pursing her 

lips, Elspeth glanced once more at LaDonna who was laughing again. She had a good mind to walk out— 
without paying for lunch—and never return to the Devil’s Food Cafe. 

But that would leave her with no culinary options. She was already boycotting the Belly Up because they 
served demon rum, the Sweete Temptations Ice Creame Shoppe because of the blasphemous names of the 
frozen treats, and Passing Wind on general principles and the fact that tofu gave her gas. She’d have to drive to 
Grover’s or else prepare all her own meals.

Her father, rest his soul, had always chastised her for her lack of skill at the domestic arts. She was deficient 
both in imagination and in that reckless ability to try anything once. LaDonna had both of those qualities. Her 
chicken salad with grapes, walnuts, and red onion was delectable, and the crab cakes she’d had on special for a 
week were scrumptious, scorched or not.

Elspeth eyed the jumbo-sized crab cake that sprawled across her plate next to a mound of French fries, a 
scoop of coleslaw, a paper cup of tartar sauce, and a sprig of parsley. “Thou shalt not waste food” wasn’t on 
those stone tablets Moses brought down the mountain, but . . . 

She picked up her fork, stabbed a fry, and halted. Her breath caught in her throat. Jaw dropping in disbelief, 
she stared at the grill marks on the crab cake’s golden breading, rotated the plate a quarter turn, leaned closer and 
stared some more. Yes, there was his hair, his nose, his chin. As she gazed upon it, the crab cake seemed to glow 
with an inner light and Elspeth was certain that, faint and far in the distance, she heard a celestial choir.

Who would have thought a sign from above would appear in the Devil’s Food Café? Who could have 
imagined it would be delivered by that wanton girl?

She laid her fork aside and folded her hands. She had been chosen. She would prove worthy. But first she 
must determine what she had been tasked to do.

Again she leaned close, cocking her head to better hear any utterance emanating from the scorch marks 
between chin and nose, the scorch marks that—if she squinted—looked almost like lips. She listened with every 
fiber of her being, holding her breath until she felt her eyes bug out. And then she was certain she heard a wisp 
of a whisper. “Go forth.”

“I will,” she breathed. “I’ll go forth. But what shall I go forth and do?”
“Go forth and—”
Crash. Clatter.
“Oh, hell,” Shelley yelled from the kitchen. “I dropped the damn silverware tray.”
Suppressing a murderous urge, Elspeth calmed herself, cleared her mind, and listened once again. Alas, the 

crab cake spoke no more.

Fin
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The Guardian’s Apprentice

Deliberations

A parcel wrapped in plain brown paper had arrived at the chambers of Tobias Follett, Chancellor of the 
High Council and head of the Grey order Neutrality, just over an hour ago.  He was not expecting a delivery at 
this late hour, so he regarded the package with some suspicion.  It was just past midnight and the wisp over his 
desk gave off a soft white glow, casting shadows across the old wizard’s features and making him look pale and 
drawn.  A thin man already, he looked positively gaunt as he leaned forward with the seeing crystal in his hand. 
He passed the crystal over the package, which was about the size of a deck of playing cards.  The crystal showed 
him the vial nestled within, and the opalescent liquid it contained.  According to the note attached to the 
package, the vial contained salamander tears, a very rare and useful item for potions.  The writing on the outside 
of the package indicated the parcel had originated from Deadwood & Blight’s, his usual supplier for such hard to 
find ingredients.  Although he had a standing order for salamander tears for whenever they became available, 
they had been out of stock for months and did not expect a new source for some time.  

Something’s just not right, he thought.  
He leaned back in his red leather chair and stared at the parcel, still trying to decide if he should open it. 

Tobias had been Chancellor of the High Council now for five months.  His election came after almost a year of 
bickering among the council members, and he relished the position of power he had finally achieved.  As the 
leader of his sect, he controlled the votes of three other members while as Chancellor he could threaten, berate 
or cajole the votes of most of the other castes.  The only two he could not control were Cedric Thornback, 
leader of the dark wizards and Phineas Whitestone, leader of the white.  Despite this however, he still wielded 
powerful influence over their followers.  The fact that Phineas, who served as the Guardian, could not vote on 
matters before the Council also strengthened Tobias’ hand, for so long as Phineas held that position he was so 
bound.  The Guardian maintained control of and watched over the BlackStar amulet, which created the veil of 
separation and divided the magical world from the non-magical one.  As long as he wielded that power, Phineas 
was independent from the Council and one of his subordinates on the Council had to serve as his deputy.  That 
left the White order with just three votes, while the Black and Grey orders still had four.  

Tobias schemed and plotted for years, until he finally had enough votes to win the post as Chancellor when 
old Eudora Fogle, a very stern black-robed witch, had stepped down in the midst of a scandal.  Of course, it 
wasn’t his fault Eudora had developed a habit of betting on the snark fights – it was a very addictive sport.  He 
had simply tipped off his contacts at the Daily Tattle (worst gossip rag he had ever read) and the pieces had fallen 
into place.  Even with the threats, bribes and outright intimidation it still took almost a year, but now it was his! 
Perhaps the parcel really was a gift of congratulations from his supplier, as the note said.  He sighed deeply as he 
leaned forward again to examine the package one last time with the seeing crystal.  His mind must be playing 
tricks on him.  Ever since his election he had become more paranoid, convinced that someone was actively 
seeking to undermine him, though he had no proof.  As he finished examining the package for the fifth time, he 
set the crystal down on the desk and chuckled.  Rubbing his tired eyes with the back of his hands he smiled to 
himself as he picked up the package.  He must learn to trust people again.  After all, his fellow Council members 
had been lavish in their praise for him since he took office.  Opening the box, he extracted the vial and held it up 
to the wisp for a better look.  He smiled broadly, as the contents swirled in the pale light and cast prisms of color 
over his desktop.  He was still smiling when the contents erupted into a violent explosion, vaporizing the still 
smiling wizard and tearing a gaping hole through the side of the castle.

~~~~
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The High Council had convened three days ago to nominate a new leader.  Their Chancellor, the grey wizard 
Tobias Follett, had died in an apparent (and very tragic) potions accident.  The resulting explosion killed the old 
wizard instantly and destroyed his chambers, as well as a large portion of the castle’s north wing.  Although 
Tobias had schemed, plotted and backstabbed for years, he was still one of their own and would be missed, 
terribly.

Cedric Thornback, leader of the Dark wizards, stood to address the Council.  “Ladies and gentlemen of the 
Council, it has taken us three days to come to agreement on nominations to replace the late Tobias Follett as 
Chancellor.  I would therefore like to make a motion that we cease this incessant bickering and proceed to a 
vote!”

There were various nods of agreement from around the table as the other eleven witches and wizards looked 
around the room at each other.  With the death of Tobias, his deputy stepped into the role of temporarily leading 
the meetings until the Council elected a new Chancellor.  There were only two nominations so far, both of 
whom were heads of their respective orders.  Portia Nightshade, an ardent supporter, had nominated Cedric 
while one of the white wizards had likewise nominated Phineas.  

Alexander Ducat, now the leader of the grey wizards, rose from his seat in the Chancellor’s chair.  Motioning 
for quiet, he glanced from face to face around the table.

“Fellow Council members we have a motion before us.  As deputy for our now deceased colleague, I accept 
the motion and call for a vote.  Will those in favor of Cedric Thornback please signal by raising their right 
hand?”

Portia’s hand shot skyward so fast Ducat thought the witch would actually leap from her seat, while the other 
two members of the Black order also raised their hands, along with Cedric himself.  Looking around the table, 
there were no other votes.

“I see,” said Ducat.  “So, that is four votes for Cedric.  Now would all those in favor of Phineas Whitestone 
please raise your right hand?”

This time the three members of the Grey order raised their hands, as did the three members of the White as 
well as Ducat himself.  Phineas however, did not raise his hand.

Ducat looked at him with a puzzled expression.  “Phineas?”
The old wizard smiled warmly at Ducat.  “I will abstain from casting a vote in this, Alex.  As the Guardian I 

serve the Council as a whole and do not seek the trappings of power.”
Ducat chuckled at his old friend.  “Well it would appear that your vote is not necessary anyway, my old 

friend.  The vote is seven to four – you are our new Chancellor.  Congratulations,” he said with a deep bow to 
the older wizard.

Phineas nodded politely in return.
“Thank you Alex, but as I said I do not seek this office.  I am happy with my position as it is.”
Ducat sat down as he looked in shock at Phineas.  “You’re refusing?  You can’t refuse, Phineas, the vote is 

binding.”
As if to emphasize his point, the crystalline sphere that hovered high above the Council table slowly 

descended, shifting from a blue-white glow to one faintly tinged with red.  The crystal, often referred to as the 
Oracle, had existed since the beginning of the Council when the two worlds were first separated.  No one was 
quite sure where it had come from, but the object radiated pure power and had occasionally intervened in 
Council affairs.  On the rare occasion a debate turned violent, the orb sometimes chose to petrify both 
participants by encasing them in crystal.  By the time the crystal faded – usually five or six days – tempers were 
usually subdued and the witches or wizards involved much more humble.

Even Phineas took notice of the crystal’s descent, rising from his chair to look directly at the orb.  Although 
he was the leader of his sect, as long as he held the post of Guardian, his robes were a shimmering non-color to 
signal his service to the Council as a whole and all three orders.  He stared at the crystal long and hard for what 
seemed like an eternity, until finally nodding his head with a sigh.

“It seems I have no alternative but to accept the will of the Council,” he said with a touch of resignation in 
his voice.

The various witches and wizards around the table nodded and smiled, murmuring their agreement (and 
relief) that Phineas had agreed to the vote.  Even a couple of the Black order seemed pleased at the decision, 



except for Portia.  A highly volatile witch prone to outbursts, she was obviously seething at the decision.  Cedric 
on the other hand remained quiet and sat with an almost stoic expression on his face.  Ducat rose once again, 
turning to face Phineas who continued to gaze at the Oracle.

“We are all grateful Phineas, as the Council desperately needs your leadership.  You will of course have to 
step aside as Guardian to assume your new post, so the Council will need to name your successor.”

“Oh, that will not be necessary, my friend,” said Phineas as he finally turned away from the crystalline orb 
which had returned to its normal blue-white glow.

“I’m sorry Phineas, but you have no apprentice.  Therefore the Council has no choice but to name a new 
Guardian.”

“I will be naming my apprentice shortly, Alex,” he said with a gleam in his eye.  “The young man is quite 
capable and will learn quickly.  I will of course bring him before the Council to that he may be tested, as is 
required.  Until such time Alex, I would put it to the Council that you remain as acting Chancellor until I may 
assume the duties.”

“Very well, Phineas, but I must say this is all highly irregular.”
“Trust me my friend, I will send for my apprentice at once,” said Phineas as his rose from his seat.  Raising 

his staff in the air, a sharp crackle resounded across the room as a portal snapped open.  Within seconds, the old 
wizard stepped through and was gone, leaving the other Council members to exchange puzzled glances.

Fin
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Odessa: Seraphym Wars

I’d never been known for my tact or kind heart. A typical teenager, I pretended I didn’t give a damn what 
anyone thought. But I was always ready to share my opinions. Even when no one asked.

“Look at her muffin top,” I said, laughing hysterically while pointing to a student in the yearbook. “She 
could feed a zombie for a year.” Tears rolled down my cheeks.
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“Eeww! She could feed a family of zombies,” Nancy said, laughing and rolling around on the bed with her 
hands over her eyes, as though she was in pain. Her own slim figure barely dented the mattress.

I laughed, watching her. She always broke me up – she was such a clown. I took a long draw on the cigarette 
and passed it to her.

“Thank you, whoever invented these things. I never want to eat after a smoke. Hope mom never finds out, 
though.”

“Nancy! Do I smell smoke?” her mother yelled up the stairs. Even through the closed bedroom door and the 
blaring music from her computer, we heard her mom screaming.

“Oh, shit,” Nancy said as she scuttled to the window opening it wider. She tossed the cigarette into the 
shrubs below and blew the smoke into the sky then waved her arms around like a maniac windmill.

I laughed at the image she made. “It gets in the fabric, dumbass. You can’t get it out. So what’s she gonna 
do? Spank you? Besides, we’re sixteen. Who gives a shit?”

I rolled onto my back on Nancy’s bed. “I’ll never get fat. Or ugly.”
Nancy plopped onto the bed and lay beside me on the pink chenille spread. We stared up at the pale pink 

ceiling. I watched the ceiling fan rotate around and around.
“You really need to update this room, Nancy. It’s been the same since you were five. Really? Princess Pepto 

pink?” I stuck my fingers in my mouth like I was barfing.
“Did you see what Mary Jane had on today? It must have been her mother’s or she got dressed in the dark,” 

Nancy said rolling over on her side with her arm under her head. I laughed until tears rolled down my face into 
my hair.

“How about Mark? His haircut looks like he did it in the bathroom with nail clippers,” I added. Nancy and I 
giggled until our stomachs hurt.

A sudden buzzing startled me. I glanced at my phone. It was the alarm. 
“Gotta go,” I said, sitting up. I glanced outside. It was past dusk. “Oh, damn, I forgot to reset my alarm for 

Daylight Savings last weekend. I should have been home an hour ago. Dad doesn’t like me walking home across 
the abandoned lot at night. But it’s the quickest way. Well,” I stood and looked under the bed for my sandals. 
“I’ll be home when I get there.” I shrugged my shoulders. “What’re they gonna do? Scream? Lecture? What else 
is new?”

“See ya at school tomorrow,” Nancy said, rolling onto her stomach and propping her hands under her chin. 
She grinned wickedly, “Maybe I’ll bring that old Halloween wig for Mark to wear.”

I laughed all the way down the stairs envisioning Mark in a gray granny wig. 
“Good night, Mrs. Campbell,” I called as I went out the door. I heard her muffled reply as the door latched 

shut. The snick echoed in the still darkness of late dusk.
I shivered and looked up. The moon was nearly full with a misty vapor of clouds across it, otherwise the sky 

was clear. The temperature had finally cooled. Here it was mid-November and nights were just beginning to get 
chilly. That was the part of Florida I hated, the heat lasted so long. I loved the cool crisp air of early Spring and 
late Autumn. The air frisked me after the stifling warmth of Nancy’s bedroom and I sprinted across the yard and 
street.

All around, the trees and shrubs took on a sinister shadowy feel as they wavered in the moonlight. A gentle 
breeze ruffled the leaves - snakes slithering across dry sand. Those same snakes slithered up my spine making my 
skin crawl. I slowed to a walk, warily watching the cluster of trees ahead on the abandoned lot my dad hated. 
Nancy lived two streets over from my house and rather than walking down half a block then back up that half a 
block, I usually cut straight across the creepy overgrown property between our houses.

By day it was no big deal. Paths had been worn through the property. Everyone did it. Most of the windows 
in the old house were broken. Bushes and vines covered the wooden siding of the tumble-down shack. Anything 
of real value had been stripped from the place years ago. All that stood on that weedy hunk of land was a derelict 
house nobody wanted.

Still, I hated passing by it at night. I’d heard stories about it being haunted. Kids at school bet each other they 
couldn’t stay the night in it. And usually no one did. By two or three in the morning they all said weird things 
began to happen and they left. It was rumored one girl even went crazy and had to be institutionalized. 

But it was still early in the evening. The sky was tinged pink, so I was fine. If I hurried.



I sped up before I lost my nerve. My eyes shifted back and forth like a scanning flashlight. I was half-way 
across when I heard something to my right. It came from the clump of overgrown trees and bushes that lined 
the property’s border. The sound seemed muffled, like when you hold your hand across your mouth to stifle a 
laugh or sneeze. I listened so hard I felt my ears grow longer. It seemed the woods expanded, too, as I studied 
the trees trying to see inside the darkness. My focus became razor sharp. There was no way I was going near 
enough to see what had made the noise. I tried talking myself out of the creeping fear that spread across my 
thoughts like thick fog. Maybe I’d imagined it. I resumed my pace trying to get away before I heard it again. 
Then came the scream.

Loud, long and shrill it echoed across the yard. My head swiveled this way and that, almost on its own, 
seeking the source. My vision seemed to go into even sharper focus – like when I turned the knob on the 
microscope in Science class. I saw the roots of the ivy vine climbing the shack and the smallest pebbles of rock 
in the dirt at my feet. It was as though I held a magnifying glass to my face. Then I heard it again. Another 
scream, this time closer. 

It came from behind me. I swung around, my heart pounding so hard I could feel it pulsing in my fingertips. 
Even my ears pulsed with its beat. Everything lit up like daylight, then immediately went black. In that instant of 
light I saw three disembodied faces hovering around me. Three male faces with laser red eyes and snarling white 
fangs. I felt something shoved over my head. My breathing sounded ragged and harsh in my ears. I tried 
screaming but only a squeak came out.

Suddenly my feet were kicked out from under me, throwing me to the ground. Something pinned me down 
in the dirt. Rocks dug into my shoulder blades and hips. I tried wriggling but firm hands or knees pressed down 
harder and the rocks hurt. For a moment I assessed my situation trying to think logically. I was blind but I could 
hear okay. And unfortunately, I could feel.

Low harsh voices whispered to one another above me. I heard three distinct voices. Although all three 
resembled animalistic growling, one was higher pitched and another slurred his words. They argued about taking 
me inside the house or ‘doing’ me there in the dirt. The dirt must have won because I wasn’t moved. The 
pressure on my shoulders increased, pressing the rocks into my bones. Again I tried to shriek but couldn’t.

“Hello, Myrna,” one of the low voices growled next to my ear. The voice was masculine and sent a chill up 
my spine. My brain raced through every male voice I’d heard throughout school or even in the neighborhood. 
Who was this? Who would do this to me? I didn’t recognize it. It made my skin crawl.

I turned my head in the direction of the sound. “Who are you? What do you want?” My voice, finally 
working again, quavered which pissed me off. I wanted to sound strong – not like some scared sissy.

A hand, scaly and rough, slid underneath whatever covered my face and clasped my mouth so I couldn’t 
speak. “We’re just havin’ a little fun’s all,” another voice said. The slurred speech voice. 

I felt my shirt lifted. Goosebumps rose on my bare skin as the cool Autumn air blew across my stomach. 
Then a rough, wet surface rubbed against my stomach in a line from waist to ribs and I realized someone or 
something had licked me. Eeew! How disgusting. Who the hell was this? Had I pissed off some kids at school 
and they were getting back at me? Who? How? Through tears I regretted my decision to cross the lot at dusk. 
Dad was right, as much as I hated to admit it.

“You really should listen to dear ol’ Dad, Myrna,” the high-pitched voice slithered into my ear.
I jolted. How had he known my thought? Could he read my mind? That was ridiculous. Movie tricks. No 

one could do that for real.
My legs were suddenly lifted into the air by the ankles of my pants and my jeans slid down my body. I 

thrashed and tried to wriggle loose despite the rocks digging holes in my shoulders.
 I screamed a muffled, “NOOOO.”  I flipped my head violently back and forth, grinding my hair into the 

dirt. The scaly hand remained clasped tightly across my lips. 
With a sudden pop my shoes were off and my legs plopped back into the dirt. Rocks now pressed into my 

bare legs like jagged glass. I felt a pressure on my knees as someone knelt on them. The pain was excruciating. I 
would be paralyzed for life.

That’s if I lived through this.
“That’s IF you live through this,” the low gravely voice sliced through my thoughts.



Both of my arms were immobile as one of the men pressed on my elbows. I felt his hot, fetid breath on my 
face and neck. He reminded me of a bulldog in heat.

I heard the low sizzle of pants unzipped and the weight on me shifted. I lifted my head to scream but it was 
shoved back against the earth in a brain jarring thud.

I had no chance of escaping these three monsters, whoever or whatever they were. I simply was not strong 
enough. But I refused to give in. 

Then I remembered my mouth was covered by a hand. Someone’s flesh and blood hand was inches above 
my teeth. Concentrating hard on that hand I parted my lips, as I felt my legs being forced apart, until my teeth 
grasped skin that wasn’t mine. I chomped down as hard as I could.

Blood filled my mouth. I heard a male voice scream in pain. His hand came away from my face and the cool 
air smacked my cheeks. I screamed like I hadn’t since I was born. Shriek after shriek echoed on top of the man’s 
screams. I filled my lungs to scream again when I felt knuckles crash into my jaw and nose. Fresh bouts of 
blood, this time mine, gushed down my throat. I gagged and choked, drowning. I managed to turn my head to 
the side. Bloody spit dribbled down the side of my face into my ear and hair. I’d been so preoccupied with the 
hand across my face I hadn’t even noticed if one of the monsters had accomplished his desired end.

Moments later I heard grunting and thuds. The pressure released from my knees and elbows. They couldn’t 
all be finished already. I would have noticed that, wouldn’t I? I ripped off the blindfold and sat up. Taking mere 
fractions of a second to adjust to the new lighting my eyes widened in surprise.

 At my feet two men fought. I studied them as they punched each other, grunting and swearing. Then I 
realized one of them was my brother, Quinn. With a final blow to the face he felled the last of the attackers who 
now lay in battered heaps around me. He stood silhouetted in the moonlight. At that moment I love my little bro 
more than ever. I was also thankful for the Karate classes he’d been taking since he was six.

Panting, he glared down at the three men, watching, daring them it seemed, to move. Apparently satisfied he 
grabbed my pants from the dirt, gave them a vicious snap, like a whip and knelt beside me.

“You okay?” His voice was husky with emotion.
I nodded slightly then spat more blood. He brushed back my matted hair from my sweaty face then extended 

a hand to help me up.
“Let’s get you home.” 

TWO YEARS LATER

I floated on wings of silence like a piece of driftwood at sea. Colored gases swirled around me like silk 
scarves, brushing against my arms and legs. It delighted my senses and tingled my nerve endings. For as far as I 
could see, a myriad of colors swam and twirled dipping and rolling around particles of dark matter and glittering 
specs of sunbeams in a miniature cosmos. 

Where was I? Was it a dream? If so, it was a beautiful one. Calm. Peaceful. But, I didn’t remember going to 
sleep. In fact, I didn’t remember anything at all. Eventually I heard soft singing and the sharp but pleasant 
ringing of bells. I opened my eyes—had they been shut?—and realized I was surrounded by glimmering radiant 
beings hovering in the rainbow cosmic cloud.   

“Mind the signs, Myrna,” echoed in my skull and repeated over and over in millions of separate voices in 
unison. “Mind the signs …Mind the signs ….”

* * * *

My room was dark when I woke. I didn’t recall going to bed. I shoved the covers off with my feet and stood, 
stretching. The house was unusually quiet. I must be the first up. After showering I listened while I dressed. Still no  
sounds. I went to the kitchen. No one. It was not like my parents to sleep in, especially later than me. I went to 
their room.

“Mom,” I called, pushing on the door slightly ajar. “Dad? Anyone up? Hey, sleepy heads….” I stepped 
inside. The room was empty. The bed was made. My stomach flip-flopped.  Marcy’s room was next. I padded 
down the hall, pushing on the half-opened door.



“You’ll be late….” I didn’t finish because no one was there to hear me. Her room was immaculate--which 
never happened--and empty. Panic pinched my insides. My mind was a jumble of anger and fear. Had they been 
murdered? There was no blood, so that was not likely. People don’t just disappear. I ran to Jarrod’s room and 
found the same thing. I was alone. Sliding down the wall I sat crumpled in a heap on the carpet.

“Where did you all go without me?” I shrieked at the ceiling, tears pricking my eyes. “Where is everyone?” I 
ran to the foyer, sliding on the white tiles in my stocking feet. Swiping at my wet face with the back of a hand I 
gasped a shuddering breath.

I flung open the front door.
For several heartbeats I stood frozen, staring.
As I threw the door shut, the slam rattled the dishes in the kitchen cabinets like bones in a closet. The 

deadbolt thudded with a satisfying crunch. I couldn’t catch my breath. My mind reeled with the impossible 
unreality of what I’d seen. I ran back to my room. Crouching, I cried in the corner behind my bed. My room was 
still dark and shadows wavered and squirmed across the walls like living shades. I shut my eyes and slid my hands 
across my ears to shut out the world. 

I had to shut out this world that was not mine. 
* * * *

I must have fallen asleep again because when I woke the room was pitch black and I knew the sun had set. I 
looked into each bedroom along the hallway—not surprised this time to find them empty, but still disappointed. 
I was alone. Even when I had been alone at home, I had known I was not alone. This was scary. This was 
complete aloneness. I checked the kitchen and found peanutbutter and bread which I ate then lay back down in 
bed and fell into a fitful sleep.

Sometime in the middle of the night, I awoke with a strange sense of foreboding. The hair on my neck and 
arms prickled. My breathing became ragged and my heart thumped so loudly in my chest I could hear it echoing 
in the room. Something wasn’t right. I knew I should go check the door, but I really, really didn’t want to. I was 
sure I had locked the door with the deadbolt… Eventually the feeling passed and my eyes shut.

When I woke again, that same gray light pushed its way past the edges of my window blinds spilling its 
dullness into the room.

It took several hours to work up the courage, but I would find no answers holed up in the house, so I 
dressed and took several deep breaths before opening the door again. This time I thought I was prepared.

The murky gray light that filled the sky seemed watery and weak. Although there was no cloud cover, there 
was no sunlight. Dad’s green grass gone, I stepped out of the house onto dirt.

My heart pounded like I’d just finished a marathon. I twitched and jumped at every sound, spinning from 
side to side. Standing at the end of my yard, I leapt backward when I heard a chug and zip then a puff of steam 
enveloped me. A triangular car with a glass top sped down the road. Another headed my direction on the 
opposite side. The driver sat in the front of the triangle managing the car with a joystick while two passengers sat 
side-by-side on the rear seat. It maneuvered surprisingly well and was quite fast.

Leading east and west at the end of my yard, a crushed stone path lined a packed dirt road that ran in front 
of the house. To the left and right of the house stood tall and short buildings of every description. Some seemed 
to be stores, others apartment buildings or individual homes such as mine. Tall brass street lights stood sentinel 
on each intersection.  

“Toto, we’re not in Kansas anymore,” I murmured softly. Trembling, I even looked backward, under my 
house for ruby slippers.

A rumble overhead pulled my attention to the murky sky as a glass-enclosed egg with the silhouettes of 
seated people lining its interior floated by. At the rear spun a huge brass propeller. Occasional clouds of steam 
escaped into the atmosphere. I grabbed my chest and breathed deeply several times, calming my nerves.

A layer of black grime coated the buildings and walkways. Many of the windows, edged with the same black 
dusting, displayed new handbills showing the image of a child with the question: “Have You Seen This Child?” 
underneath. It shocked me to realize each face was a different child. How many children had disappeared from 
this city and where did they go?

I walked down the path to my right.



People wearing an odd assortment of costumes passed, staring at me. Some of the men wore bowler hats 
while others had formal top hats and long-tailed coats. I wondered if I’d been thrown back in time to the 
Victorian age. I’d seen pictures like this in History class. The women wore long dresses with pinafores and 
bloomers. Most wore wide-brimmed hats mounted with feathers and other doodads. While gawking at the odd 
modes of transportation and dress, I had paid no attention to where I was going. I was immediately informed of 
my error. 

“Watch where you’re going, lunchmeat,” a low voice growled next to my ear. I turned my head to apologize. 
There was no one beside me. Yet I next felt deliberately jostled so hard I fell against a building scraping my arm 
on the rough wooden siding. “Haven’t you ever seen a Skiibuss or Tricar before? Imbecil,” the voice continued. 

I stopped and turned around to apologize, assuming the man had walked quickly past me.  But the words 
stuck in my throat when I realized he was the largest man I’d ever seen. “Mother’v pearl!” I muttered, eyes 
roving from feet to hat. He stood easily over eight feet tall. He wasn’t fat, just...big. He wore a black top hat and 
cape. I wondered for a split instant how he found clothes to fit. He casually spun a black cane topped by a gold 
dragon handle with glittering diamond eyes. He must have realized I was staring at his back because he turned 
just his head, like an owl, grinned maliciously at me with a flick of red slit eyes and swiveled back around.

Fin
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Trevor’s Song

TREVOR
Redheads

"Motherfucker." 
One heart-felt word ended Trevor Wolff's third try at jimmying his best friend's front door, and common 

sense -- let alone his back -- was screaming at him to just give up already. As if it was so easy; Mitchell had 
actually blown him off the night before, and when Mitchell Voss blew someone off, it was serious. Like any other 
person on the planet, the big idiot had his faults, but dependability wasn't one of them. Never had been, never 
would be. 

Nope, something had to be up. Something big.
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That alone squelched Trevor's thoughts about giving up and going home. After all, Mitchell was, in his own 
way, family. If things were different and it were Mitchell worried about Trevor, there'd be no quitting until the 
damn door opened. There was no way Trevor could just abandon Mitchell, even if he truly wanted to. Which he 
didn't. Truly. 

He straightened up to stretch that kink out of his back, push his hair over his shoulders and out of his face, 
and take a few deep breaths before facing the lock for the fourth fucking time. It made no sense; when his sister's 
life had been at stake, he'd jimmied her door with his eyes swollen shut, but now, when he doubted the big idiot 
was actually dead, he was, once again, a useless shit. Just like Hank had spent all those years insisting he was. 

Just like Mitchell's parents had spent more recent years trying to tell him he wasn't. And just like 
ShapeShifter fans proved beyond any doubts, at every record store and every concert. Trevor Wolff was not a 
useless shit. He was important. His fans said so.

The lock clicked. Trevor was in. 
His first thought was that if Mitchell had died, he hadn't started to stink yet. Trevor wondered how long it 

took before a corpse smelled; he almost regretted passing on his chance to find out. "Woulda served that 
motherfucker right," he mumbled, remembering Hank's almost nightly transformations. 

Trevor shook his head in disgust, choosing to believe that particular asshole was wrong. Hank might have 
been good for nothing, but that didn't mean his Number Two Kid was the same. Not even close. He was Trevor 
Fucking Wolff. Accept no substitutes. Or losers. 

Trevor looked around for signs of a struggle or any sort of clue that might explain what had happened to 
Mitchell, but the apartment looked like it always did: an electric guitar abandoned on the otherwise empty couch, 
the coffee table piled high with music magazines. Paperwork overflowed the small filing cabinet in a nearby 
corner and had begun an urban sprawl across the small dining table, sparing only a single, crumb-covered 
placemat. Amps, cords, picks, strings, videos, and mountains of CDs littered the rest of the small room. 

Sadly, the walls hadn't been disturbed. The ShapeShifter posters, the promo pictures, and the flyers 
advertising shows played years ago were all fine and good; they looked exactly like the walls at his own place. 
What grossed Trevor out about this collection was the thick concentration of pin-ups featuring ShapeShifter's 
very own Mitchell Voss -- a.k.a. the asshole he was currently worried about.  

Someone who didn't know any better would think the guy had a narcissitic complex or something, even 
though it made sense that Mitchell got all the attention. It wasn't just because singers were hot, especially when 
you gave them a guitar. Mitchell was a total chick magnet, a fact that got exploited shamelessly by the band's 
publicity team. It was that long, silvery-blonde hair that Trevor had always hated and those hazel eyes that 
changed from green to blue that did it. The girls couldn't get enough -- and neither could the losers who did the 
band's publicity.

Mitchell's bedroom was dark, but Trevor peeked his head inside anyway, hoping he'd find something helpful. 
He didn't really expect to find the guy himself; sometimes, a man had to be flexible about where you slept. It was 
a policy that had served Trevor pretty damn well in life until he discovered Mitchell's parents. They'd answer his 
knock at the door no matter what time, clean most of the blood off his face, and point him to the floor of 
Mitchell's bedroom. All without giving him a sermon or too much fake sympathy.

No sympathy needed here or now, either. Mitchell was sleeping. In his own bed. Alone, too, although that 
was the only non-surprise. The guy was fanatical about his refusal to bring girls home. Onto the tour bus, no 
problem. Backstage with the guys around and watching, even less of an issue. A hotel room… so long as she 
didn't spend the night, but then again, Eric was the only one of them who didn't have that as standard operating 
procedure. But his apartment? 

Forget it. That bed he slept in was probably as virginal as Mitchell would have been without Trevor around 
to fix things. Girls were not welcome in Mitchell's home. Hell, most people weren't. 

"Wake up, rock star, and tell me how you almost died last night." He jiggled Mitchell's foot through the 
blanket. 

"No," Mitchell said. He wrapped his arms around a pillow and rolled onto his side, kicking his foot free.
"Dick, you blew off Stacia last night."
That got his eyes open. "Fuck."



"Somehow, I doubt you got to," Trevor told him blandly. He sat down on the edge of Mitchell's bed and 
reached for a cigarette. There had to be at least three ashtrays in the room, and at least one of them probably 
wasn't overflowing. 

"Eh, it was worth it," Mitchell said, stretching. He kicked some more until Trevor stood up and glared back 
at the guy, his cigarette still unlit and the ashtrays still hiding. 

"Nothing is worth missing Stacia for," Trevor told Sleeping Beauty, not sure what was going on here. Mitchell 
had learned the art of properly appreciating women from the king himself, and Stacia deserved more attention 
and appreciation than any four other girls combined. So what was Mitchell's problem?

"I don't know, Trev," the big idiot said and yawned. He sat up and tossed his hair over his shoulder, a totally 
gross glamour-boy move that had the women two apartments over sighing. "This one's something else." 

Trev felt his jaw drop as it sunk in. Mitchell had blown off the city's best stripper for … what? Some random 
chick that he'd found all by himself? 

Impossible. Mitchell didn't find women on his own. On the rare occasions when he tried to, they couldn't 
come anywhere close to Stacia. "So who is she?" Trevor asked eagerly, expecting to hear of a new dancer in 
town, one who'd somehow managed to avoid his detection.

Mitchell shrugged and scratched his chest. Trev ignored him; he knew the motions of Mitchell's waking up as 
well as he knew his own. Too many years of sleeping on the guy's bedroom floor, followed by years of touring -- 
first packed into the back of Mitchell's truck; then, when the band graduated to hotel rooms, as the guy's 
roommate again. In another minute, he'd light up a cigarette of his own, offer Trevor the flame, produce one of 
the missing ashtrays, and spill every last detail about this girl. All Trev had to do was wait.

"She's this artist chick I've been talking to at the grocery," Mitchell said without reaching for the traditional 
wake-up cigarette. "Wait 'til you meet her." He stood up and took the two steps to the bathroom. "And, Trev? 
She's a redhead." With a wink, Mitchell closed the door behind him.

Trevor gasped audibly as his brain tried to do the calculus. A redhead… an artist… instead of Stacia? The 
only woman whose hair was as blonde as Mitchell's, and as natural? The only woman who could do that thing 
with her tongue while she did that thing with her little finger? 

He decided he couldn't wait for Mitchell to reappear, so he stormed the bathroom. Mitchell, mouth foamy 
with toothpaste like some rabid dog, gave him a mildly inquiring look. 

"What's this chick got that Stacia doesn't have? She can't be better in bed. No one is. Trust me."
"No thanks." Mitchell spat the rabies foam into the sink and rinsed. "Sorry, Trev. I know that hurts."
Trevor staggered a few steps to the side, needing the wall to hold him up. While he wasn't surprised that 

Mitchell ignored his antics, he wasn't pleased, either. Those had been good theatrics, his hand clasped to his 
chest, his breathing coming short. For maximum authenticity, he'd even dredged up the old feeling of trying to 
swallow his panic. "How can you not care about Stacia?" he asked. "If you're interested in women at all, you're 
interested in Stacia."

Mitchell just shrugged, and that's when it hit Trevor. The big idiot had gone and fallen in love with this 
redheaded artist chick. 

Trev wasn't faking this time when his legs gave out from under him and he wound up sitting down hard on 
the bathroom floor. 

"I wouldn't sit there," Mitchell said, as mildly as ever, as he stepped past Trevor and pulled a pair of jeans out 
of one of his dresser drawers. "Howard's refusing to pay Michelle again so she hasn't cleaned in awhile. Some 
fucking tax thing; he's gotta lighten up already or I'm firing his ass and I don't care how good an accountant he is. 
I won't live in a filthy apartment."

"You could clean it yourself." 
"You could stop whining at Ma until she does it for you."
"Tell me about the girl," Trevor groaned. He got up mostly to follow Mitchell; like he cared about a little dirt 

on the bathroom floor? Please. 
"Last night was the first time we really talked," Mitchell said, this sort of awe creeping into his voice. Trevor 

peered carefully at him. "We got started over by the bananas," Mitchell said like it was too weird to believe, "and 
the next thing I knew, we were closing Victory's."



"Bananas will do that to a girl," Trevor agreed, wagging his eyebrows at Mitchell, who reached out to swat 
the back of Trev's head.

"Get serious."
"Okay. What'd you get at the grocery?" He was, as always, hungry. Never having food in his place didn't 

help, and his day so far hadn't produced many chances to grab something. Which was all Mitchell's fault, anyway. 
He'd wound up in such a rush to make sure the asshole hadn't died that when he'd gotten gas for the bike, he'd 
ducked inside a Quick Mart and wound up with stale cupcakes. For breakfast.

He was starved, plain and simple. If Mitchell had food, he was there. 
"Come on, you fucking mooch," Mitchell sighed. He led the way into his cubbyhole of a kitchen and jumped 

easily onto a square of counter that was barely bigger than the knees that suddenly occupied it. He stuck his head 
in a cabinet. "There should be some pancake mix left… Eric said he hadn't finished it."

Trevor strained to hear Mitchell's muffled voice. It was useless to say that he didn't like pancakes. Mitchell 
knew. And, like the brotherly-type he was, Mitchell didn't care. He knew Trevor would shut up and eat almost 
anything -- including, their first time in Edinburgh, haggis.  If he'd survived that smelly shit, he could survive 
anything Mitchell could concoct on that grill of his.

Mitchell pulled out of the cabinet, the pancake mix in his hand. The fine dust that fell out when the box was 
upended made Trevor suspicious.

"Weren't you at the grocery to pick up last night's dinner? Start cooking."
"No." Mitchell jumped down and disappeared into his bedroom. When he returned, having added a t-shirt 

and his usual black tennis shoes to his oh-so-fashionable attire, he motioned Trevor out of the apartment.
"Or was the redhead dinner?" Trev asked as innocently as he could. 
Mitchell snorted. "I need something to eat tonight. I'm sick of going out so damn much." He smiled 

indulgently. "Even if she was worth it. Trev, I'm telling you…"
"Where we headed?" he interrupted, not overly surprised when Mitchell grabbed his beat-up leather instead 

of his tour jacket. The guy looked like a slob. He could have been anyone instead of ShapeShifter's oh-so-hot 
frontman. Probably wanted to be, too.

Trevor tossed his head, feeling his hair move in a sheet, it was so long. Trevor Wolff reeked of rock star, not 
of who he'd been. That kid had been left behind, almost from the day the Vosses had said he would live with 
them. 

"We're going to Roach's, of course," Mitchell said. "I'll drive."
"That's 'cause your sorry ass is too chicken to get on my bike." 
"After last time, my ass is glad to be alive."
"Your ass would've been even happier today if you'd kept your date last night."
"I doubt that," Mitchell said and took another companionable swipe at the back of Trevor's head.

Fin
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Important Notice:
The information presented in this book is for informative purposes and not intended as a medical directive. By reading 
this publication, the reader acknowledges that treatment choices and options are at the sole discretion of the parent or 
individual, who must take responsibility for medical decisions involving themselves or their children, along with the 
participating physician, treatment or child study team. In reading this book the reader acknowledges that the 
Association for Youth, Children and Natural Psychology or anyone quoted in or associated with this book, bears no 
responsibility for one's own decisions regarding health or mental health, for both him or herself or one's children. By 
reading this book, the reader acknowledges that he maintains full responsibility for their own medical and mental 
health decisions for both themselves and their children. This book complements, rather than replaces professional 
treatment, when such is necessary.

Footnotes and reference texts have been removed for this sample use.

Overcoming ADHD Without Medication

Chapter One: What is ADHD?

Prevention
Pregnant women, who smoke, drink alcohol or abuse drugs put their future children at greater risk for 

ADHD. Good prenatal care, good diet when pregnant and regular visits to the doctor are essential. Breast 
feeding may also help the baby to bond with the mother, and the mother to the baby, and this can be another 
affective preventative measure.

What is ADHD?
Jennifer’s son Matt has always been difficult. He would tear through the house like a tornado, shouting 

kicking and jumping off furniture. Nothing kept his interest for longer than a few minutes, and he would often 
run off without warning and mid-sentence, unconcerned about bumping into anyone or anything.

Jennifer was exhausted, but when Matt was in preschool, she wasn’t too concerned because she guessed, 
“boys will be boys.”

However, it was a struggle to try to get Matt to cooperate, and when he entered third grade, his disruptive 
behavior and inattention in class raised the red flag of his teacher. Jennifer took Matt to the pediatrician, who 
after a short interview, informed Jennifer that Matt most likely had ADHD. The best thing would be to prescribe 
stimulant medications, which he might not need to take for the rest of his life, but most likely for the rest of his 
school years.

Jennifer was relieved and concerned at the same time. While she was happy to hear that Matt had a 
diagnosable condition, the prospect of her son being on medication for five or more years distressed her. Was 
medication really necessary? Is ADHD really a condition, were some of her questions. What about the side 
effects? What would the medication do to his body? The pediatrician reassured Jennifer that everything would 
work out fine, and sent her home with a prescription.

Some symptoms of ADHD:
• Poor concentration, distractibility, impulsive behavior, careless mistakes, difficulty in controlling anger.
• Inability to complete tasks, difficulty sustaining attention towards the task.
• Hyperactive behavior, excessive activity, fidgeting, squirming, running, climbing excessively.
• Poor listening skills.
• Talking excessively, blurting out answers before hearing the whole question.

David Rabiner, from Duke University, an expert on ADHD, describes Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD), as “a disorder characterized by a persistent pattern of inattention and/or 
hyperactivity/impulsivity that occurs in academic, occupational, or social settings.”



Some of the problems associated with ADHD include, making careless mistakes, failure to complete tasks, 
difficulty staying organized and becoming easily distracted.

Some other issues are associated with hyperactivity, such as fidgetiness and squirminess, running excessively 
or climbing, inability to exercise self-control or sit still in class, inappropriate or excessive talking, being 
constantly on the go, impulsivity and impatience, difficulty waiting one’s turn, blurting out answers in class and 
frequent interrupting, among other problems. 

Rabiner explains that “Although many individuals with ADHD display both inattentive and 
hyperactive/impulsive symptoms, some other individuals show symptoms from one group but not the other.”

Who is affected by symptoms of ADHD?
• ADHD is usually considered to be a childhood condition but its symptoms can be present with some 

adults as well.
• ADHD symptoms are manifest with poor concentration, impulse control, lack of attention or focus. 

ADHD sometimes includes hyperactivity, which may be the case in perhaps 40-70% of ADHD diagnoses.
• 3-10% of children in each state (U.S.) - 2.5 million school age children – are diagnosed with ADHD.
• Up to 2/3 of children who are diagnosed with ADHD also have a secondary disorder, such as 

depression, an anxiety disorder or Tourette Syndrome, or they may be diagnosed with Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder (ODD) or Conduct Disorder (CD)

Since every child displays some of the symptoms associated with ADHD, when is ADHD diagnosed? Simply 
put, when symptoms are prolonged and disruptive to the daily life of the child (or adult).

ADHD and School
ADHD most frequently is initially addressed through the schools system. A teacher may often raise the first 

red flag. The child is evaluated and a child study team works with the child, teachers and parents. If a certain 
number of symptoms are considered to reach a level of intensity and duration to the point that is interferes with 
a child’s ability to sustain day to day activities over an extended period of time, this can result in label of ADHD 
for the child.

The benefit of this is that it enables educators and the child study team to give extra time and attention to the 
individual child. A person assistant might be made available also. Parents can take appropriate measures to 
educate themselves and make adjustments in their parenting and this might help to offset the child’ 
predisposition towards hyperactivity or distractibility. Educators can also work at providing positive educational 
solutions for these individual students. The extra attention given to a child in many forms, along with 
adjustments that parents might make, often can be key factors in a child improvement.

When educators and psychologists make a diagnosis of disorders such as ADHD, there is usually a certain 
amount of subjectivity in the interpretation of the symptoms, that is, it depend on how an individual 
psychologist or team views and interprets these symptoms. Computer aided tests are also interpreted subjectively 
rather than purely scientifically.

It is generally recognized that stimulant medications do not usually, or necessarily, significantly increase grade performance.  
Parents should not expect significant improvement in grades due to administering of stimulant medications (Eide & Eide, 2006:  
Those studies which attribute increased grade performance to medication, usually do not delineate between the benefits of the  
medication, and that of any of a number of other interventions being administered at the same time, giving a misleading impression  
that the positive academic gains are attributable to medication, when in fact, they may be the result of therapy, special education,  
increased attention being given to the child, or other changes.)

Labeling
To be noted: Not all agree with the labeling system as it relates to the many psychiatric disorders. A tendency 

has developed based on what is known as the “medical model” of psychiatry, which is the most common 
platform in 21st century psychiatry, but not necessarily universally accepted, even in the professional community. 
Additionally, there are other models of psychology which more help to more fully explain the various dynamics 
involved in the development of mental health disorders and for mental health in general.



The medical model involves identifying symptoms, matching symptoms to a list that has been denoted in the 
DSM-IV, the psychiatric book of disorders, determining a label for the disorder, and prescribing what is deemed 
appropriate medication for that label. Therapy is sometimes used in conjunction with the drug treatment. 
However, in modern psychiatry, based on the “medical model”, therapy, educational remediation, parental 
training, or psycho-education, is often given secondary consideration, and sometimes given very little, if any, 
consideration. In reality, self-help and lifestyle changes need to be considered with any psychiatric diagnosis, and 
in giving attention to these, many, or even most of the symptoms of ADHD can be addressed.

Studies have indicated that children who spend time outdoors can receive benefits of a positive reduction in 
symptoms of ADHD as a direct result. (Kuo, F.E., Ph.D., Taylor, A. Ph.D., 2004). It is also possible that 
children who watch less television (or who spend less time playing video games), might also benefit in terms of a 
reduction in the intensity of symptoms associated with ADHD. (Cristakis, D., 2004)

Some parents who have cut out TV and video games for their children during the week, have seen a dramatic 
improvement in the ability of their children to concentrate on their schoolwork and to focus. Some have found 
that attention to diet results in positive benefits in one’s symptom profile. (Personal notes, observations from J. 
McNuff, 2005).

The labeling of the symptoms of ADHD as considered in this book, is a practice that can be controversial, 
and that in some countries (such as Britain), has been resisted by the professional community up until fairly 
recently. (Britain has not been so readily disposed to prescribe medication for ADHD as has the U.S.) 
Additionally, the practice of labeling a person, “my son is ADHD,” “my daughter is bipolar,” is also something 
that is not encouraged by many, including many advocacy groups and government mental health agencies. 
Therefore, this brochure tries to avoid labeling those who have symptoms of ADHD as being ADHD, but rather 
as having symptoms which are associated with ADHD.

An excellent and balanced resource on the issue of labeling in mental health, especially as it relates to 
children and teens, is the book, Please Don’t Label My Child, by Scott Shannon, Ph.D., a child psychiatrist with 
years of experience in helping children and parents with a wide variety of psychiatric issues.

Single Parent Families
A disproportional number of children from single parent homes are diagnosed with ADHD. Poor family 

structure can be a factor. Lack of control in home can lead to problems in the school. However, other factors 
can be involved. Children need love, time and attention from parents and strong emotional attachments. When 
these are lacking, it can contribute to behavioral and attentional problems in school.

Many sincere single parent struggle to make a living and to provide a loving home in which to raise a child. 
The challenges of both working and raising a family can leave one with little energy to meet both the physical 
and emotional demand of raising children. This can make it difficult for some parents to provide the idea 
situation for their children.

Many principals and teachers are a source of unconditional love for children, who might not otherwise 
receive acceptance or love in their lives. Because teaching style can make a significant difference in the life and 
success of a child, teacher are encouraged to be patient and to help children to succeed, as well as avoid being 
unreasonable or harsh. Children are often in school for a better part of the day, many are in after-school 
programs, including those which help children with homework.

Much is expected of teachers in terms of helping children to perform well academically, but it must also be 
noted that there are factors in school at home, and in the community, which can contribute to a child’s 
difficulties in succeeding academically. There are multi-faceted dynamics involved in a child’s success, and this is 
most likely true with mental health issues such as ADHD as well. (See Urie Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological 
model of mental health, in contrast to the “medical model” of mental health, which is commonly used as a 
foundation for labeling and drug treatment).

What Causes ADHD?
Joel Nigg, Ph.D., author of the scientifically oriented book, What Causes ADHD?, who is an associate 

professor of psychology at Michigan State University, coveys the idea that the causes of ADHD can be many 
and varied, but that there are causes. Some of these can be:



Prenatal:
• Prenatal exposure to drugs, alcohol and smoking.
• Prenatal exposure to some prescription drugs.
• Babies born prematurely have a greater risk of symptoms associated with ADHD.

Genetic Factors - Children may be born with a predisposition towards the symptoms of ADHD or 
depression. Other children in the same household, who are not genetically predisposed, might not develop these 
same symptoms.

Environmental factors – There is some evidence that certain environmental contaminants can contribute 
to the development of symptoms of ADHD in certain children. Some that are mentioned by name are PCB’s, 
lead and mercury overexposure or poisoning. (Nigg, J., 2005).

Social factors:
At home – The need for strong emotional attachment, or lack thereof, can contribute to symptoms of 

ADHD. Family problems, family instability, or a disorderly home can be contributing factors in a child’s inability 
to concentrate or focus for some children.

At school – There is some evidence that the classroom environment might be one area where attention can 
be given with regard to improving some symptoms associated with ADHD. (Rabiner, March 2010. Also, 
Focusing on Instruction, Teach ADHD).

Social factors - Social isolation for the need for friendships and positive (non-electronic0 recreation might 
also be contributing factors in some of the symptoms associated with ADHD.

Physical Needs - The need for good diet and nutrition, exercise, can be of importance when considering 
both childhood and adult ADHD. This can also be true for depression. Diets low in sugar and low in refined 
carbohydrates can help for good general health, but can also contribute to goo mental health.

This can mean doing without donuts, cakes, candies, cookies, white flour, white rice – instead, eat whole 
grain foods, brown rice, whole wheat flour and healthy snacks, as a general rule of thumb, and without taking it 
to extremes. This can be of some help for many children with ADHD symptoms. Providing snacks which are 
natural, rather than highly processed foods which may have many added chemicals and additives, can make a 
positive difference. Mayo Clinic states that while it is unlikely that food additives cause ADHD, it is possible that 
hyperactivity might be aggravated by some food additives.

Children need to eat three healthful meals a day. A healthy, regular breakfast is essential for a child’s ability to 
concentrate in school. If a child skips breakfast regularly or regularly eats high-sugar foods, it can contribute to 
some of the symptoms of ADHD and/or depression for children who have that predisposition, especially when 
present with other contributing factors. Girls, who are diagnosed with ADHD, are more likely to be of the 
inattentive type, boys tend to be hyperactive, (Mayo Clinic). It stands to reason, that for a girl who does not eat 
regularly, does not eat breakfast and skips other meals, this might be contributing to her symptoms of 
inattention. This has been observed in the classroom.

In Newark, NJ, implementation of a School Breakfast program resulted in a 95% participation during the 
2008-9 school year. School breakfasts went from 8000 per day in 2004 to 25,000 per day during 2008-9. Other 
cities of note were Columbus, OH, and Boston, MA. (Essex News, February 2010).

One of the problems, though, with school breakfasts, is that many are of very low nutritional value and high 
in sugar content: Fruit Loops, Apple Jacks, sugary muffins, Pop-Tarts, etc. There needs to be effort in many 
school districts to provide a consistently more-nutritious breakfast to children, one that is consistent with the 
health education that children and teens receive in class. Some school districts have done that.



Media – Long hours with the media, television, movies, video games, and Internet might affect the mind 
and behavior of many children. Content, such as violent content, excessive action-violence or cartoon violence, 
as well as horror movies and pornography or sexually disorienting material, might also be factors which 
contribute to symptoms of ADHD, depression, or bipolar disorder, for some children, teens (or adults).

ADHD, bipolar disorder, and other disorders or conditions with similar symptoms
Symptoms that are evident with an ADHD diagnosis can also manifest themselves in disorders such as 

bipolar disorder. One clinical psychologist in a public school candidly acknowledged that “it is difficult to 
accurately diagnose disorders [such as ADHD and bipolar disorder] in children because the symptoms of the 
varying disorders overlap. The same symptoms often manifest themselves in different disorders.” Psychiatrist 
might treat a client for both ADHD and bipolar disorder, or might mistakenly prescribe certain medications 
through an inaccurate diagnosis.

One of the reasons for this is that evaluations are most often subjective rather than being scientific. In one 
recent study, it was concluded that over half of the clients being treated for bipolar disorder were misdiagnosed. 
(Zimmerman, M., June, 2008, July, 2006). This was determined through a more-accurate, scientifically-oriented 
analysis of the symptoms of each respondent, than is usually the case. What was apparently true, in this study, of 
bipolar disorder of over- or misdiagnosis, may also be true of ADHD as well, suggest Sharna Olfman’s research 
in No Child Left Different. Olfman is a clinical psychologist and associate professor of psychology at Point Park 
University in Pennsylvania.

Mayo Clinic states that there are symptoms that resemble ADHD in the following disorders or conditions: 
learning or language problems, mood disorders (such as anxiety or depression), hyperthyroidism, seizure 
disorders, fetal alcohol syndrome, vision or hearing problems, Tourette Syndrome, sleep disorders and autism. 
Also of note, some of these disorders are diagnosed in as many as one in three children diagnosed with ADHD.

ADHD is not life threatening
ADHD poses not imminent danger to a child. A child might be more accident prone, but with a little extra 

attention by parents, this needn’t be a major concern and the probability of medicine fixing that problem is not 
certain. Of encouragement to parents is what is stated by Russell Barkley that ADHD is not “a pathological 
condition or a disease stage”. Rather, it is a “natural or developmental form” of the disorder ADHD, and then, 
“should not be considered some grossly abnormal pathological condition.” Instead, it is described as a condition 
that is “not qualitatively or categorically different from normal at all, but likely to be the extreme lower end of a 
normal trait. Thus the difference is really just a matter of degree and not a truly qualitative difference from 
normal.” Dr. Barkley states, “This should help everyone view ADHD from a kinder perspective.”

Mistaken identity: Child Abuse and Sleep Disorders are often misdiagnosed as ADHD
Child Abuse – Children who have been sexually abused have mistakenly been treated for ADHD or bipolar 

disorder. Treatment and care for children who may have been victims of child abuse of any type is much 
different than the treatment for ADHD or bipolar disorder.

Therefore, caregivers and professionals need to be very discerning before recommending pharmaceutical 
treatment. Recovery from child abuse is never as simple as prescribing a pill, and requires a multi-dimensional, 
long-term effort. Support, therapy, and especially love and acceptance, are critical for recovery. A peaceful home 
life, stability, approval and reassurance are of necessity to the extent possible, from family, caregivers, teachers 
and mentors.

Children with sleep disorders – have also been mistakenly treated with medications for ADHD. Children 
who are having trouble sleeping are often misdiagnosed with ADHD.

There can be many reasons that children are having difficulty sleeping and there can be practical solutions as 
well. One counselor recommends a “wind down” period, on hour before going to bed. Also, keeping the 
television, video games and Internet out of the bedroom can be of help to many children. Making sure children 
do not view stimulating movies or play stimulating games before bedtime can be of help.



Children need exercise, as do adults. Healthy outdoor activities are demonstrated to help many children with 
symptoms of ADHD and depression, as well as being an aid in helping a child or adult to sleep better at night.

Children often outgrow symptoms of ADHD
Of encouragement for parents of children with ADHD symptoms, is that up to 35%, some say 50% of 

children and teens, who have the symptoms labeled as ADHD, outgrow thes4e symptoms and no longer fall 
within a classifiable range. (Barkley, R., 2008, p.49).

Symptoms and behavioral issues may be most difficult for the teacher in the classroom, or sometimes for the 
parent, but ADHD seldom poses imminent danger to the child or to classmates.

Fin

Chapter Nine – Cynthia Meyers-Hanson – My ArmOr – My Life

My first book finished the copyright process in 1994 being marketed by a small publisher.   It recounted 
my mother’s trip to Heaven and back before cancer won.  Her story illuminated deathbed predictions as 
well as the minor miracles happening in Lake Mary in 1990-91.  After that book did well in Orlando, 
only, I ghostwrote similar stories for people who defied potentially life ending situations and came back 
with Divine Tales.  My writing followed inspirational souls as non-fictions as well as fictions because 
some individuals wanted to maintain their autonomy.  I, also, wrote uplifting pieces centered on 

goodwill and miracles. Twenty years later, after my life changing trip, I had to overcome a partial shoulder replacement, 
which almost led to amputation and caused my left arm to reject typing as well as other tasks for months.  While 
recuperating, with one hand, I wrote my story.  My ArmOr (My Life) is a snippet of my life, the outcomes of mom’s 
deathbed predictions, and my recovery- All in One.  
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My ArmOr – My Life

1 Day @ the Park

The day felt warm enough yet balmy and breezy enough to venture outside of the house giving in to cabin 
fever.  After dressing my two girls for the local swimming hole, a spring that puddles in an area before dumping 
gallons of frosty water into the St. Johns River- we hopped in the car ready for a great day.  

“It’s ice cold!” One of my daughters exclaimed after dipping her foot into the lightly swirling current.
“Look!” The other chuckled, “My toes turn blue when I put them in the stream!”
“You have to submerge yourself quickly to get over the shock of the water.” My body refused to heed my 

advice while my mind warned that if I didn’t get acclimated to that frigid current quickly that my children’s 
cannonball leaps would toss frosty showers my direction.  That event might cause repeated minor chilling 
tremors ruining my wellbeing.  Heeding the advice of my brain, my feet slipped from beneath me dunking my 
body to my shoulders.   Sure enough, the pouncing happened splashing arctic waves into my face, which felt 
bearable due to the rest of my condition.

Often, my mind wandered and wondered. I thought about how the earth’s core is molten hot but the spring 
water from underground arrives freezing and caves are just as chilly.  My mind contemplated how hot the sun 
felt on days like that day but how when you climb a mountain seemingly closer to the sun snow sometimes still 
holds its ground- there.  These types of enigmas make no sense to a rational mind; so, my brain toyed with these 
ideas before realizing how much there is to learn in a lifetime.

http://stores.lulu.com/mchanson714
http://tinyurl.com/234a6n7
http://mchanson714.blogspot.com/


My kids made waves and those wakes brought me back to the truths of that moment. I had much to learn 
and share with those two beings tossing water in my eyes and nearly blinding me to all reality.  Often, my mother 
chirped, “Having children is wonderful.  You’ve created a soul that will one day see the magnificent face of 
God!”

When she’d talk that way, in spite of my growing belief that He exists and cares about humans, I stayed 
secular thinking, “You have one more individual that has to face death.  We all want to be in the ‘Last 
Generation’ because then we might get to bypass the coffin!”

Another idea drifted in and out of my mind.  While viewing a religious movie as a kid- I can’t remember the 
title- my eyes locked in on a man.  He stood up from his daily tasks of menial labor as a slave, stared into the 
face of Jesus, and knew his prayer to meet the expected Messiah had been fulfilled.  In that moment, as a child, I 
felt my spirit stir wondering if my thoughts were my own or His Will.  There was concern not elation at being in 
the last generation; Revelations in the Bible is a hard thing to digest.  The last group of humans might 
outmaneuver placement in a coffin but they will go through some worse trauma.

Suddenly, an eerie event brought me back to the spring, as we frolicked, a school of Garr fish raced nearby. 
“Those are the ugliest water creatures,” My eldest daughter pointed out.

“Get me out of here fast!” My other child whined.
If one of us left, all three had to exit the nearly frozen stream.  Spring had sprung as we raced for shore. 

“Will the water get warmer by summer?” My youngest wanted to know even though the fish meant she’d never 
feel comfortable in that river.

“Yes, because it will be hotter,” Her sister answered.
“That is why it will feel colder- here,” My educational spiel started.  “The boil tosses its water at the same 

temperature year round.  The hotter the weather; the colder the water will feel even though it comes out at the 
same exact degrees all the time.”

“Won’t the sun warm it?” They asked in unison.
“No, the water pours out so quickly that it can’t be heated up enough,” I explained.  “Once in the St. Johns, 

downstream,” My hand pointed far away, “it may warm up as it mixes with that water.”
“Oh, yeah! There are too many trees, here.  That’s why the sun can’t heat it fast enough.”
“It’s how fast the water flows out of the spring.” My comment tried to fix her thoughts to the real reason, 

again.
“Yeah, the river has less trees dangling overhead so the sun can warm the water, there,” Her sister added as 

they understood nature from a child’s eyes.  For the time being, I halted my lecture.

Mean Spirited

As we dried off with our beach towels, a ruckus met our ears.  We figured the youngster complaining 
showed her frustration with the icy stream.  Her verbal abuse of the woman beside her became agitating for all 
of us, nearby.  The girl appeared to be younger than my four and six year old but her language brought to mind 
sailors and bars.  As we passed by the quarreling pair, my eyes drew towards the lady’s face while my mind tried 
not to judge the out of control kid on her arm.

As she practically pushed the girl along the sidewalk, the viciousness coming out of the child’s mouth caught 
us by surprise.  “Wonder why she is so mad?” One of my kids expressed concern as I escorted my offspring past 
the trauma by gently pressuring their shoulder blades.

“You mother f…er, stop telling me where to go!”  Their peer shouted loudly and repeatedly.
My mind wanted to stop and help the woman control the situation with some well-worn advice but my heart 

knew that might just come across as arrogance about my parenting skills verses hers.  As I passed by the duo, the 
caretaker looked me square in the eyes. “Ignore her bantering; my child can’t control her behavior.  She’s a 
demon child; my daughter has a syndrome.” 

My ears made me laugh as they added to her words making me think the woman said, “Threats Syndrome!” I 
believed- that because that little one shouted all kind of evil warnings to her caretaker in a loud, cussing manner- 
that her caretaker might be right



What surprised me wasn’t her mother’s explanation of the disease affecting this girl’s behavior.  Instead, the 
equating of her offspring to an evil spirit floored me.  Taking one last peek into the little one’s eyes, I naively 
asked that fallen angel to let go of the child’s soul.  No youngster should be that fiendish with the spoken word.

“What’s wrong with her?” My oldest tugged at my sleeve as my other daughter distanced herself in the same 
manner as she did her body from the Garr Fish in the nearby chilling waterway.

My soul shivered, “She has a disease causing her outburst.”
“We should pray that she gets better,” My children naively pondered a solution aloud.
“Yeah, we should,” I uttered as a whisper.  Looking backwards, my soul calmed as the violent chattering 

subsided.  Were our prayers answered, already?
Interrupting the plague, one of my girls eagerly asked, “Hey, can we visit those people?” 
On the path back to our car sat an older home.  A nearby sign indicated that this house was once the estate, 

owner’s residence before the spring became a state park.  As the whitewashed structure met my eyes, thoughts of 
evilness lurked converting into ghosts and troubling ideas.  My mind wondered if the place was haunted or not. 
My spirit counseled me not to go in even though my girls’ inquisitiveness spoke about entering that building.

Contemplating poltergeists while driving home that day, my logic decided that phantoms might simply be 
our mind allowing fantasy to become reality.  Many think specters are human spirit with unfinished business.  If 
God is in charge, souls cannot be truly lost in the sense of not knowing where to go, could they?  When The 
Creator talks of lost He means to Hades and in sinful behavior as opposed to the idea of not knowing who you 
are or where you come from- spirits cannot suffer ALZ.  

As my mind analyzed these thoughts, I wondered about that disease that robs the mind of memories and a 
lifetime of education.  Possibly ALZ or any terminal disease provides time to mend broken fences and personal 
lives; it may be God’s way of allowing people that struggled emotionally over a life time to drop all the pretense 
of this world before joining Him.  Possibly, life-threatening illnesses supply the chance to know the end is near 
and gives that soul time to complete their life’s work leaving no unfinished business. My religious education 
corrected my wandering thoughts because some people never find the way to finish what was started or repent 
their past.

Lingering in my candid point of view, my rationalization of unexplained things continued.  The Devil and his 
agents can use your fears and tidbits from history against you.  They can conjure up your expectations given half 
a chance.  I think ghosts are evil spirits wandering through historical stories while reenacting the scenes for 
generations.  They know what happened and share just enough to give the curious the ‘Hee Bee Gee Bees.’ 

As I contemplated these ideas, chills raced up and down my spine.  As if lightning passed through it, the hair 
on my body tingled standing them on end.  My mind quickly thought of ‘Scooby Do’ so that relaxation of my 
heightened anxiety could pass.  My internal chuckle crossed my face in a broad smile.  Needless to say, due to 
rumors of ghouls as well as being clammy from our previous experience at that particular park, we never entered 
that whitewashed manor in any manner- not during any of our future park trips, either. All our visits had more to 
do with swimming and fun than visiting historical sites.

Fin
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While The Savage Sleeps

Saddleback Ranch
Faith, New Mexico

The clock struck midnight.
Something in the air seemed to change. Something sudden, mysterious, and filled with bad intent. Wind-

driven clouds gained momentum, swirling into the path of a fiery moon.
What once was settled began to stir. Where there had been order, there was unrest, and from the gathering 

darkness, new life emerged. 
The sort born of pure evil. 
Deputy Bradley Witherspoon felt an odd chill run through his body but didn’t know why. He’d parked along 

a shadowy frontage road running parallel to the Saddleback Ranch, one of Faith’s oldest and more established 
cattle producers. Barely drivable and punished by years of neglect, deputies often referred to the old dirt path as 
the Refueling Station. Translation: the perfect spot to stay beneath the radar and catch-up on much-needed 
sleep. For those working swing shift, it seemed a good place to find refuge and restore sanity—or at least meet 
up with it for a brief visit. 

On a scale of slim to none, chances wavered near zero that anyone would bother making the trip to check on 
the deputies’ whereabouts. One needed only travel a few feet down the pitted path to understand why: a vigilant 
pack of cattle dogs kept close watch over the property. More than capable of making themselves heard, they 
remained on the lookout for the first sign of unwelcome company. This gave the deputies enough warning to 
wake up and look sharp in the unlikely event someone did arrive to check on them. With all those safeguards, 
you might think it difficult to catch a deputy dozing off.

You would be wrong. 
Witherspoon caught himself nodding off several times before drifting toward a more restful state of sleep 

that didn’t last long. He woke to the sound of stirring behind his seat, a rustling noise, like plastic bags rubbing 
together. Before he could turn around and investigate, he took a swift blow to the head from something cold and 
heavy, something metal. Right away, he felt a warm liquid trail from his ear. Blood trickled alongside his neck, 
then into his lap where it began to pool. 

He tried getting his bearings, but another piece of thick metal slammed into him, this time just below his 
Adam’s apple; it coiled around his neck, pulling him straight back, jerking him hard against the headrest. 

Panic struck. Witherspoon reached up instinctively with both hands, choking for air, trying frantically to pry 
the hook loose. But before he could free himself, the other hook came swooping down, landing inside his 
mouth, piercing skin, and driving a hole through the side of his cheek. Like a catfish snagged on a line, he felt his 
jaw jerk wide open, far beyond its normal limits. The skin on his neck and face tightened as both hooks worked 
in unison, ratcheting into flesh, stretching it in directions it was never supposed to move.

Bradley Witherspoon understood his life was about to end. He knew each shallow breath could be his last. 
Tears rolled down his cheeks as he thought about his wife, his kids, about never seeing them again. Then he 
prayed for death to come quickly and end his pain and suffering. 

No such luck.
The deputy felt a sharp tug, followed by an intense rush of pain as his captor yanked him between the two 

front seats and toward the back. The assailant pulled him out the rear door—hook still lodged inside his cheek—
and launched forward, leading the deputy by the mouth. Witherspoon let out a shrill, childlike scream. His 
attacker answered back by jerking the hook harder, continuing to drag him. 
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In a haphazard, clumsy manner, Witherspoon scrambled across the ground on all fours in a desperate 
attempt to keep pace. The slower he moved, the more intense the pain became as the forward movement tugged 
at his flesh. He wanted to look up at his assailant but could not. The hook inside his cheek assured it. Turning 
his head would have driven the hook deeper into his skin.

Witherspoon could not keep up any longer. His body was just too weak. He stumbled, lurched forward, and 
felt his skin split and separate as the hook sliced across his cheek, shifting position, and penetrating deep into the 
roof of his mouth. From there, it moved higher into his sinus canal. Blood began draining into the back of his 
throat. He choked as it spilled out from his mouth and down the front of his chin. 

Their journey ended at the foot of an old feed shed topped off with a rusty metal roof. The assailant grabbed 
Witherspoon by the shoulders, pushed his heel into the small of his back, then shoved him forward several feet 
where he slammed into the ground, face first. 

He tried to get up but the attacker leaped on top of him. Grabbing a lock of hair, he yanked the deputy's 
head close to his lips and in a breathy voice whispered, “Just curious: how’s it feel to know you’re about to die?”

Witherspoon recognized the voice. He felt his gut tighten, then a warm, wet sensation slowly crawl between 
his legs.

Fin
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The Hidden Will of the Dragon

Rose Hill Sanitarium

The nurse's crisp white skirt swept through the doorway of my room.  “It’s time for your medicine,” she 
said, bending over the night table.  Her perfect posture matched the staunch twist of her bun.

The sanitarium was a sadistic place, with its whitewashed walls and airy light.  The days seemed to last 
forever, and the birds outside my window never ceased their incessant singing.  I had arrived a few days earlier 
after I had my spell.  That is what the doctor called it, a spell, and my voluntary admittance was a precautionary 
measure.  He recommended I admit myself, so I could have around the clock care by professionals.  He told me 
not to worry, reminding me over and over again that it was temporary.  His knitted brow revealed how distressed 
he was by my relapse.  I knew the look.  It was the fear of death—not his, but mine.  

“Are we feeling better?” the nurse asked.  She was now drawing the curtains.  I braced for a burst of 
sunshine, but instead I was greeted by a familiar overcast.  “Oh dear, looks like rain,” she said.  “It was sunny 
earlier, but it seems those big clouds overhead have chased the cheer straight away.”

I glanced at the bottle of medicine centered on the tray.  I could taste the bitter burn already in my throat, 
and the thought of choking down another course caused an instant gag reflex.  

The nurse rushed to my bedside and poured a cup of water.  “Oh my, are you choking?  Having trouble 
breathing?” she asked.  She sat me up and gave a hardy thud to my backside.  
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I coughed and shook my head.  I swallowed a mouth full of water.  It was like trying to force a wad of cloth 
down my throat.  I took another sip, and this time the liquid moved smoothly.

“There, there,” she cooed, giving me a pat as she released her firm hold on my arm.  “Just needed a bit of 
water, didn’t you?”

I wanted to spit in the basin, but I knew there’d be blood.  I could taste it, the metallic taint playing on my 
tongue.  I didn’t want the nurse to see it; I didn’t want to alarm her.  I knew the difference between concern and 
a trace amount, and I was certain this was just a trace that settled over night.  

“I’m not dying,” I said.  I tried to fix my hair, but it was a mess from rolling around on my pillow all night.
“Of course not milady.  You’ve caught a chill, but at your advanced age the doctor wants to make certain it 

doesn’t turn into something more serious.”
“I’m not that advanced,” I grumbled.
“Oh, of course not.  I didn’t mean to imply,” she explained.  “I only met that as years pass we become 

susceptible.”
“I was always taught the young were susceptible, and the old wise,” I said.  I sneered at the nurse, knowing 

full well that any look I shot her would be intimidating.  
“You’re quite right, quite right,” she said, giving an agreeable nod.
This woman was no fun, no fun at all.  I wasn’t going to get a rise out her today, so I decided to let it go.
“Shall I pour your medicine,” she asked, pointing to the vial.
I rolled my eyes.  “Very well.”  I knew she wasn’t going to leave until I drank.
“Your friend across the hall got the most lovely bouquet of flowers from her family yesterday.  Did she show 

them to you?” she asked as she shoved a spoonful in my mouth.
I had a choice, either spit it out or swallow it quick.  Down it went, burning all the way, right into my gut 

where it warmed and bubbled.  
When I stopped shuttering from the awful taste I said, “She’s not my friend.  I don’t even know the 

woman.”
“Oh, I thought she visited.”
“More like she wanders in,” I said.  I waved at the door.  “She doesn’t even know where she is.  She just lets 

herself out and roams up and down the hallways.  Perhaps, you should put a lock on her door.”
The nurse pulled a face.  “She might be a touch out of sorts, but she’s harmless.”
“The woman’s an imbecile,” I grumbled.
“Milady!” she exclaimed.
“Oh don’t look at me like that.  I’m old and dying.  I can say what I want.  Who’s going to tell?  Are you 

going to tell?” I asked.
To my annoyance, she planted her broad hips in a chair.  I was hoping she’d pick up the tray and leave, but 

apparently she took my remarks as an invitation to engage in further conversation.  
“Some people can’t take a hint,” I mumbled.
She pretended not to hear me.  She looked around the room.  Not a single letter, framed picture, or even a 

vase of flowers decorated the space.  Nothing personal showed except for the dressing robe thrown over the end 
of my bed.  “Do you have family?” she asked.

What a presumptuous question I thought.  “Do I look like I have family?”
“Well your condition came on suddenly, and perhaps you did not have time to pack all the things you might 

want to have with you.”  She folded her hands in her lap.  “I see all you’ve brought is a bundle of papers.  Are 
you writing a journal?”

“Don’t you have other patients to tend too?” I asked.
She pressed her lips together and made a face like she’d just eaten something terribly sour.
“Oh all right, if you must know, I’m writing a story for my great god son.”
Her eyes lit up.  “A story!  How wonderful, what’s his name.”
“I was once in love with his grandfather, Count Drugeth,” I said.
“Oh my, I bet that is a story,” she said, interested.
“It is indeed.”



“I’d love to hear it,” she said.  Her posture slacked.  I took this as a clear indication she wasn’t going 
anywhere. 

“Your patients,” I reminded.
“Oh, you’re the last on my route.  I don’t have to make rounds for a few hours.”
Just my luck, I thought.
I looked toward the window.  The gray cast hung as if the world were stuck in perpetual dusk.  “I’ll make you 

a deal.  If you take me out there, I'll tell you a story,” I said.
She glanced at the window.  “I don’t know.  I’m not sure the doctor would approve.”
“How am I to recover if I can’t get a breath of fresh air?” I asked.  
“I think it’s best if we stay inside.  I’ll sit here, and you can remain comfy in bed,” she said, treating me like a 

child.
I crossed my arms and closed my eyes.  “In that case, I’m feeling sleepy.  Perhaps you should go bother 

someone else.”
There was silence for a few moments.  I kept my eyes pinched shut.  I heard the scrapping of her chair and 

her distinct footsteps march out the door.  I peeked to see if she had gone.  The room was empty.  I grabbed the 
basin and spat a bloody string of spit.  I looked around for a place to hide the bowl.  There weren't many 
options, so I shoved the evidence beneath the table.  

A noise broke the silence and echoed down the hall.  As the sound grew closer, my breathing quickened.  I 
heard a squeak and then a curse as the nurse jimmied the contraption through the door.  “If we’re going outside 
you’re riding in one of these,” she said.  

I couldn’t help grinning as I kicked the covers from my feet and dragged my dressing robe around my 
shoulders.  While I fumbled with the ties, she got my cape from the bureau and wrapped it around me before 
lifting me into the chair.  

“I’m not helpless,” I said.  “I can walk you know.”
“I know, but I don’t want you having another episode and blacking out again.”  She folded a blanket over my 

legs and fixed a hat upon my head.  
I felt such joy as she wheeled me away from the sick bed and toward the doors.  “I feel like a child sneaking 

out,” I whispered.  Once outside, the fresh air burned my tender lungs as I sucked in a breath.  I didn’t care.  It 
was a good hurt; an alive hurt, and I welcomed the discomfort.  

“Where shall we go?” she asked, pausing for a moment on the walking path.  
I told her I wished to rest by the park bench.  After she had me situated, she arranged herself beside me.  I 

noted she took special care not to soil her starched white skirt.  Her uniform was a symbol of independence and 
she was prideful of her Christian duty.

When she was appropriately postured, I spoke.  I began to tell her my story.  Not the story I was writing for 
Count Drugeth about his grandmother, but my story.  I told her about my mother falling ill and how I went to 
serve as a lady in waiting to the Countess Bathory.  I spoke of my love for George and how it was not meant to 
be.  She was sad by the news, but brightened when I introduced Draco Lorant to the conversation.  In a way, I 
shared Elizabeth’s story while I shared my own because it was impossible to tell one without telling the other.  I 
found it refreshing to talk and have someone listen.  At the time, I didn’t know if I’d ever leave Rose Hill, or if 
I’d fulfill my promise to Count Drugeth, but I was going to try.  I wasn’t ready to die, not yet.

“So Elizabeth’s grandson just appeared one day on your door step?” the nurse asked.
I nodded.  “He was seeking answers about his family.  There is so much he doesn’t know, so much he 

doesn’t understand because history has it wrong, well, not all wrong, but distorted.”  I leaned forward, placing 
my hand on her knee.  “I feel that before I leave this world I must set it straight.  I owe it to him.  I owe it to 
Elizabeth,” I said.

“I must know,” she said.  “Is it true?  Did the Countess Bathory really do all the horrid things they say?”  She 
lowered her voice even more.  “With the blood, did she do those things with the blood?”

I patted her leg.  “That’s the question, and I’m afraid it requires a complex answer.  It is not one I can give 
with a simple yes or no.  It’s much more complicated, and that is why I must write it down.  It is the singular 
reason I will get well and leave here to return to my home.  You see I am determined to finish the story for 
Count Drugeth.  After all, I made him a deal.  If he follows his heart and marries his beloved Kate, I agreed to 



share the truth about his grandmother, Elizabeth Bathory.  I suppose I can be accused of forcing his hand to 
choose his heart over tradition."  I paused.  That was exactly my intention.  "Admittedly, I blame tradition for all 
the wrongs Elizabeth suffered and this is my way of making it right," I explained.  "At the time when I fell ill I 
still hadn't received word of his decision, but I am hopeful and determined.  I cannot help but fantasize about 
trading my written gift for a wedding invitation, a symbol of sacrifice for love."  I took a deep breath.  A violent 
burn branded my lungs causing my eyes to water.  “I wish I could tell you more my dear, but I made a promise. 
A promise to my mistress and a promise to Count Drugeth, and I intend to keep it."  I discreetly wiped my tears 
while blaming them on the breeze.  "However, I can tell you this much, there is both truth and lies in every 
rumor.  Trying to decipher which is which is the delicious part.  Remember nothing is exactly as it seems, 
nothing!”

She nodded, taking my words seriously.  She was listening so intently that I hardly think she noticed my 
extreme discomfort.

A few raindrops hit the ground and rustled the leaves above our heads.  
“We better get inside before we are soaked to the bone,” she said, taking hold of the handles on the chair 

and giving me a hardy push toward the doorway.  
“How soon do you think it will be before the doctor will see me fit to leave?” I asked.
“Since there is no blood in your spittle and you are complying with treatment I will make a positive 

recommendation regarding your recovery.”
I smirked.  I had befriended the nurse and with little effort she was already imagining a bond.  The poor 

dove was naturally good-natured.  "I’m very eager to get home, very eager," I repeated.
***

I continued to hide the basin of bloody spittle from the nurse and within a week the doctor lacked reasons to 
keep me confined.  He mixed several vials of medicine for me to take home including strict instructions to 
follow and recommended dosage, which I assured him repeatedly, that I would do.  I had every intention of 
complying because I did not want to return.  If I were to die, I wanted to do it at home, and only after I finished 
my story.  

The nurse gave me a big hug after she packed my belongings and ordered my trunk to the carriage.  
“I’ve personally sent word to your household in Vienna.  Everything will be in order when you arrive.  I am 

certain they’ll be thrilled to have their mistress home,” she said, with a brave smile.  She was a bit choked up, but 
pleased to see me leaving under my own will and not by way of a wooden box through the body chute.

“Let’s just hope I still have my silver,” I said.
She laughed heartily.  
“I’m serious, the servants will rob you blind when you’re not looking,” I said.
“Oh milady, you are too much!”
I gave her a quick hug and adjusted my hat.  I was ready to go home.  Each step I took down the hall 

required considerable effort, but I was determined to exit under my own strength.  My breathing labored and my 
hands trembled as I gripped the side of the carriage, and heaved myself up the footholds.  Once inside, I let the 
tickle building in my throat out.  I covered my cough with my handkerchief.  A small spot of pink soiled the 
delicate white linen.  It’s just a trace, I thought.  It's just a tiny trace.  I tucked the handkerchief in my pocket and 
rested my head against the seat cushion.  I was going home, probably to die, but still, I was going home.

Fin
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The Shifters of 2040

America 2040.
Three Species. Divided Lovers. The Race is on for Planet Earth.

Pincers
Early March-

In the early morning, Melissa Marn rushed down the hall, her high heels clicking against the marble floor, 
and her white lab coat billowing behind her. The SCM (Shifter Counterinsurgency Military) ID badge dangled 
from her lapel, bouncing with each step.  Dr. Bruce Wilder, a fellow scientist, followed with just as strong 
determination. The intensity in his dark eyes, and brows shifted at inward angles, told everyone to move out of 
the way.

“Please, don’t do this,” Bruce begged behind her, quickening his step, but Melissa moved faster. She jerked 
her head back in his direction, her hair whipping around.

“I have to. I don’t have a choice. Just like you don’t have a choice,” she argued. Their heated words hit the 
walls of the SCM base, inviting public ears. Bruce gripped her arm and swung her around to face him.

“Don’t,” he pled one last time.
Melissa lowered her head, sighing.  “If I don’t, someone else will.” She twisted away from him and hurried to 

turn the corner, disappearing from Bruce’s sight. He shook his head, returned to the lab and quieted his mind 
with busy work.

Melissa raised her head as she entered the Observation room. This order, however disagreeable, required her 
participation. Her career balanced on successfully accomplishing such experiments, on such moral ambiguities. 
Rejecting Colonel Raul’s commands would only lead to punishment, and even dismissal.

To a civilian, the order would have offered a choice. Discharge would not be that bad. Returning to life, to 
freedom, would bring relief. But to the well-trained SCM, to Melissa, no choice existed. The weight of guilt, 
disappointment, failure and rejection would stink and hang between her and her father for the rest of her life. 
She couldn’t accept that. Her father would never accept that.

Her fingerprint identification opened the sealed doors. She walked through to two specially formed plastic 
cots where two alien shifters had been held since six in the morning. Drained of color, they were nearing death. 
Another shifter dangled against the back wall, clinging to a web of rubber tubes. The grey fluid within him 
pulsed in and out of his body. Without consciousness, the shifter hung to be studied, examined, probed.

The rubber locks that held the two shadowy shapes to the cots had been especially designed by SCM 
scientists to prevent shifters from breaking free, the same rubber-jelly used around the iron bars in the cages of 
the holding room. Three restraints from the bottom, center, and top ensured each shifter had no wiggle room. A 
few scientists, along with Colonel Raul, stood behind the observation glass above the lab.  E-boards and video 
cameras documented all the data, every detail and discovery. 

“You may begin, Dr. Marn.” The ominous, deep voice of the colonel pierced her ears. 
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The needle Melissa injected into the first shifter caused the yellow hued internal light to flicker. Pain. She 
sucked a grey fluid, some kind of blood, from the body. Her assistant, standing beside her, prepared to take the 
tube of shifter fluid away. Placing the tube into the masculine hand, belonging to a face Melissa hardly noticed, 
she readied her mind for the next step.

She pointed an elongated metal stick with a sharp point over the shifter’s lower jelly-body. Her hand 
quivered a second before she remembered the colonel watched her, examined her, like she was the experiment. 
After a moment of hesitation, she pierced the jelly-skin, slowly inserting to reach the cylinder of light. The 
photons flickered and shards of photons propelled from the shifter’s malleable body. 

The heat of the light burned Melissa’s uncovered forehead and she withdrew a minute before returning to 
finish. She lowered her face mask and continued inserting the long metal stick. Pincers emerged from the end 
and broke off a small amount of the cylinder before retreating back inside the metal stick.

Melissa pulled the stick out with precision. She wanted to inflict as little harm as she could in this inhumane 
research. But then, the shifters didn’t remind her much of anything human, or of anything living.  They had 
invaded Earth in 2020 and, since that time, had acquired the ability to turn into animals or humans for short 
periods of time.

The assistant took the metal stick away from Melissa and placed the pseudo-biopsy into a plastic red bag next 
to the bagged tube of grey fluid. Melissa curled her lip in disgust with herself, with her predicament. But curiosity 
drew her forward. She knew conducting this kind of biopsy when the shifter had died would not provide as 
useful information. They needed to study the cylinder of light while it still lived. 

Then the colonel commanded the third part to the research.  “Let’s hurry up, Dr. Marn. We must finish 
studying these...things... before lunch. I have a meeting.”

Melissa’s glance darted to the glass up behind her. Then, a knife sliced a thin piece of the jelly-body off the 
shifter, leaving the entity flickering in dimming lights, causing the shifter beside the cot to jerk in attempts at 
freedom.

As the shards of intense photons flew from the wounded shifter, Melissa approached the second cot and 
raised the electrical prod. The rod of electricity stung the jelly-skin of the prisoner, and jolted the already fueled 
photons to overcharge. The shadow shifted into a human, then a bear, a wolf and then returned to the shadow 
shape as if each change offered a better chance at freeing itself from the rubber locks. The shifter convulsed for 
several minutes while the yellow lights turned gold and then black.

Melissa turned her head away and refused to watch the deliberate pain inflicted, to merely learn how much 
electricity the SCM needed to wound, stun and kill shifters. Once the shifter returned to a still state, the shadow 
regained what Melissa called consciousness, and the blackness retreated as yellow lights returned.

“Why doesn’t it just transform into a mouse and slide out from under the braces?” scientist Ned Tesk asked 
from behind the glass.

“It must transform into only living animals, and must also occupy at least the same amount of space. Like 
water, fluid in form, it can alter to the container’s shape. But whatever it chooses to alter into, the shape will 
always remain at least as large as a human, still limiting itself underneath the clasps,” scientist Roger Furre behind 
the glass responded.

“We need to know how they transport, penetrate,” the colonel’s harsh voice interrupted over the intercom. 
“Move on to step five.” 

Melissa hit the red button on a screen above her. Manipulating different environments, a box above the cot 
lowered and when it opened, plastics, rubbers, metals, nano materials, and finally wires extended one-by-one and 
lowered to the prisoner, testing each material’s effects.

When the wire extended over the jelly substance, the jolted shifter disappeared. The scientists pressed their 
faces against the glass for a closer view. Melissa glanced up at the wire and the usual pink hue fell from her face, 
instantly recognizing what the shifter had done and the power it wielded.

“Where has it gone?” the colonel shouted. scientist Samantha Croon scrambled for a solution, an answer to 
soothe him. Tossing e-papers, she replayed the video.

“Inside the wire,” Melissa commented with a grin, either at the genius of the DNA code of the shifter 
species, or at her talents as a scientist and observer.

The room filled with silence and then the shifter who had vanished spilled out of the wire and reassembled 



over the hard floor. The shadow shape metamorphosed into a large white bear, thrusting wide paws at the 
assistant. Growls permeated the room. Melissa leapt toward the wall behind her while the large beast clawed the 
assistant dead. His lifeless limbs fell, his head hit the floor with a thud and Melissa jumped at the sound.

The colonel hit his palm against an emergency knob next to the sealed door, causing red lights to alarm and 
beam inside the Observation room. The oversized bear bellowed, his jaws dropped open and extended, sharp 
teeth protruded. Drool dripped from his mouth and he swung his head around at Melissa in one violent jerk.

Blood drained from the assistant’s body behind the beast as the bear approached Melissa and she screamed, 
not realizing the intensity of her fear. Upon her dropping to her knees, the Observation room door slid open and 
five SCM soldiers fired their rifles.

Bullets thudded into the back of the beast, knocking him forward and landing on his chest a couple feet 
from Melissa. The bear shifted slowly, resuming his natural form, with black light inside of him. With her back 
pressed against the wall, her hands shook. The white lab coat had stained with squirted blood from the assistant, 
and again from the bear when bullets ripped through his fur and body.

Melissa held herself as her shocked stare dropped to her knees, witnessing the splatter of blood all over her 
clothes. One of the soldiers rushed toward her and extended his hand to help her stand.

When she found her balance, he let her go and resumed his duty. But before she had time to flee the room, 
another soldier, under command from the colonel, positioned his rifle over the restrained shifter and fired twice, 
blowing a chunk of the jelly substance onto the floor. He then shot a few times at the shifter hanging against the 
wall. All the alien lights dimmed permanently to black.

* * *

In the dark, musty lab room, shifters of internal pulsating light moved in slow motion and surrounded her, threatening to  
overwhelm her as they shot electricity toward her. They looked like a storm of falling stars, beautiful and dangerous all the same.  
Raising her hands to hide her eyes from the blinding photons, she stumbled two steps backward. A shifter lunged, knocking into her  
shoulder bone, but her refined reflexes gripped the monster, hand to beast, and she thrust the monstrosity down with one hard thud  
onto a cot in the lab.

Other shifters faded around her, lights dimmed. Restraining the shifter in her hands, she bound the monster with rubber clamps,  
and leaned over the glowing eyes to begin research. From her elbows down, her arms had now become two stainless steel pincers,  
clicking the blades together, moving closer and closer to the squirming shifter, the sight of her metallic arms repulsive to her. Inserting  
her right pincer, she winced when the shifter image mirrored her own face and emitted a scream, high and piercing.

Bolting upright in bed, she scanned her dark bedroom and held herself in her arms, calming her breathing. 
Stroking her arms, she stared at her hands, her human hands, and realized the event was only a nightmare, but her 
body still shook at the dreamed image of her face staring back at her on the cot in the lab. For a moment, she 
felt fragile. She grabbed two white sleeping tablets from her nightstand and sipped from the glass of water by her 
bedside. She relaxed and lowered her body under the sheets as she dropped her head to the pillow, telling herself 
“it was just a dream, just a dream.”

Fin
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T’on Ma

Seventeen-year-old Lana sat beside the slow-running river and pulled off her shoes and socks, her toes 
wiggling in delight at their newfound freedom.  Late August afternoons in Texas brought the hottest part of the 
day, of the year — too hot to do chores or to stay inside the airless sod house.  This presented a perfect time to 
swim and maybe to wash her hair.

Lana stood, removed her dress and underthings, and arranged them across a bush.  On tiptoes, she picked 
her way across rocks and around grass burrs, and walked into the river until the water came to just under her 
navel.  As she undid her braid, she let her long, brown hair fall loose down her back and shoulders.  She leaned 
forward into the water, its coolness a delight against her hot, sweaty skin.  This felt like heaven!

The young woman swam and floated for a few moments but, wanting her soap, she stopped and took a few 
steps in the waist-deep water toward the riverbank.  A noise behind her made her whirl around.

Several yards away, a Kiowa brave sat on a magnificent black horse, his piercing eyes staring at the nude 
woman.  Lana froze, not sure what to do.  She hadn’t brought a gun with her.  The house stood so close, she 
hadn’t thought she needed to.

Don’t show him you’re afraid, she thought to herself.  Stare him down and he’ll leave.  Facing her uninvited visitor, 
she tried to slow her breathing.

He looked young, maybe a few years older than Lana — wild, fierce, haughty.  No paint adorned his face, so 
she decided he must be hunting or traveling, rather than looking for a fight.

The brave continued staring at her with fearless, piercing brown eyes. Then they flicked away, searching for 
the men he knew must be near.  When his gaze returned to her blue eyes, she read her death in his face, but 
something stopped him; his expression softened.  She didn’t know her beauty caused a debate in his mind — kill 
her or take her captive?  Before Lana knew her fate, a man’s voice called from behind the rise on the other side 
of the river, causing the brave’s head to jerk at the sound.

 “Lana?  Girl, where are you?”  Joshua Cooper yelled.
“I’m right here, Pa,” Lana answered, not turning away from the Kiowa.  “At the river.”
“Well, hurry up!  Your ma needs you in the kitchen.”
“Pa?  I’m in trouble.”
As the words left her mouth, the brave reined his horse away and trotted across the prairie.  Lana sank to her 

knees while she tried to quit shaking.
“What kind of trouble?”  Her father’s voice sounded much closer as he neared the small rise.  Lana hurried 

out of the river and grabbed her dress, holding it against her.
“Kiowa.  But he’s gone now.”
Her scowling father walked past her and forded the river, where he made a close inspection of the area.
“Just one of ‘em?” he asked as she scrambled into her clothes.
“Yes, just one.”
Making his way back, Joshua shook his head at her.  “Come on to the house.  I reckon he’s gone.”

* * *

Two Hawks made his way to the summer camp of his village as he thought of what he had just seen. 
Homesteaders had come to the plains and had driven his people out, killing game, grabbing the land as if they 
owned it, making Kiowa life difficult, bringing tension and hostility across their land.  The whites’ Great Father 
kept making and breaking promises.  Two Hawks didn’t know what to believe. The whites had more than one 
Great Father; it must be confusing for them, he decided.  No wonder they seemed so strange.

And the woman in the river?  He shook his head.  Rumors of people with blue eyes had reached his village, 
but he didn’t believe them.  No one had blue eyes unless they came from the spirit world.  Yet, hadn’t he just 
stared into crystal blue eyes?  And hadn’t they stared back, unafraid?  What if she was a spirit woman?  Maybe it 
was a good thing he hadn’t killed her.  Nodding his head once, he decided he would call her T’on Ma (Water 
Woman).



* * *

Joshua Cooper had survived the Mexican-American War of 1846-1848, but it left him exhausted in body and 
in mind.  There had been too much hatred, too much death, too much turmoil, and he was done.  Moving with 
his wife and family of three sons and one daughter, he made his way to north Texas.  A farmer by trade, he 
thought perhaps he could raise cattle as well.

They reached their land in June of 1850.  It sat just south of where the Salt Fork and the Double Mountain 
Fork of the Brazos River met.  Kiowa Peak rose in the distance.

With the help of his three sons, Nathan, nineteen, Paul, sixteen, and Jake, thirteen, Joshua soon had a sod 
house constructed.  Being scarce, they used timber only for a door and for framing the windows.  Perhaps one 
day there would be enough to cover the dirt floor.  The Coopers had no money for glass windows, so sheets of 
waxy paper stretched across the window openings to let in a dim, muted light.  Wooden shutters had been made 
to keep out rain and arrows.  Netting hung across the ceiling to prevent mice from falling through the sod roof 
onto unsuspecting sleepers below.

The rectangular house had three rooms.  Joshua and his wife, May, slept in the one bedroom on the left. 
Their three sons slept in the bedroom on the right.

The last and largest room sat between the two bedrooms.  It featured a fireplace on the left, and a long 
wooden table and several chairs in the middle. A kitchen counter ran along the front wall, underneath a window. 
The only family luxury, an oak hutch, had come straight from England with May’s grandmother many decades 
before.  The blue and white pattern of the Delft dishes that sat on the hutch lent the rare splash of color to the 
otherwise dark room. Lana had a cot against the far right corner where she would pull across a blanket hung 
from the ceiling for privacy.

With the house built, the next projects were building a barn, smoke house, and root cellar.  Through careful 
planning, Joshua had enough provisions to keep his family going through the winter until next spring.

While the men were building, Lana and her mother were expected to collect as many buffalo chips as they 
could find. These would be used as fuel. The women would also forage for roots, berries, and herbs and would 
cut and dry as much prairie grass as they could to keep the horses fed through the winter.  They spent every 
spare minute of each day providing for their survival so far away from civilization, from stores, from medicine.

* * *

Once back at his village, Two Hawks tethered his horse outside his mother’s tipi and went to find his father. 
“I’ve seen a white woman today,” he announced as he sat beside his father, busy making arrows.

“What?”  Many Deer looked up at his son.  “Where?”
“About two spans¹ from here.  She wasn’t alone, either.  I heard a man’s voice calling to her.”
Many Deer scowled.  When would these people go away and leave them in peace?
“Should we go back tomorrow and kill them?” Two Hawks asked.
“Perhaps.  Let me talk to some of the Dog Soldiers² first.”  He picked up an arrow shaft and inspected it for 

straightness.  “Do you know how many there are?”
“No.  I didn’t see.  They were behind a hill.”  His father nodded.  That didn’t give much information to plan 

a raid on, though Kiowa held a reputation throughout the area for their fearless attacks.
“The woman was different,” Two Hawks said after a moment.  “Her eyes were blue like the sky.”
“Blue?”  Many Deer studied his son.  “Are you sure?”
“Yes.  Even from a distance, I could see they were blue.”
Many Deer pursed his mouth.  This could be a sign, an omen.  Like his son, like everyone in the village, they 

had all heard the story of people with blue eyes, but to have seen one…
“Perhaps we shouldn’t kill them without learning more.  I’ll ask the others and see,” his father decided. 

Many Deer continued with his arrow making, waiting until the fires were lit, supper cooked, and everyone’s 
stomachs full before bringing this discussion to the Dog Soldiers.

Later that evening, after much debate and counsel, the Dog Soldiers decided three of them should go on a 
trading mission. While there, they could look around and see how many settlers lived there, how many guns they 
had, and if there were any horses worth stealing.  Two Hawks would be one of the trading party, to show them 



the way.  Broken Man, as the eldest, would lead them, and Crying Fox would go along as added protection and 
an extra pair of eyes.

* * *

Two days after the river incident, Lana gathered eggs from the hens that had survived their journey to this 
new place. The fourth egg had been set in the bottom of the basket when she heard horses.  Looking up, she saw 
three mounted Kiowa, their horses walking toward the house.

“PA! — PA!  Come quick!”
Joshua and his sons stepped from behind the sod wall of the partially-finished barn, each bearing a rifle. 

Nathan stood behind his father.  Paul kept his hand on Jake’s shoulder.
Keeping a steady eye on his visitors, Joshua approached the Kiowa, his rifle barrel pointed toward the 

ground.  They didn’t look like they’d come to start trouble.
“Get in the house, girl!” Joshua ordered.
Lana scurried across the yard and ducked into the house with her mother.  Peering through the crack in the 

door, she looked at the braves and recognized the one from the river.  Two older men accompanied him.  All 
three had their braids wrapped in fur, their ears adorned with Mexican silver.  The man in the middle raised his 
hand toward Joshua in a sign of peace.  Joshua returned the gesture and invited the braves to step down.

The men dismounted, Two Hawks throwing his right leg over his horse’s neck and jumping to his feet with a 
dancer’s grace.  They took a few steps toward Joshua and then sat on the ground.  The oldest brave produced a 
pipe and tobacco.

“Paul,” Joshua said to his middle son, “get coffee enough to go around.  Put lots of sugar in theirs.  Nathan, 
you help him.”

The two young men went into the house and returned a few minutes later carrying the hot, sweetened 
beverage in tin cups.  Nathan had a folded blanket under one arm.  Joshua reached for it and spread it in front of 
the Kiowa.  Then, taking the coffee from his sons, he set a cup in front of each brave.  The four homesteaders 
joined the Kiowa on the ground, sitting on the opposite side of the blanket.

After observing the amenities, Two Hawks rose and walked to his horse, where he untied a large bundle.  He 
threw it into the middle of the blanket and then repeated the same process twice more.

Nathan spread the three bundles out for a quick inspection.
“They’ve got rabbit and coyote pelts in here, Pa.  It’s all prime, too.”  The Cooper family needed those pelts 

to make clothing against the bitter, subzero winter weather common on the high plains.
“I guess they want to trade.”  Joshua then turned to shout over his shoulder.  “Ma, bring the trading sugar 

and molasses out.”
In a few minutes, the door opened and May and Lana stepped through, carrying their trade goods.  May set a 

small sack of hard sugar on the blanket in front of Broken Man.  Lana placed two jugs of molasses beside it and 
stepped back.  As she did so, she risked a glance at Two Hawks, who had watched her since she came out of the 
house.  Opening one of the jugs, he poked his finger in and then pulled it out, covered in rich, sticky sweetness. 
As he stuck his finger in his mouth, he looked at Broken Man and grinned, nodding.

Crying Fox said something to Two Hawks, then rose and mounted his horse.  Two Hawks picked up the two 
jugs and handed them to Crying Fox.  The Coopers stood when Broken Man also mounted his horse.  Two 
Hawks returned to the blanket and stepped over to Lana.  Holding her chin in his right hand, he stared into her 
eyes.  Yes, they were really blue.

Lana quit breathing, afraid to move or to blink.  She tried to remove the fear from her eyes, but if she could 
hear her heart pounding this loudly, she felt sure he could, too.

“T’on Ma,” he said, pointing to her chest.  “T’on Ma.”
“Let her go!” Joshua ordered, his rifle pointing straight at the young Kiowa.  With disdained-filled eyes, Two 

Hawks looked over his shoulder at Joshua, dropped his hand from Lana’s face, and grunted.  Swooping down, 
he picked up the sugar sack and then jumped on his horse, his long braid swinging behind him.

The three braves turned their horses and rode away without any concern for the rifles at their backs.  The 
trade had been a good one.  There would be feasting tonight.



Fin
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Rock & Roll Rip-Off

Some people are meant to get second chances while others are not. Leandra Lundquist felt entitled to a 
major break after 21 years of being bitch-slapped by the hand of fate. All of that would change today.

The old Leandra would never take advice from her ex-con older brother, John. The notion of jeopardizing 
the pharmacy job she’d held since 10th grade would have been inconceivable a year ago. Blackmailing a young 
pharmacist into ordering a massive shipment of pseudoephedrine would have been beyond consideration for a 
girl who made it to adulthood without a detention or a parking ticket.

But misfortune had collected in her life like plaque in an imperiled heart. Her fairy godmother was looking 
more and more like her real-life alcoholic mother. Staying the course seemed like a death sentence. John was 
right. If she didn’t take control of her own destiny it would take her down like a rip current at Wind & Sea 
Beach.

At 10:20 AM an unmarked white truck pulled up to the loading dock at Popakalitis Pharmacy. A buzzer 
sounded behind the pharmacy counter.

“Leandra, you’re needed in the back,” called Myron Rosen, a 50ish pharmacist who was filling prescriptions 
while three customers waited.

“This is a pretty big order for a neighborhood store,” remarked the driver.
“Poppy’s either getting a great deal or we’re in for a wicked cold and flu season,” Leandra replied.
Due to the size of the shipment, the loading dock door wouldn’t close completely. Leandra signed the 

electronic receipt tablet.
“Sorry about the way I had to stack the pallets, but there’s just no room.” 
“Don’t worry. I’ll take care of it,” she said. 
After the driver pulled away, Donnie Daniels, one of John Lundquist’s former prison buddies, clicked his 

phone shut and walked into the pharmacy. He wore a baseball cap low on his forehead and had been growing a 
beard since he agreed to help. John had given him a drawing that noted the location of the store cameras. He 
walked a well-planned route with his head down. 

“Hey, could somebody give me a hand over here,” he called to the pharmacist. 
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“We’re a little busy right now,” Myron replied.
“My mother’s out in the car in a lot of pain. We just came from the doctor’s office and she needs a knee 

support, but I don’t know what’ll fit her.” Donnie’s voice was both tense and loud.
Myron walked to the storeroom door and called for Leandra to come out and help. 
“We just got a big delivery,” she complained.
“It’ll wait, Leandra. I want you to take care of this man first,” he said, pointing at Donnie.
While she answered Donnie’s many questions, John and Leandra’s musician boyfriend loaded the band’s 

equipment truck with the pseudoephedrine. After a few minutes, Donnie and Leandra saw the truck drive past 
the front of the store.

Donnie shouted, “So you think my mother’s too fat to fit into any of your braces!”
“I didn’t say that,” Leandra replied. “I just suggested we go out to your car and measure her knee so we get 

the right fit.”
“Fuck you, bitch! I’m outta here!” Donnie angled his cap at the door camera and stormed out.
Leandra said to Myron, “I swear I didn’t call his mother fat.”
“He was a jerk. Don’t worry about it.” 
Five seconds later Leandra screamed, and Myron rushed into the storeroom. “We’ve been robbed!” she 

cried.

Fin
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‘APPEARANCES TO THE CONTRARY’

You could learn a lot about a community by analyzing how they dealt with their trash.
I'd been following this town dump truck all morning and was impressed by the number of public trash 

receptacles strewn across the pier, playgrounds, and parks.  The town seemed committed to keeping the trash off 
the street.

Twice the truck had returned to municipal maintenance to drop off its load.
Twice the truck had been joined by a green SUV, the maintenance supervisor stopping to chat with the two 

guys in the dump truck:  Jack Tobey and the other guy.
The other guy drove.
Jack lifted the plastic bags from the metal receptacles and swung them into the back of the truck.  Unfolded 

empty bags into the receptacles and tied a knot to hold them in place.  Jack was the younger of the pair, his green 
jumpsuit crisper.

Chasing empty coffee cups as they skittered in the breeze coming off the Atlantic, Jack didn't look one bit a 
pornographer.

Of course, I didn't look like a private investigator, or so I hoped.  That was the funny thing about 
appearances.  However much of the time they were all we had to go on, they didn't always amount to much.
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My client certainly believed Jack to be a pornographer, and that wasn't something often mistaken for 
something else.

Putting the image of my client sobbing out of my mind, I followed the trash truck into a strip mall and 
watched Jack and his partner saunter into the Cape Coddage.  Clams.  Lunch Specials.  Ice Cold Drinks.

Seemed like as good a time to eat as any.
Jack and the other guy sat at a corner table under a large map of the Cape.  Neither of them looked at me, 

which either meant they hadn't noticed my surveillance, or nothing at all.
My stomach growled as I stepped closer to the grill.
"What can I get you?"  Behind the counter waited a Caucasian male in his forties, hosting a furrowed brow 

of ownership.  He slid an order pad front and center.
"Large spicy Italian sub, please.  Toasted.  Dry.  For here."  A steak and cheese sizzled on the grill.  My 

stomach roared.
"Ten minutes."  He ripped off the order number and pushed it across the counter.  "Ice cold drinks in the 

cooler."
After grabbing a bottle of lemonade, I approached the corner table.
They were discussing the Sox.
"Excuse me.  I'd like to talk to Jack for a minute."
His head rose.  "Do I know you?"
"Not yet."  I hadn't seen Jack up close until now.  His face was weathered for a twenty-something, but that 

could be from working outside.  Anyway, his eyes were clear, and his face clean-shaven.
His coworker pushed back his chair and stood to face me.  He looked only a few from retirement, his face 

wasted away.  "What'd you say your name was?"
"I didn't.  The conversation is personal.  Between Jack and me."
Jack's coworker tried to back me down with a watery stare.
My client's sobs were more effective.
In the silence that followed, the owner of Cape Coddage called, "Steak and cheese.  Clam roll."
"I'll get them."  Jack's coworker picked up his soda and brushed by me, plunking down his drink on the next 

table.
I sat and stuck out my hand.  "Dan Stone."
Jack shook.  "You seem to know me already."
"I'm not here to wreck your lunch."  I smiled to prove my good intentions.  "As I said, this is personal, and I 

figured you'd rather I didn't approach you at work."
He glanced over my head.  "Thanks, Bill."
Bill handed Jack the clam roll, standing above and too close to me, a zombie bodyguard.
I tensed, keeping my gaze on Jack.  "You can go now."
Once Bill sat at his new table, I relaxed.  "I believe you know a Carrie Wilcox."
"Sure."  Jack lifted his fried clam roll out of the cardboard sleeve.  "We went out for two years."
"You broke up with her last month?"
He laughed around the food in his mouth.  Swallowed.  "Is that what she told you?"
"Part of it."  Broke up with her after forcing Carrie to strip so you could take naked photos of her.
"Yeah."  Jack dragged the word out.  "I remember it a little differently.  Out of the blue, Carrie told me we 

were done.  She was starting a business with her friends from college and she no longer had time for me."
I tried to fit the two stories together.  "So Carrie broke it off.  That must have hurt."
"Once the shock wore off.  I still haven't told my mother.  She's still working on her list of baby names."
"Was Carrie pregnant?"
"Someday.  I mean that's what I envisioned."  Jack took a huge bite of his clam roll, filling his mouth to 

cheek-bulging capacity.
From the counter, "Large spicy Italian."
"Back in a sec."
I retrieved my sub and skipped the chips, already doing enough damage to my stomach with the hots, 

sodium, and saturated fats.  The tension created by learning how much my client had lied wouldn't help matters 



either.
Bill watched me cross the restaurant.
Jack chewed clam.  "So what do you want from me?"
"Are you still mad at Carrie?"
"What if I am?  Does she have a problem with that, too?"
I shook my head, slowing the exchange before it escalated.  Whoever broke up with whom, and whether or 

not Jack was a pornographer, I'd been hired to complete a job.  "This is about some things of hers."
"I don't have any of Carrie's stuff."  Jack grimaced.  "She never really left that much at my apartment.  I 

never could figure out whether I should be thankful, or worry about the fact she wanted a quick exit."
"Do you think that's true?"  I took a bit of my sub.
Jack's sigh seemed to account for more air than his lungs would hold.  "She's a gownie; I'm a townie.  Carrie 

will graduate and leave the Cape to conquer the world.  Maybe someday I'll make foreman."
"Is that what you thought, or what she thought?"
"My break's over."  Jack downed half his ginger ale.  "I gotta go."
I plucked a card from my shirt pocket.  "Give me a call."
"Why?"  Jack crinkled his debris as he stood.
"Because if you call, you get to choose when we talk."  Behind me, Bill scraped his chair back.
"Seems like we just did talk."  Jack boxed his shoulders.
I swallowed the food in my mouth to keep him from having the last word.  "It was a start."
Ignoring my card, Jack scurried along the wall to the trashcan, and left the restaurant by the far door.
"Thanks for recycling."  I slipped the card into my pocket and returned to my sub, colorful but somehow 

tasteless.
* * *

I waved to Jack out my car window as he left the municipal maintenance barn, waved my whole arm in wide 
arcs to ensure everybody noticed.

Jack frowned as he broke from the gang and approached.
"I almost didn't recognize you without the green jumpsuit." What about Bill?  Why wasn't he among those 

leaving? 
Jack stopped a couple feet from the car, his stance defensive.  "What do you want?"
"We never finished talking earlier."
"I have nothing more to say."  He opened his mouth, and then snapped it shut.
"How about I buy you a beer?"
"No thanks."  Jack didn't sound as though he appreciated the offer.
"An ice cream cone?"  As long as he stood there listening, I'd keep casting.  "There's a place just up the 

street.  Their ice cream is hand-packed, whatever that means."
Jack's front leg twitched.
I leaned out the window.  "I'll drive, or you can follow me, whatever you want.  It's your choice."
Around us, the other employees had already entered their cars and left.  We were alone.
Jack relaxed, his body settling into his sneakers.  Then he walked around my car and climbed in.  "Let's get 

this done."
"Done is good."  I started the engine and took my time getting us to Malarky's Seaside Chills.  "I didn't see 

Bill."
"He had an appointment.  Chemo."
"Sorry to hear that."  But not sorry I didn't have to worry about him coming at me from out of nowhere.
"He's a good shit."
"So Carrie tells me you have something of hers."
Jack's head snapped towards me.  "I already--"
"Pictures.  She says you have pictures."
"Pictures?"  There was confusion in his voice.  He wasn't repeating the word to buy time.  "What pictures?"
"Bedroom pictures."



Jack's squawked, an outraged swan.  "You're joking.  Carrie can't dictate what I think and feel.  Just because 
she threw me out of her life doesn't mean I'm going to edit her out of two year's worth of pictures.  I have a 
right to my memories."

"She has a right to privacy."  I pulled into Malarky's, parking as far from the order window as possible, 
hoping to keep Jack in the car and talking.  He wasn't the pornographer Carrie suspected, or led me to believe 
she expected.  So what did that make him?

"Should I puke up every meal we ate together?"  Jack's nostrils vibrated.  "Give myself a lobotomy?"
I turned my back to the door, willed my body to project non-judgmental, non-threatening interest.
"All she's concerned with are the nude photos.  She's not denying you two had a relationship."
"Nude?"  Jack snorted.  "Leave Carrie to remember that night.  What's she think, that I sit at my computer 

clicking through the pictures, pining for her?"
"That's not her major concern."
Jack looked out his window.  "She's unbelievable."
"I don't doubt that."
His visible ear trembled as his neck muscles clenched and unclenched.  "I have half a mind to simply refuse. 

Where does she get off?"
"Hmm."  I tapped the steering wheel with my index finger.  "I have equipment that securely wipes a file. 

Beats all government specifications.  Doesn't touch anything else."
"What would you do?"  He faced me.  "In my shoes."
"I'd back up my data, just in case."
Jack almost smiled.  "That's not what I meant.  About the photos."
"There's no need to delete them for the storage space, especially since memory is cheap.  But why would you 

want to hang onto pictures of an ex?"
His eyes widened.  "Why not?"
"Because they've lost their value to you.  All they're going to do is slow down scans, slow down backup."  I 

paused half a beat.  "They even slowed your ride home today."
Jack nodded.  "So what about the pictures on Carrie's computer?  The ones she took of me?"
As my stomach lurched, a piece of undigested hot pepper burned through me.  I winced.  Shifted.  "She 

didn't say."
"Didn't say what she did with them, or didn't mention them at all?"
"Carrie hired me to deal with the photos in your possession."  That she'd lied to me changed nothing. 

Clients always buried as much as they unearthed.
"The pictures I took, I created them, right?  That means I own them."  Jack's whole body started talking, his 

motions animated.  "It's like when my friend got married.  The wedding photographer owned the negatives, not 
the happy couple.  My friend paid for the prints he wanted."

"This is different."
"How so?"
He had to ask.  Somehow I didn't think the fact that I had a paying client was enough of a distinction.
"You don't want this in the papers."
"Neither does Carrie."
I unclenched my fingers from the steering wheel.  "It's true that Carrie isn't interested in spending a fortune 

on legal fees. That's why she came to me, so that you and I can work this out without getting mired in lawyer 
depositions and court dates."

"I'm not afraid of paperwork."
"What about your boss?  What's he going to think about one of his employees collecting naked photographs? 

How's that going to look?  You, the guy people see hanging around the beaches.  At playgrounds."
When Jack crossed his arms, that undigested pepper shot flames up my windpipe.
I leaned forward, lowering my voice.  "Listen, Jack, nobody wants this to get any more complicated than it 

has to be.  Carrie is uncomfortable with the idea you still have those photos.  Make them go away, and the issue 
goes away."

"Maybe I've decided they have sentimental value."  His jaw muscles were so rigid his words came out 



clipped.  "Maybe I don't want to give them up."
"Come on."  I gave him a knowing smile.
"Carrie and I were together two years."  He softened.  "I've never felt about anybody else the way I felt about 

her."
"Holding onto those pictures won't bring her back."
"I know that."  He was in turn defensive and defiant, as transparent as the cycles of an ocean tide.  "In fact, 

here's my offer."
"I'm listening."
"Carrie wants all rights to those photos?  Fine.  She can buy them from me."
"She doesn't want the photos."  And if Jack hadn't been the pornographer Carrie claimed, he was fast 

becoming something dangerously close to one.
"It sounds to me as though she does.  Right now, they're in my possession, and Carrie wants to change that. 

End of story."
"I understand--"
"Fifteen hundred bucks and they're hers.  You call her up, and you tell her my terms."  Jack reached for his 

door handle.  "And I want it in cash."
* * *

I watched Jack examine the flavor board posted next to the order window.
"Carrie?  Dan Stone.  I've met with Jack."
"I told my friends, you da man."  Her voice grew less distinct, as if she'd moved the phone to talk to 

somebody else.  "Mumble, mumble, mumble."  Celebratory whoots.  Then she was back.  "So like, thanks."
"Hang on.  We have a complication."
"Can you deal with it?"
"That depends.  You want the photos.  Jack wants fifteen hundred."
"Does he really expect me to pay to see nude photos of myself?"  Female laughter erupted in the 

background.  "I don't think so."
"I'll see what I can do."  Jack walked towards me licking an ice cream cone.  White with dark smudges.  "One 

other thing."
"I'm kind of busy."
"Jack said you had photos of him.  I could use those to leverage a trade."
"Long gone.  I'm not the only person who uses my computer, you know."  More background laughter.
"I'll be in touch."
Seeing Jack just outside, I did a quick massage of my stomach.
He opened the passenger door and dropped into his seat.  "Okay if I eat in your car?"
"Go ahead."
"So do we have a deal?"  He left the door open, keeping one foot on the pavement.
"My client understands your position, but payment is out of the question.  We still feel, however, that this 

can be handled so everybody comes out ahead."
"How do you figure that?"
"Jack, I don't believe money's the answer.  Carrie did you wrong, and sticking her for fifteen slips of paper 

isn't going to change that.  Buy something with money you get from Carrie, and it's going to be haunted."
Jack didn't respond, his mouth busy cleaning up ice cream that was already starting to melt down the cone 

onto his fingers.
He heard me, of course.  His free hand picked at the seam of his jeans.
I let him chew on my words as he licked.
Then, apparently satisfied that he had the ice cream situation under control, Jack faced me.  "Fifteen 

hundred."
"I hear you, Jack.  But it's not going to happen.  Instead, you're going to get something better."
"Like what?"
"We go back to your apartment, and I get two pieces of equipment out of my trunk."



"What kind of equipment?"
I held up a hand.  "When we get inside, you print out a single picture of Carrie.  I use the first piece of 

equipment to wipe the files.  You then use the second piece of equipment to shred that picture.  We then 
celebrate your freedom, however you want."

"You're talking, what, a party?"
"If that's how you want to celebrate.  A party.  A couple drinks.  Split a pizza and watch a game.  It's your 

choice, your reward."
Jack shook his head and returned to his cone.  "I don't know."
"Think back to the first time you had ice cream.  You were probably pre-verbal.  It was strange looking. 

Cold.  You could feel the cold coming off it, and you weren't so sure you wanted to let that stuff touch your 
lips."  I paused.  "But then you got that first taste.  And the world was a better place."

"You should do a commercial for them."  He tipped his head towards Malarky's.
"I wouldn't know what to charge."
Jack stared at me as if trying to judge how I meant that, and then laughed.  "Charge them three grand.  And 

then split it with me."
I tap-punched him in the upper arm.  "How's that ice cream?"
"Good.  You owe me ten dollars."
"Ten dollars?  I've got to stick to places that pack their ice cream by machine."
"You said you were buying, and I tip well."
Raising my eyebrows to indicate he'd gotten the best of me, I chuckled.  "I'll give you the money when we 

get to your apartment."
"You're not going to try to talk me down?"
"Of course not, I promised."  I paused.  "Besides, the ice cream falls under reasonable expenses, for which I 

get reimbursed."
"You mean from Carrie."  Jack grinned.
"That's correct."  It was a pleasure to deal with a person who didn't need everything spelled out.
"Let's get this done.  Then we'll celebrate, Carrie's treat, right?"
"Carrie's treat."

* * *

Since that day, I'd seen Jack around, picking up other people's trash, fitting empty bags into the receptacles. 
Didn't see him long enough to say hello or send a salute, just out of the corner of my eye.

Then he called.  "I thought you might get a kick out of this."
"What?"  I rolled my chair far enough from my desk that I could swing back and forth, my feet crossed at 

the ankles.  The online asset search could wait.
"A friend of a friend knows one of Carrie's friends."
"Should I be drawing a flowchart?"
Jack laughed.  "He said that he said that she said that Carrie ran with that business idea."
"And?"

"Why Carrie wanted those pictures back?   She and her two friends from college, they started their own porn 
site.  Soft porn, featuring a lot of sea, sand, and skin.  Or so I'm told."

"You haven't checked it out?"  My chair squeaked.
"Old news.  Just like you said.  Anyway, I thought you'd enjoy hearing that."
"Thanks for the call, Jack."
You could learn a lot about people by analyzing how they dealt with their trash, the litter they produced as 

they marched through life's parade. 
The detritus.
The jetsam and flotsam, washed up onto shore, left behind ensnared in seaweed as the waves withdrew with 

a soft sucking sound.
Or not.
I pulled myself closer to the computer and the interrupted asset search.  Resumed my hunt for treasure.



Fin
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More Than Kin

The view beyond the bus window rolled past like images on a movie screen. With the green fields and a 
brown scratch of  a river, Walt supposed the film would be a tale about small-town America, probably with one 
of  the movie stars from his youth. Maybe Henry Fonda. Or Jimmy Stewart.

His shaking hands clutched the scarlet pack of  Pall Malls in his lap. It had been nearly three hours since he 
had had his last smoke, during the break in Columbus, and he was jonesing for another. He was old enough to 
remember the days when a man could smoke anywhere, even on a packed bus, but he could honestly say he 
didn’t miss them. He understood. Not everyone wants to breath in all those fumes.

The scene shifted slowly. A few buildings passed by. A state police station. Convenience stores. Shacks. Even 
a prison.

Then the bus slid into what was legally called a city in the state, but was in reality just another of  the small 
towns that dotted the countryside.

Minutes passed as the driver moved the bus through intersections and grimy neighborhoods. Eventually he 
pulled the big gray vehicle to a stop beneath an overhang at a bus depot.

Walt couldn’t wait to get off  the bus and smoke. He was the first person to stand, nearly jumping out of  his 
seat and grabbing the backpack he’d kept beneath his feet. He was too slow, however. Everyone else suddenly 
sprang up, too, blocking his path.

It was another five minutes before he managed to get onto concrete.
The first thing he did was reach for the silver Zippo lighter in his jacket pocket. There was no lighter. He 

checked the other pocket. Nothing. His pants pockets. His backpack. Nothing. He thought back to the last time 
he’d used the lighter. At the bus station in Columbus. It had been early morning. A kid barely in his twenties had 
bummed a smoke off  him. Then the kid had asked to use the lighter.

That was the last of  the lighter.
Walt didn’t know if  the kid had intentionally stolen it or if  he’d accidentally kept it, but Walt was willing to 

give him the benefit of  the doubt. It was just a lighter. A nice lighter, yes. But just a lighter.
Walt looked around as passengers continued to file off  the bus, bypassing him to go off  to their own parts 

of  the world. He stared over the potholes and across the road to a gravel parking lot. A glass-fronted building 
stood there with a gigantic sign that was shaped like an irregular square. The red lettering on the sign had once 
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been filled with small, round light bulbs, but they were nearly all broken now. Rust and sediment lingered at the 
edges of  the sign. It advertised a used car lot.

He counted only four cars, most of  them at least ten years old and holding plenty of  rust of  their own, then 
took his eyes off  the lot. It was a light he wanted.

Off  to one side, standing next to a steel garbage can, was an old fellow who looked as if  he’d seen better 
days. A woolen watch cap was pulled down to cover most of  his stringy, graying hair. An Army-green coat with 
worn elbows was wrapped around his shoulders. He was smoking a cigarette.

Walt nearly laughed as he realized he probably shouldn’t think of  the fellow as old. The man probably had no 
more than ten years on Walt himself. Rubbing the stubble on his chin and figuring he didn’t look much better 
than the other fellow, Walt walked over to him. 

One squinted eye and one wide eye stared back.
“Can I get a light?” Walt asked.
The smoking man didn’t say anything for a moment. He just stood there eying this new prospect. Finally, 

“Could you help a fellow out with a cigarette?”
Walt held up the half-empty pack of  Pall Malls, tapped one side so two fresh ciggs offered themselves up.
“Thanks,” the other fellow said, taking the two cigarettes. He tucked one behind an ear.
Walt nearly pointed out that the man already had a cigarette hanging from his lips, but thought better of  it. 

Maybe the guy was low.
The smoker pulled a black Bic from a pocket, struck fire and held up the lighter with hands stained yellow 

and cracked from age and weather and work.
Walt popped a cigarette in his mouth and leaned forward. There was a flare and then smoke was rolling 

between his lips once more and streaming down his lungs, feeling like heaven’s gates had opened.
“There anyplace to get a decent cup of  coffee ’round here?” Walt asked, pointing out his other bad habit.
With shaky fingers, the old fellow pointed his burning cigarette to the left, into the heart of  town. The view 

offered was a street enclosed by multiple-story brownstone buildings that looked as if  they needed a good 
scrubbing. Red and green street lights showed the way up a slight incline.

“There’s Al’s Place up the hill there,” the old man said. “About four blocks up on the left.”
“Any good?” Walt asked.
The old man shrugged. “They got a decent plate steak. Coffee’s usually fresh made.”
Walt nodded his thanks and gave a slight wave. He tossed his pack over his shoulder to hang down the back 

of  his jean jacket, then he trudged his way toward the incline.
***

Walt was glad to find the walk up the hill easier than he would have thought. From the distance of  the bus 
station the slope had appeared rather sturdy. But once his feet got to moving, He found the walk rather 
enjoyable. He was used to walking, even long distances. It was practically a daily part of  his life. But at his age, 
and with growing breathing troubles, the walks seemed a little tougher each day.

A slight pain touched his chest and he slowed long enough to retrieve an orange bottle of  prescription pills 
from his pack. He dry-popped a couple, then returned the bottle to the pack.

He meandered down the street between the brownstones, buildings older than he was himself, and passed 
underneath multiple streetlights and power lines strung like forgotten strands of  some great spider’s web. Young 
people passed him, teens on skateboards and college-age girls in skirts way too short. Boys with tattoos growing 
like black snakes up their arms, glints of  metal all over their faces. He noticed there were fewer older people 
here, which surprised him considering the age of  the town. Then he remembered there was a small college 
nearby, so he guessed that explained it. The few older people he did see were men squatting on cracked steps in 
front of  old buildings or a woman or two pushing along rusting grocery carts.

After some little while, Walt began to tire. He stopped and glanced back the way he had come, down the hill, 
and saw he was nearly a half  mile from the depot. The bus he had ridden was pulling back out.

He took a last puff  of  his cigarette and dropped it, crushing it to death with a heel while wondering if  he 
had walked too far. He had kept his eyes open, but had seen no sign of  the restaurant. Had he passed it?

Walt looked ahead. He was halfway to the next intersection.



Deciding he would give the next street a try, he reached for his pack of  cigarettes. Then remembered he 
didn’t have a lighter.

He stuffed the Pall Malls back into his jacket and trotted on. When the next street intervened, he paused to 
stare up the sidewalk. There were plenty of  shops, many with windows plastered with newspapers, and a few 
banks, but no sign of  any restaurant, let alone this Al’s Place.

His eyes locked onto what appeared to be a plaza of  sorts to one side. There was a circle of  trees 
surrounding a central fountain like sentries on guard duty, a pair of  dented garbage cans off  to one side. A 
gathering of  young people were huddled around one end of  the fountain, a bronzed statue of  some Civil War 
hero glaring down at them from the middle of  the waters.

Walt began walking toward them. There was no better way to find the location of  the restaurant than to ask.
Halfway to the group, he heard a shout.
“Stop it! Let me go!”
Then laughter. But not laughter of  joviality. It was a menacing laughter, filled with the glee of  harming 

innocence.
The group of  teens shuffled somewhat, allowing Walt a view of  what they were standing around. It was a 

boy, maybe a little younger than those circling him. He was on his hands and knees, reaching out on the ground 
trying to scrabble together a small wooden box and a slew of  smaller objects, perhaps toys or pencils or 
something else in numbers a child might have. It was obvious the boy was in pain. He wasn’t crying, but his face 
showed anguish and one of  the knees below his short pants was scratched with blood.

Walt took off  as fast as his throbbing lungs would allow.
“Hey! Stop that!” he yelled.
Several of  the youths turned toward the sound of  Walt’s voice. A few ran off  as if  they knew they were in 

trouble. Others did not. One boy in particular, a tall teen with long dark hair, stood his ground with a rebellious 
lay to his lips, almost arrogant.

Walt skidded to a halt mere feet from the gathering.
“What the hell you want, you wrinkled old bastard?” the arrogant one asked.
Walt could now see what the injured boy was pulling to himself  on the concrete ground in front of  the 

statue and fountain. Chess pieces. A rook. A queen. Both bishops. Several pawns.
Walt pointed to the hurt boy. “Leave him alone.”
“Or what?” one of  the group asked.
Up close now, Walt could see most of  them were teenagers. None younger than thirteen or fourteen, none 

older than seventeen or eighteen. Junior high school kids mixed with high schoolers.
The boy with the conceited lips stepped forward, one hand slipping into a pocket of  his leather pants. “Chill, 

old fart, before you bust a hip.”
Walt unshouldered his backpack but held onto it. His free hand unzipped one of  the pack’s many pockets 

and slipped inside. Walt kept it there.
Nothing else was said. The kid with the dark hair locked eyes with the older man for what seemed the 

longest time to Walt. Then the kid laughed and turned away, waving his crew along with him. They followed, all 
but the hurt youth.

Walt stood still and watched them leave. They took their time, to show they were leaving on their own terms 
and not his, but they were leaving. They meandered their way around to the other side of  the fountain, then 
walked west across a concrete esplanade that made an alleyway between tall brownstones. A couple of  the kids 
glanced back, including the cocky one with the long hair and jacket, but nothing further was said.

Walt removed his hand from the backpack. There wasn’t anything in there, anyway. But it had looked as if  
there were, as if  he were reaching for it.

A sniffle brought Walt’s attention back to the boy on the ground.
The older man moved forward slowly and knelt in front of  the youth. Walt looked him over. The boy was 

about fourteen, Walt guessed. He was a bit tall for his age, though, and probably a little heavier than he needed to 
be. He wore no glasses, but had a bookish face beneath mopish, dark hair. Walt was glad to see there were no 
injuries other than the scrape to the knee.

“Thanks,” the boy said, picking up a white pawn and dropping it into the wooden box.



Walt saw right away the box was hinged in the middle on one side with a locking clasp on the open, opposite 
side. When closed, it made a perfect storage place for the chess pieces. When open with the outside facing 
upward to form a flat surface, the box was a small chess board, decorated with the familiar black and white 
squares of  the game.

Walt picked up a black rook and tossed it into the open box. “You okay?”
The boy nodded. “Sure.”
Walt helped him to retrieve the rest of  the pieces, then watched as the youth closed and locked the box.
“Why were they doing that to you?” Walt asked.
The boy shook his head. “I don’t know. They just do sometimes.”
He seemed shy to Walt, keeping his young eyes on the ground or the chess box.
Walt stood up straight. “Well, you probably ought to get home and get some peroxide on that knee.”
The boy stood, too. He stared up at Walt. “Okay. Thanks.” Then he turned to run away.
“Hey!” Walt shouted.
The boy skidded to a stop, the rubber of  his tennis shoes leaving a gray mark on the concrete. He turned 

back.
“Where’s Al’s Place?” Walt asked. He’d nearly forgotten he was looking for the restaurant.
The boy grinned. Then he pointed. “Next block up. Turn left. You’ll see the sign.”
Then he was off  running again.
Walt stood there with what he was sure was a silly smile. A stupid grin, some might call it. He wondered why 

the boy had smiled at him then. Had he said something funny? He didn’t think so.
Ah, well. Kids. Walt turned and continued on his way.

***

The restaurant was just as Walt had pictured it in his thoughts. It took up the bottom floor of  one of  the 
brownstone buildings with its back ending in the alleyway where Walt had seen the teen-agers walking. The front 
was entirely of  large glass windows inlaid in a steel frame. Words painted on the largest of  the windows 
proclaimed the restaurant as “Al’s Place.” The words were faded and chipped in places.

He stood there on the street for several minutes, fishing around in his backpack just to make sure he had not 
somehow misplaced his missing Zippo lighter. A handful of  locals entered and exited Al’s Place, enough people 
to keep the place busy but not crowded. Glancing through those big windows, Walt could see the restaurant was 
a throwback to an earlier time when waitresses all wore sparkling white uniforms and soda jerks stood to 
attention behind counters while serving up banana splits and soda pop.

Walt smiled. His lighter was gone, but he’d found a bit of  his youth.
He pushed through the front door.
As he did when he first entered any new establishment, his eyes went to the tabletops. No ash trays. That 

meant there was no smoking. It didn’t bother Walt much. He was used to it. The days of  sitting in public and 
enjoying a cigarette after a decent meal had pretty much faded from the American venue.

The smell was what confronted him next. The greasy tint of  burgers wafting on the air spread throughout 
the main room, bringing back memories of  a hundred other greasy-spoon joints over the years. It was a scent 
almost like coming home for Walt.

He looked around the place. It was longer than it was wide. On the right and left walls were booths with 
seats covered in a scarlet faux leather. Along the back was a steel-topped lunch counter running the length of  the 
wall; behind that bar was an open area revealing the kitchen beyond where steam floated up to the ceiling. 
Directly in front of  Walt was a waist-high glass booth filled with candy bars, mints and gum. Atop the booth sat 
an old-fashioned mechanical cash register. Next to that was a punch-button calculator with a paper roll for 
printing receipts and a paper cup filled with toothpicks in cellophane.

Along the walls, above the booths, were strewn fading black-and-white photographs. Some hung crooked. 
The nearest to Walt, next to and above the register, was a picture of  a smiling President Kennedy sitting in one 
of  the booths. A plate of  spaghetti was before the commander in chief. A couple of  other men were in the 
photo, one across from Kennedy and another at his side, but Walt did not recognize them; as the two strangers 



were not in suits but wore overalls and straw hats, Walt guessed they must have been locals during the 
presidential visit.

Walt gave a little grin when he saw Kennedy’s signature at the bottom of  the photo.
“May I help you?”
Walt looked over from the photograph. The woman behind the register wore the uniform of  a waitress, but 

it was not one of  the glowing, spotless dresses his mind told him had existed in his youth. This woman’s uniform 
wasn’t dirty, but it had the worn look of  much use and the tumbled look of  having not been ironed. Her face 
appeared much the same beneath her dark, wavy locks.

“It’s just me,” Walt said.
“Follow me, please.” She steered him to the left and showed him to a booth halfway down the wall.
Walt scooted across the fake leather, dropping his backpack beneath the table. “Excuse me, would you all 

have any matches?”
“Sorry, there’s no smoking in here.”
“I understand,” Walt said, patting a jacket pocket, “but I’ve lost my lighter.”
The woman nodded. “Sure, we’ve got some at the counter. I’ll bring you a box. Cup of  coffee?”
Walt smiled again. This was a woman who could read her customers. Many waitresses couldn’t nowadays. 

They usually just asked you what you wanted. This woman had asked about coffee.
“Sure,” he said. “Black is fine.”
She pointed past him to a plastic folder against the wall. “There’s a menu. I’ll get you that coffee and 

matches.”
Then she turned and walked off.
Walt guessed she was in her late thirties, maybe early forties. No ring on the finger, but a worn look. Probably 

a single mother working the best she can to keep her kids fed. It was a rough world.
He snagged up a menu and turned the laminated pages to see what Al’s Place had to offer. It was the usual 

greasy-spoon grub. Burgers. Minute steaks. Fries. Shakes. Fried fish sandwiches. Spaghetti. A few varieties of  
pies.

By the time the waitress returned, Walt had made up his mind.
As she approached, he noticed her name tag read “Cora.”
“That was my mother’s name,” he said, pointing.
Cora glanced down at the tag and smiled. It was a smile of  genuine amusement, a smile that didn’t come 

often, but one that showed she had no harsh feeling towards the rest of  the world.
“It’s a Southern name,” the woman said. “You wouldn’t believe all the names my family had. My mother was 

named Wavelene. That’s a name you don’t hear every day.”
Walt returned her smile. “No, it’s not.”
She placed a steaming cup of  coffee before him, a box of  matches next to it. “What can I get you today?”
“I think I’ll have the spaghetti dinner,” Walt said. “Just like President Kennedy.”
Cora’s smile widened as she wrote on a pad. “We get that a lot. You a Democrat?”
“I am a neither nor.”
“Neither nor?”
“Neither one nor the other.”
Cora chuckled. “Anything else?”
“Bread?”
“How about garlic toast?”
“That’ll do fine.
“You want a slice of  pie for dessert?”
Walt patted his stomach. “Better not. I can’t eat like I used to.”
“Alrighty, then,” Cora said. “I’ll have that to you in a few minutes.”
With that she was off, waltzing her way back toward the kitchen.
The aroma of  the coffee was soothing to his senses, nearly lulling him into a nap. Something coffee wasn’t 

known to do. But for Walt, it worked.



Walt passed the time by sipping his drink and looking at the hanging photographs nearest him. He didn’t see 
many more faces he recognized, but there was one photo of  ole Adolph Rupp with a fork in his mouth. From 
the basketball coach’s position, Walt figured the man was sitting right about where he himself  was. He tried to 
remembered back how long ago it had been since Rupp had died, but he couldn’t figure exactly. Must have been 
close to forty years.

Soon enough Cora brought him out of  his reverie. She returned with a large plate and silverware wrapped in 
paper napkins. She set the spaghetti and two slices of  garlic toast before him, along with a shaker of  Parmesan 
cheese. She retrieved a pot of  coffee and topped off  his drink, then, “Anything else?”

“No, thank you.”
Then she was off  with a smile to help some other folks.
Walt dug into his food with gusto, it having been some time since he had eaten a decent meal. He was nearly 

finished when he noticed the place was filling somewhat and Cora was scrambling to keep up with the growing 
crowd. The problem wasn’t so much she couldn’t wait on the customers fast enough as it was she couldn’t do 
that and keep up with those leaving and wanting to pay up at the register. Then there were empty tables needing 
cleaned.

There appeared to be someone else in the back kitchen, but they seemed busy just keeping up with the 
orders.

Walt hated to see the waitress struggle like that. He hated to see anyone struggle like that, working their tail 
off  just to make ends meet. He decided it was time to show a little initiative.

He pushed away from his seat and glanced about the place. There was one of  those big, gray dish tubs 
resting atop an edge of  the back counter. Seeing Cora was busy checking folks out at the cash register, he made 
his way to the tub, making sure to reach over and grab a clean towel from behind the counter.

Next thing he knew, Walt was working again. No, he wasn’t being paid anything, but maybe that would come. 
Either way, it felt good to be useful once more. He bussed tables like an old pro, plopping silverware and dishes 
and mugs and cups and glasses into the shallow soapy water of  the tub, then making sure to wipe the table clean 
of  any spills and crumbs.

When finished with the first table, he looked down with some satisfaction. Then he got to work on the next 
table.

A few minutes later, after things had died down, the waitress approached. “Hey, you don’t have to do that.” 
Cora seemed a touch perturbed. Maybe she would get into trouble if  he was seen doing her job.

Walt nodded toward exiting customers. “You seemed pretty busy, so I thought I’d lend a hand.”
Cora’s demeanor softened. “We could use someone like you around here, that’s for sure.”
“I’ve done a little fry cookin’ in my time.”
“The owner, Jim, is off  today, but he’ll be back tomorrow,” Cora said. “We lost a cook when the college let 

out. Jim might consider adding you on.”
“What time’s he come in?” Walt asked.
“Five in the morning, but the doors don’t open until six.”
“I’ll drop by about six, then.” Walt moved back to his own table and stacked his utensils on the plate he had 

used. His cup of  coffee still sat, only half  finished.
Cora followed, smiling at him, watching him still at work. “You want anything else? Maybe another coffee?”
Walt looked over his table. “Nope. Just the check.”
Cora ripped his order stub off  her pad, then placed it next to his plate. “I’ll check you out whenever you’re 

ready.” She took his dirty dishes, then moved toward the kitchen.
Walt finished the last of  his coffee, then checked his leather wallet. He did not have much money, but Cora 

had been nice enough and helpful. He left a tip of  a few dollars, picked up his backpack and made his way 
toward the cash register.

She met him there.
“I also wanted to ask,” Walt said.
Cora rang him up and handed him back his change. “Yes?”



“I just arrived in town,” Walt explained. “I haven’t got settled anywhere just yet, and was wondering if  you 
could tell me where the closest shelter might be. Figure I’ll stay there tonight until I can get something set up 
tomorrow.”

Cora frowned and pointed straight out the window. “Down the street several blocks on your left. The city 
mission has a place there. They’ll take anyone for at least a night, as long as they’re not drunk or on drugs.”

Walt deposited his change in his pocket. “Not me,” he said with a grin, then thanked her again.

Fin
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With Good Behavior

Reconvictation:

Jerry Stone sighed wearily as he reviewed the list of parolees on his schedule. Tossing the printout onto his 
metal desk, he leaned back in his squeaky chair and rubbed the bridge of his nose. 

It was Wednesday, and the Department of Corrections always stuck it to him on Wednesdays. Two newbies 
in a row, right off the bat. Two inmates freshly released, about to give him the old song and dance about how 
they would never return to prison, they were now on the straight and narrow, they were rehabilitated. What a 
joke. If they weren’t cons by the time they entered the Illinois corrections system, they surely were cons by the 
time they left. They should call it reconvictation.

A knock brought him out of his reverie, and the fifty-four-year-old parole officer gruffly called out, “Enter!”
The door creaked open, and his first parolee of the day tentatively entered the office. Jerry arched his 

eyebrows. She was not the typical bottom-dweller inmate, reeking of unwashed clothes, hostility, and despair. 
She was tall and thin, with strawberry-blond hair, and she carried herself with an almost regal air as she floated 
into his office. He bet they had eaten her up at Downer’s Grove Women’s Penitentiary.

She swallowed hard, accentuating a defined jaw line. “Mr. Stone?”
“Yeah, who are you?”
“Sophie Taylor, sir.”
“Back number?”
She announced the digits robotically. She had used them daily for the last year. “72634.”
“Take a seat,” he gestured toward the metal chair facing his desk as he opened her file. There must be one 

hell of an intriguing back story leading this gorgeous chick into criminal activity, and his curiosity got the best of 
him.
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Sophie dutifully folded her lean body into the chair and looked around her, taking in the dirty cornflower-
blue walls, the steel desk piled with uneven, wobbly stacks of papers, and the moldy white blinds covering the 
only window in the grungy office.

She was to report here weekly for an entire year, and the décor of this government office was uncomfortably 
similar to that of the administrator’s office at Downer’s Grove Women’s Prison. She crossed her legs and 
hugged her shabby handbag in her lap, studying the parole officer’s salt-and-pepper hair and stern face as he read 
her paperwork.

After a few moments, Jerry looked up from the file with surprise. “You were a psychologist?”
She managed a tight smile. “Yes, sir.”
“Should I call you Dr. Taylor, then?”
Hearing her former title caused a squeezing sensation in Sophie’s chest, and she looked down, embarrassed. 

It had been over a year since anyone addressed her that way. She thought back to her last therapy client to use 
those words, Dr. Taylor. His smooth, deep voice reverberated in her mind. She had been enthralled by his rich, 
slowly enunciated baritone as it caressed and possessed her name with loving care. Well, with what she thought 
was loving care, but turned out to be something else entirely.

Jerry noticed her blush as she lifted her head and responded, “No, I’m not a psychologist anymore. The 
Illinois Board of Psychology revoked my license once I entered prison.”

“I see.” He continued to scan her file. “I’m not finding any reports in here from your sessions with a prison 
psychologist.”

Sophie cleared her throat nervously. “That’s because I never met with one.”
He raised his bushy gray eyebrows again. “You didn’t attend therapy in prison? I thought with your prior 

vocation you’d be all over that.”
“I, uh, I didn’t want to be anywhere near a psychologist after what happened. Frankly, I don’t think I believe 

in therapy anymore.”
Jerry sat back in his chair, studying her carefully. “You went to prison because of a massive lapse of 

judgment, right, Ms. Taylor?”
She nodded.
“And now after one year in prison, you’re trying to get your life back, right?” When she nodded 

automatically, he ordered, “And don’t just tell me what I want to hear, young lady.”
“No, sir. I really do want to start my life over. I have to.”
“So if you were still a psychologist, and you knew of a woman in these circumstances—needing to figure out 

what led to a huge mistake in order to prevent it from happening again, reeling from a year in prison despite a 
perfectly clean record before that mistake, hoping to move forward—in your professional opinion, would you 
say this woman made a good candidate for therapy?”

Sophie realized where he was going and tried to head him off at the pass. “There are lots of ways to get one’s 
life back on track,” she said. “Therapy doesn’t always lead to rehabilitation. Not everyone believes in therapy.”

“You spent, what, six or seven years after college training to become a psychologist? And now you don’t 
believe in it?”

Sophie crossed her arms and pursed her lips, remaining silent.
“Because I think you’re a perfect candidate for therapy. And I’m making that a condition of your parole: 

weekly counseling.”
“Court-ordered counseling doesn’t work!” Sophie’s chestnut-brown eyes flared with anger.
Jerry felt the tension in the room rising. “What are you afraid of?”
“I’m—I’m not afraid,” she lied. Therapy was about reliving the past, uncovering hidden motivations, 

discussing family. She was not about to delve into those painful memories. She searched for an excuse. “How am 
I supposed to afford therapy? I don’t have a job yet.”

“The DOC will pay for it,” he assured her.
He had thwarted her every objection. “What if I refuse?”
Jerry had heard enough stalling. “Do you want to return to prison?” he thundered.
Sophie closed her eyes. “No, sir.”



Jerry rose from his chair, incensed, and marched around the desk. “You don’t get it, do you? You’re out of 
prison, with good behavior, but you have an entire year left of your sentence. I could throw your ass back inside 
so easily your head would spin.”

Her eyes widened as he towered over her, and she glanced at the handcuffs dangling from his belt. One 
wrong move and they would be coldly clasped around her delicate wrists once again.

“I’m sorry, Mr. Stone.” She watched his anger begin to dissipate. “I don’t want to go back. I—I’ll do 
whatever you say.”

He peered at her, wondering how genuinely contrite she felt and how willing she was to do whatever it took 
to stay out of prison. Newbies. He hated his first session with parolees, having to sniff out their true intentions 
after knowing them for mere minutes. He hated the little cat-and-mouse game: the lies, the deception, the empty 
promises.

With thirty years in the DOC under his belt, Jerry had become a sharply accurate observer of human 
intention. He could sort through all kinds of bullshit to discern the truth. But this one made him nervous: a 
woman with a doctorate, a shrink nonetheless. She could fool and manipulate. She could play people like cards if 
she so desired. Jerry hated to be played.

Returning to his chair behind his desk, he stared at her for a moment, then advised, “Doing whatever I tell 
you to do—that is precisely the attitude you need to stay out of prison.”

“Yes, sir. I—I don’t want to start off on the wrong foot with you, Mr. Stone. I know you must have all kinds 
of cons giving you a hard time, and I don’t want to be one of them.”

“I’m glad to hear that, but we’ll see if your word means anything.” He reached into his filing cabinet and 
handed a typed sheet to Sophie. “Here’s a list of therapists who work with the correctional system. You are to 
schedule an appointment with one of them before we meet again. Understood?”

“Yes, sir.” She nodded, glancing at the list of names and exhaling when she did not recognize any colleagues.
While she folded the paper and placed it in her handbag, Jerry continued. “I expect you to report here every 

Wednesday at nine a.m. If you miss one meeting, you will return to prison. There will be random drug tests, and 
if you fail even one, you will return to prison. I expect you to secure employment in the next two weeks. If you 
do not find a job, you will return to prison. Are the terms of your parole clear, Ms. Taylor?”

She gulped, thinking this parole thing didn’t sound all that much better than prison. “Yes, sir.”
He clicked a pen and prepared to write notes in her file. “Where are you living?”
“With a friend.”
“I need an address.”
“Um, 900 North Lake Shore Drive, Unit 10.”
Recognizing the downtown Chicago address, he asked, “Zip code?”
“It’s 60611.”
“What is your friend’s name?”
“Kirsten Holland.”
“What does Ms. Holland do for a living?”
“She’s a therapist.” When he continued staring at her expectantly, Sophie added, “We went to grad school 

together.”
“But she’s not a psychologist?”
“Um, no, she’s ABD, um, All But Dissertation? She hasn’t finished her degree, so she can’t call herself a 

psychologist yet.”
“Does Ms. Holland have any criminal background?”
Sophie chuckled. Kirsten was as straight-laced as they came. “No, sir. She offered to have me live with her as 

long as I kick her butt to get her dissertation done.”
Jerry stifled a smile. This had to be the first time he’d discussed doctorates and dissertations with a parolee. 

“Very well. Do you have any questions for me, Ms. Taylor?”
Sophie thought for a moment, wondering if her question would be all right to ask. “How long have you been 

a parole officer?”
“Thirty years,” he responded, shaking his head slowly. “And I think that’s the first time I’ve been asked a 

personal question like that.”



“Sorry.” She winced. “I don’t mean to pry. I just wondered, Mr. Stone, in those thirty years … what 
percentage of people violated their parole and had to return to prison?”

He looked up to his right. “I’d say, ballpark, about sixty percent.”
“Wow.”
“It’s serious business, Ms. Taylor. We’re not messing around here.”
“I get that. Well, I want you to know that I will definitely be in that other forty percent. I’m not going back 

to prison.”
“I hope that’s the case.” There was something about the twenty-nine-year-old woman that made him like her 

immediately. A keen warmth and intelligence shone through, despite the circumstances of their meeting. He 
stuffed down those fond feelings quickly, however, knowing never to trust the convicts walking through his 
door.

Jerry glanced at his watch. “It’s time for my next appointment,” he said brusquely. “See you next Wednesday 
at nine, Ms. Taylor.”

“Thank you, Officer Stone.” She rose from her chair, extending her arm. He grasped her slender hand in his 
and they shook their goodbyes.

Exiting his office, Sophie exhaled deeply, feeling the stress of her first parole meeting dissolve. That relief 
was short-lived, however, once she opened the door and found herself eye to eye with a man whose black, 
buzzed hair and golden-brown skin highlighted eyes that held crystal-blue, bottomless depths. The next parolee 
on the docket? His nose was slightly crooked and his lips were full. His penetrating gaze bore a hole in her. She 
stood frozen, staring for several moments before regaining her bearings and muttering, “Excuse me.”

She ducked out the door and strode down the hallway, daring to glance behind her to see the man watching 
her leave. A faint smile crossed his lips, and her cheeks burned.

Scurrying away from the building, the stranger’s intriguing eyes seared into her memory, Sophie decided 
maybe being on parole wasn’t all that bad. At the moment, parole definitely seemed better than women’s prison.

Fin
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Usurper

“We will bury you!” bellowed Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, as he slammed his fist on the hardwood 
table.

The Americans, and other westerners who were assembled in the room, glanced at each other, and rolled 
their eyes. President John F. Kennedy of the United States took a deep breath, and said, “Are you threatening 
war?”

“You think I’m threatening war? I can honestly say that I’m not, Mr. Kennedy. What I mean, is that your 
working class will bury you. History is on our side, you’ll see. The Soviet Union won’t even have to commit 
troops to defeat you; your poor and downtrodden will do it for us. I predict that in 50 years, the United States of 
America will cease to exist. Your people may not even see it coming; it’ll just happen one day when no one is 
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expecting it. Poof! The great and foolish American experiment finally comes to an end. Now, let’s discuss why 
we’re all here.”

Three hours later, the meeting broke up and as Khrushchev was going to his car, he was met by one of his 
American-born KGB agents. The American agent was recruited by the KGB 18 years earlier, after the Fall of 
Berlin during World War II. He was one of the few who hadn’t been found by Senator Joe McCarthy, or the 
House Un-American Activities Committee’s purge of Communists in the United States. Apparently, the agent 
had some good news, because normally he was a very dour person, but this time he was practically, for him, 
grinning ear to ear. He eagerly shook the Premier’s hand, and said, “Good day, comrade. I found what we’ve 
been looking for,”

“Good, good, that is the news I want to hear. Are they completely dedicated to the cause and willing to do 
what we want to achieve our goals of burying the United States?”

Oh, yes, Comrade Premier. In fact, the girl came to us because, according to her, she is a dedicated socialist. 
She seems to have no problem with the plans we have for her, even though I was quite vague about it. Would 
you like to meet her?” asked the American.

“Yes, of course I’d like to meet her. Where is she?”
“She is currently at our embassy, Comrade Premier.”
“Well then, let us go and meet this American girl.”

An hour later, the duo arrived at their embassy, and headed to meet the American girl who wanted to help 
advance the Soviet cause. The Soviet Premier saw that the girl was a petite brunette, fairly young looking, and 
dressed in what the Americans referred to as hippy clothes. Khrushchev knew from various reports he received 
from the KGB, that these kids were useful idiots, and just rebelling against their parents and society. Useful 
idiots would be helpful to the Soviets, and Khrushchev knew they would help bring down the United States with 
enough training, and brainwashing.

Khrushchev walked over to the girl, shook her hand, and introduced himself, “Hello, young lady. I am Soviet 
Premier Nikita Khrushchev, and you are?”

“I am so honored to meet you, Premier Khrushchev. I am Ann O’Hara from Nebraska. I’m looking forward 
to advancing the cause by any means necessary, if it comes to that.”

“Susan, that’s the kind of attitude we are looking for from recruits. Before we tell you exactly what we want 
you to do, the KGB will require a full immersion in all things Marx, Lenin, and even Stalin, which includes 
getting you to Moscow. I’ll let my people take care of that problem though. For now, let’s all go to dinner, 
because I’m starving.” remarked the Soviet Premier.

A month later, Ann O’Hara was ready to leave for Moscow. She had been given an airplane ticket by her 
handler to Tijuana, Mexico, so that it would appear to the United States State Department that all she was doing 
was going on vacation to Mexico. Hours later, her airplane landed at the Tijuana airport. When she left the 
aircraft, she was met by two female KGB agents, who were very fierce and mean looking from her point of view. 
One of them walked over to her, and said, “Ms. O’Hara, we are here to escort you to the Soviet Embassy. Once 
you arrive, you will be given new passports, and a new ID. The KGB will send someone who looks similar to 
you back to the States in a few days, so your government will not wonder if you have disappeared. Will you 
please step into the car so that we can be on our way.”

Twenty minutes later, Ann was escorted into the embassy, where she was greeted by one of the higher 
ranking staff, “Ms. O’Hara, welcome to the Soviet Embassy. I am Natalia Rosharon, aide to the Soviet 
Ambassador to Mexico. We’re creating some new passports for you, and will give you new identity papers. We 
have a girl who is about to leave who will take your place. She’s also escorting another American, who was trying 
to offer his services to us, but, he’s a little too crazy for us to want to employ him. How was your trip?”

“It was a very quiet and relaxing trip. I’m a bit nervous, but, I’m looking forward to learning everything there 
is to know about the great men of the Soviet Union. When do we leave for Moscow?”

“We will be leaving tomorrow morning. We need to take your picture, take some blood, and give you some 
inoculations if you haven’t had the ones we require. Once you arrive in the Soviet Union, the Secretariat of the 



Communist Party of the Soviet Union Central Committee, Yuri Andropov, will interview you personally, before 
anything else is done.  Now, let me show you to your room.”

As they were walking to the resident quarters, a man, who was a bit on the skinny side and balding, was 
complaining loudly about how he was being treated, since he was being escorted by two large and burly KGB 
agents. O’Hara looked to Rosharon, and the aide said, “That was the man I mentioned earlier. His name is Lee 
Harvey Oswald; he wants us to help him assassinate President Kennedy. We told him no.”

“Why did you refuse to help him?” Ann innocently asked.
“Helping him assassinate Kennedy would bring disaster to both of our countries, because if it was found out 

that we did it, the whole balance of power would be ruined, which would destabilize the world. So, we told him 
no. We think he’s too stupid to actually carry out with it though. Oswald is just a minor annoyance; let’s continue 
with showing you to your quarters.”

The next morning, Ann was ready to leave to begin her new life, and was hoping it would be a grand 
adventure. The woman who was to impersonate her, had left earlier in the morning with that crazy Oswald 
character, and Ann was hoping that nobody would ever hear about him. After everyone had breakfast, Ann was 
taken to the airport by two female agents of the KGB, and a minor Communist Party functionary was also 
traveling with the group. Ann learned that his name was Mikhail Gorbachev, who seemed nice enough to Ann, 
but had a really weird looking birthmark on his head. They boarded the Aeroflot airline run by the Soviet Union, 
and while they were waiting on the tarmac, Ann asked Gorbachev, “What do you do for the Party, Mr. 
Gorbachev?”

“Oh, I’m currently working my way up the ladder. Right now, I work in agriculture for the Party, mostly 
because my family had a collective farm. I graduated from Moscow State University with a degree in law, but, I 
hope to one day be an important member of the Communist Party. I was visiting Mexico to see their farms, how 
they grow and harvest whatever is being grown, and then how the products are distributed to the people. This 
was the last leg of my trip, and I am really eager to get home. I bet you’re eager to learn the ins and outs of 
Soviet Doctrine.”

“Very much so, Mr. Gorbachev, I am very eager. After I get taught everything, I’m told I have a very special 
assignment that the KGB wants me to do, so I can’t wait to find out what it is.”

“I’m sure whatever it is will be uniquely suited to your abilities, and needs, young lady. However, do not 
think for one moment anything will be easy in the Soviet Union, but, you seem to know what you’re doing, so I 
will leave that alone. Ah good, we’re now in the air, Moscow is 6100 miles from here, so it’ll take nearly a day for 
us to get there. I suggest you get something to read or take a nap, because I’m going to take a nap. Wake me up 
when we land somewhere.” in less than five minutes, Gorbachev fell asleep and Ann decided to do some 
reading.

Fourteen hours later, the airplane landed at the Domodedovo Airport in Moscow. As everyone was 
disembarking, Ann said to Gorbachev as she shook his hand, “It was nice to meet you. I hope you’re successful 
in everything you do. Good luck and goodbye.”

Ann was supposed to wait to be picked up, she was told, by a limousine with Soviet flags on the hood. Ten 
minutes later, the limo arrived on the tarmac next to the aircraft, a door opened, and an older looking gentleman 
stepped out of the car. He came up to Ann, looked her up and down, and asked, “You are Ann O’Hara?”

“Yes, um, Comrade,”
“Not what I expected, but, it doesn’t matter, you will do nicely for what we have in mind. I am CPSU 

Secretary, Yuri Andropov. I am told I am to judge your worthiness, and if you are truly dedicated to the Soviet 
doctrine. Come with me.”

Andropov abruptly walked back to the limo, got back into the car, and a bewildered Ann followed him into 
the limo. Once she sat down in the limo, Ann asked, “Are you going to tell me what the KGB wants with me?”

“We will not tell you anything until you have proven yourself, and you aren’t doing this out of a need to rebel 
against the authority of your parents. Your training should be complete in a little over a year. Once we are 
satisfied with what you know, the KGB will inform you of your assignment. Do you understand?”

“Yes, Comrade Andropov. I will do whatever I have to do to prove my worthiness.”



“Yes, yes, that’s what they all say.”
The limo then sped off towards the Kremlin, with Ann wondering what she had gotten herself into. She 

needed to prove that she was serious and not rebelling against authority, because obeying authority was 
important to the Soviets, and she didn’t want to disappoint them.

Fin
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Hemlock Lake
October

Fists clenched, I watched the medical examiner’s van wallow along the rutted gravel driveway. With a flicker of 
brake lights, it turned onto the patched asphalt road that circled Hemlock Lake as Sheriff Clement North laid a 
weathered hand on my shoulder. I flinched and drove my fingernails into my palms.

“Phil can take care of the rest of this, Dan.” North’s voice was muted, his words tentative. “Why don’t you go 
on—”

“Home?” I laughed bitterly as the van disappeared beyond a stand of white birches. Yellow leaves fluttered in 
its wake, drifting through dusty October air. “Is that what you were going to say? That I should go home?”

North’s fingers flexed. “No. Why don’t you ride back to the office with me? Someone will bring your cruiser 
along later. I called the chaplain. He’ll notify your father.”

“No.” I shrugged his hand away and walked to the edge of the porch, my heels thudding on the thick oak 
planks. “I can handle this.”

“I know you can handle it, Dan. I’m not questioning your ability. But it would be better if you—”
“No.” I turned on him, glimpsing my pain, dark and knotted, reflected in his eyes. “This is my responsibility. 

My duty.”
I trudged down the broad steps and along the path toward the rippling indigo water. “It’s all paperwork from 

here on out, anyway,” I called over my shoulder. “Just like any other accident, any other suicide.”
North didn’t answer, didn’t state the obvious—this time there had been no need to check the bodies for 

identification, this time I wouldn’t search for next of kin.
The names I’d write the top of the reports would be Nathaniel Justice Stone and Susanna Elizabeth Chase 

Stone.
My brother.
My wife.
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Chapter 2

April

“I called you in because I’m looking for fresh ideas on a case,” Sheriff North said. “We have damn little to go 
on.”

I tore my gaze from the tiny buds on the gnarled maple tree outside the window. Spring had come to my 
wasteland. Each pale leaf and bright blossom seemed to mock my misery. Swallowing long-simmering rage, I 
watched the sheriff deal six sheets of paper and an equal number of envelopes onto the dog-eared green blotter 
staking its claim between stacks of worn file folders.

“It’s not much.” North shrugged. “Wasn’t a decent fingerprint once we ruled out the construction chief who 
opened them. And with the way the system operates now—centralized—all we know is the general area they 
were mailed from. Used to be easier when every little post office had its own mark.”

I fingered a piece of three-ring binder paper speckled with words sliced from a newspaper and stiff with 
yellowing globs of dried glue. “You build. We’ll burn.”

“They cut up an Albany newspaper for that one,” the sheriff said. “The type matches. But I’m thinking these 
threats could be linked to eco-terrorists. Like that case out on Long Island.”

I nodded. I’d read about a group claiming responsibility for explosive devices set in a number of luxury homes 
under construction. The group had declared it an effort to stop urban sprawl, halt overdevelopment, and 
preserve farmland. Perhaps they’d decided the Catskills needed saving next. I glanced at the other papers: “Stop 
construction or we will. Preserve, don’t pillage. You put it up, we’ll burn it down. Don’t desecrate this land.” My 
fingers curled as I read the final note. “Don’t destroy Hemlock Lake.” 

Images of my father’s house and the two bodies I’d found inside rose in my mind. I forced words past my 
teeth. “Hemlock Lake?”

“Yep.” North leaned back, his worn leather swivel chair creaking, and packed shreds of honey-colored tobacco 
into his pipe. “Some developer bought a parcel of land across the lake and up aways from your father’s place. 
He’s putting up ten luxury homes.” Rocking forward, he set the pipe on the corner of the desk and shuffled the 
letters together. “I thought you could go up there, sort of on a part-time basis, and—”

“No.” The thud of sodden earth against Susanna’s coffin filled my ears. I would never return to the lake. 
“No.”

The sheriff’s chair rolled against the credenza behind his desk with a dull clunk as he stood and ambled to 
the map of Ashokan County that covered an entire wall. He splayed mottled fingers across the green-gray mass 
representing mountains and the blue vein of a stream swelling out of Dark Moon Hollow and feeding Hemlock 
Lake. “With your dad in that nursing home now, his place probably needs a lick of paint or a few shingles. While 
you’re making repairs, you can nose around, see if anybody’s seen or heard anything connected to the letters or 
the other incidents.”

I felt a twinge of curiosity, couldn’t tamp it down. “Other incidents?”
“Vandalism. Minor theft. Graffiti.” He tapped a file folder at the top of one heap. “Here’s the file. Look it 

over. I’ll clear you to start on this next week.”
I dug my fingers into the scarred oak armrests of the visitor’s chair. “Is that an order?”
He hitched at his pants and scratched a bristling eyebrow with a thumbnail. “Well, no, Dan, it’s not an order. 

But you’re the best man for this job. You grew up around Hemlock Lake—you know what it’s like. They’ve got 
cable TV and their calendars show they’re in the new century just like all the rest of us, but they’ve still got one 
foot in the past. Deep in the past. They keep themselves apart, take care of their own. Hell, for all I know, it’s 
not tree-huggers behind this, it’s someone local.”

Someone local. I fought to keep my face still, to show no sign of interest. 
North slapped the file folders. “I sent an investigator up there twice. Waste of manpower. Nobody saw 

anything. Nobody knew anything. People up there wouldn’t give an outsider a glass of water if his teeth were on 
fire.”



I rose from my chair. He’d drawn an accurate sketch and given me a way out. “What good would I do? I’m 
not an investigator. I’m a patrol sergeant.” I liked it that way, preferred space and stretches of solitude. I didn’t 
want an office and walls around me—especially now.

North waved me back into my seat, slumped into his own, lifted the pipe, and tamped more tobacco into the 
bowl. “You’ve had some training.” He dug a pack of matches from his pocket, struck one and touched it to the 
tobacco. “I’m betting you’ll pick up on something.” He puffed, cheeks reddening.

A cloud of apple-scented smoke swirled around him. I blinked away the image of that black van carrying Nat 
and Susanna through falling leaves as sunset bloodied the lake.

“And face it Dan, you haven’t been yourself since the, uh . . .” He paused, chewing at the corners of his 
mustache. “Not that anyone expected you to bounce right back. You went through more hell in one day than 
any man deserves in an entire lifetime. And then to have your father go down with a stroke . . .” He shook his 
head. “But we’re comin’ up on May. It’s been almost seven months. You don’t eat enough to keep a bird alive; 
you’re in that cruiser all night, every night.” He puffed at the pipe again, cursed and set it aside. “And damn it, 
you’re not calling for backup when you should. It’s just a matter of time before you get hurt. Or hurt someone 
else.” He leaned closer, narrowed his eyes. “I can’t have that.” 

Red anger clogged my throat, distorting my voice. “That won’t happen.”
He held out his hands, palms up. I recognized the gesture from a dozen other discussions. It meant he had 

no choice, was only doing his job. “Sometimes you can’t carry the weight alone. I’d hate to have to order you to 
take time off and get counseling, but I will if . . .” He shrugged, leaving it there.

Muscles knotted at the hinges of my jaw and around my eyes. No one would trespass in my mind, dissect my 
pain.

The sheriff fingered his pipe again. “I’d appreciate it if you’d look into this. As a favor to me.”
I stood and slung the chair into a bookcase crammed with grimy regulation manuals dating back to the 

Nixon administration. Two appreciation plaques teetered then fell from the top shelf. Glass splintered and 
skittered across the pitted green linoleum. “Assign me to jail duty. Put me on a desk. Fire my ass if you want. I’ll 
never go to Hemlock Lake again if I live to be a hundred.”

A wintry smile crossed the sheriff’s face. “Maybe you’ll live that long, son. But maybe you won’t make it 
through next week. Those two ghosts have a hell of a hold on you. Better lay them to rest before they drag you 
into a grave beside them.”

Fin
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A large window behind Monica revealed panoramic views of the city of Hong Kong and though I tried to 
appreciate the beauty before me, it didn’t work.  Nothing worked! I was in the grips of an anxiety attack brought on 
by desperation and all I could think about was Jeffrey with his de-facto partner, Moira – the ball and chain, as I 
called her – living in a loveless relationship until the end of time. And as far as I was concerned, the end of time 
was a long way away.

“Sarah, let me get this straight,” Monica exclaimed in disbelief, taking a deep drag from her cigarette. “You 
want me to help you find a boyfriend for your lover’s partner?”

I smiled weakly at my best friend. I couldn’t blame her incredulity at what I was proposing. I hardly believed 
it myself, so how could I expect someone else, who was obviously sane – unlike me – to believe it?

Monica took another drag from her cigarette and expelled a cloud of smoke that momentarily obscured my 
view of her face – perhaps this was best. I squirmed at the thought of what she made of all this as I reached for 
the red wine she had offered earlier and gulped it down, almost choking in the process. Meanwhile, my mind was 
filled with agonising thoughts about the uncertain future of my relationship with my lover; and I hoped against 
hope that somehow a miracle would bring us together for good.

 Jeffrey had told me repeatedly that he didn’t want to hurt Moira’s feelings by dumping her after fifteen years 
of being together; but staying with her for the sake of pity was just crazy. I fumed every time I thought about it. 
It was unbearable. Jeffrey should be with me by now. I squeezed my eyes shut and momentarily prayed for that 
elusive miracle.

“Mike!” I was brought out of my reverie by Monica’s excited cry.
“What?” I asked, somewhat confused, briefly entertaining the idea that she had lost her mind. Perhaps the 

heavy smoking had finally taken its toll on her and she couldn’t think straight anymore. What was this about a  
mike?

Monica crushed the cigarette butt into a large crystal ashtray that was already overflowing with the remnants 
of other cigarette butts, which had met the same fate.

“Mike!” she repeated in exasperation, frowning at me.
Like I was supposed to know what she was talking about. But I hoped against hope that she wasn’t thinking 

of a karaoke microphone. Heaven forbid. This was what happened to people when they lived in Asian countries 
for too long.

Another large gulp from my refilled wine glass and I was ready to focus on what she was trying to say. “Who 
or what is ‘mike’?” I asked, trying to hide my impatience. As she lit up another one of those little deadly cylinders 
I hated so much, the thought crossed my already tired mind that I was going to have to wash my hair in order to 
get rid of the horrible, clinging smell of smoke.

Monica rolled her eyes at me. “Honestly, Sarah, you really don’t remember?”
No, I don’t remember. In fact, I had no idea what she was going on about. But it was obvious that some 

diabolical scheme was forming in her fag-fogged brain, because whenever she was excited about something her 
British accent became more pronounced.

The view of the busy harbour faded in and out before my eyes as Monica puffed away furiously. I waited, 
hoping this was just a weird dream I was having; and if luck was on my side, I would soon wake up and things 
would be normal once more. Or worse still, I suddenly thought in alarm, I really was drunk in some karaoke bar 
and it was my turn to sing. Ugh! God help me.

“Mike’s the man for the job,” Monica announced between puffs, and much to my relief. I now paid full 
attention. “You know him,” she went on. “He’s been living here for five years; investment banker from London. 
You met him at my last Christmas party.”

I had a vague recollection of Monica’s Christmas party, all of it through an alcoholic haze. My blank stare 
must have registered through the smoky lounge room because she sighed and said, “Never mind,” and dismissed 
my look of ignorance. “The thing is Mike’s always up for a challenge; and I know he’ll love this.” She threw me a 
mysterious smile.

“And how do you know?” This piqued my curiosity, despite the fact that I had convinced myself that her 
cigarettes must be impregnated with some sort of hallucinogen.



“Because he’s gorgeous and he’s never had to chase a single female in his life. Women fall all over him,” she 
explained, as if I were too slow to understand her meaning.

Poor Mike, I rolled my eyes. Life was sooooo tough for some people. But if women really did fall all over him, as 
Monica suggested, this might just work. So for the first time since my arrival in Hong Kong, I felt the stirrings of 
hope. “Okay,” I found myself saying, as if we were simply planning an outing rather than changing a person’s 
entire life. “This so-called ‘lady killer’ sounds perfect. But how do you know he’ll do it?”

Monica crushed her cigarette butt into the ashtray. “Because he’s transferring to Taipei next month and he’ll 
be bored to tears unless he’s got something like this to occupy him.”

Charming! I couldn’t wait to meet this male version of the femme fatale. And yet, Monica seemed so sure 
about him that I almost believed this man could turn out to be the solution to my problem. “So how do we 
know he’s going to find Moira attractive?” I didn’t want to give way to my rising excitement just yet; not to 
mention the fact that Moira might find the guy totally repulsive.

“That isn’t the point, dummy. If Mike says he’ll do it, then he’ll do it,” Monica replied, full of confidence.
“But if he’s not attracted to her, why would he waste his time charming the woman in order to help someone 

he doesn’t even know? Besides,” I thought out loud, “Moira might hate the sight of him.” Doubt and reality set 
in and I saw my dream of a free Jeffrey fading quickly away.

Monica laughed, as if the thought of someone finding her precious Mike unattractive was unheard of. “In 
answer to your question, Mike owes me for a past favour and I know he’ll do it if I ask him. As for Moira, the 
minute she lays eyes on him she’s toast,” she reassured me, reaching out and absently patting my arm.

I decided to keep an open mind about Moira’s reaction to God’s gift to women; and I did not need to ask 
Monica what kind of favour she had done for him in the past. Monica had always had a way with men. One look 
at her luscious blonde hair and attractive features, which matched an equally luscious figure, said it all.

“All right,” I replied before I changed my mind. “So what happens next?” And whatever it was, I fervently 
hoped I wouldn’t regret it.

Fin
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The young man knocked but no one opened the door to him. Thinking that perhaps his knock was too 
timid, he balled up his fist and banged. Still there was no response. Evidently the gentleman was too occupied to 
hear. Perkney said he had an appointment, but the young man assumed Perkney said it in an effort to get rid of 
him. No matter – the young man felt it his duty to tender an apology for his intemperate words, and apologize 
he would. He thrust open the door and walked in the long room.

Seeing no one he called out: “Perkney, are you there?” And repeated: “Perkney?” He took two steps forward.
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Although the room was one long space, it was divided into three sections, the first space being a small 
antechamber where Perkney greeted guests. There was a round table to the right, with paper, a quill, an inkpot 
and a silver tray for calling cards upon it. A narrow chair set next to the table. To his left the wall held hooks for 
coats and cloaks. Beneath the hooks a small rug covered the floor, with a bootjack for removing muddy 
footwear. Perkney was quite particular about his guests removing their muddy clogs or boots.

The next section of the room flickered with candles in wall sconces. The candles illuminated wall hangings of 
bewigged ladies and gentlemen lounging in country gardens. Two gilded armchairs were placed against the wall. 
Across the room a wooden stool served as a seat for the fiddler, who doubled as Perkney’s servant.

The last section was left in gloom; a bare pine floor where the dancing master gave lessons in sword-play. 
The young man remembered a pile of foils against the wall but he could not quite make out the stack from his 
position across the room. Nor could he see the door that led to Perkney’s private rooms. Perhaps Perkney was 
asleep in there.

The young man called out across the space: “It’s me, Perkney... Jacob Joyliffe! I’ve come back to apologize to 
you.” His words hung unanswered in the late afternoon air. Joyliffe felt a sense of oppression. Where was the 
man? He’d left the dancing master for on more than twenty minutes, if that. Perkney hadn’t appeared to be 
going out; he’d said he had an appointment. Joyliffe assumed the appointment was a lesson of some sort. The 
man taught fencing as well as ungodly dance.

“Perkney?” Really, this was too much. The man must be avoiding him. Here he’d rushed back because 
conscience scolded him for his rash words to the dancing master and the man hid from him like a naughty child. 
He’d hurried back on purpose, in painful shortness of breath, so that he would not interrupt the man’s lessons, 
even if he could not approve of the man’s lesson in lascivious and wanton dance. Court dances! Just because the 
wicked Louis of France did them, there was no reason for Godly Protestants in New England to mimic the 
papist king’s example.

There was nothing for it but to cross the room and make himself known at the door to Perkney’s private 
rooms. The thought that Perkney might not be asleep there – he might be engaged in wanton behavior – made 
him wince, but his conscience would not allow him to hesitate. It was his duty to apologize to the dancing 
master. Joyliffe straightened his shoulders and strode across the space.

“Perkney – Mr. Perkney – it’s me, Jacob Joyliffe!” He called out a warning. Frustrated at the lack of response 
he pounded upon the door. “Perkney, I know you’re in there! Wake up, man! I have come to apologize to you!” 
He waited. Frustrated by the lack of response Joyliffe turned. The dancing master was arrogant, as he had cause 
to know, but he hadn’t thought the man a coward until now. So be it. Joyliffe shook his head. He spotted the 
stack of fencing foils leaning against a wall by the far corner. There seemed to be a limb sticking out behind the 
foils. Could Perkney be hiding there? Foolish man – hide from his sins he could not. Hide from the eye of God? 
Yea, even unto the belly of the whale did not the Lord spy out the sins of Jonah? And he, Jacob Joyliffe, servant 
of the Lord, was only come to offer Redemption to this sinner. He felt a moment’s pang that he had failed to 
make clear his mission; that was a sorry fault of his own. He’d been swept away by the spate of angry words 
from the dancing master; he’d answered in kind. Yet his mission was to reason with the man, not to argue with 
him.

Joyliffe tiptoed over to the corner. A trifle near-sighted, he peered at the stack of foils. Yes, that was a 
slippered stocking on a well-formed leg sticking out behind the stack.

“Ah, Perkney, no need to be afraid. I’ve come to apologize for my hasty words. It was very wrong of me to 
lose my temper and I hope that you will forgive me.” He twisted his upper body around the foils, thin brows in a 
questioning lift. The man appeared to be sitting in the corner. Peculiar place to hide, Joyliffe thought. Nor did 
the dancing master scramble to his feet upon his discovery. Joyliffe stepped around the foils.

“Perkney?” Joyliffe screwed up his eyes in an attempt to penetrate the gloom. He leaned forward. A sudden 
buzzing filled his head. His heart thudded like the pounding of a galloping horse. Francis Perkeny lay slumped 
against the corner wall, eyes wide and unseeing, jaw dropped in a silent scream, hands clutching at the foil 
sticking out of his abdomen. Perkney was pinned to the wall like a butterfly in an insect collection.

Joyliffe grabbed the pommel of the slender sword and pulled. The foil slid out like a knife in melted butter; 
Joyliffe fell back a step in surprise. A great gob of black oozed out of the spot where the foil had penetrated. 
Joyliffe gazed in horror, unable to turn his head from the sight, unable to move, unable to cry out. His brain was 



filled with wool, his jaw as frozen as ice, his throat as parched as sand. He wanted to cry out above all things, to 
call for help, to move his legs, but he stood as stiff as Lot turned into a pillar of salt. Harvard Divinity College 
hadn’t prepared him for this.

How long he stood there gaping at the horrid sight he did not know. Only when the cries penetrated his 
brain and strong arms pinioned him was the spell broken.

“Ho! Help! Murder!”
Yes, yes, he thought with fervent gratitude, that’s it! Thank you, he prayed in silence to the unknown shouter. 

Ho! Help! Murder! That’s just what his soul longed to cry out, that his poor earthly body refused to utter.
“Ho! Help! Murder!” He stuttered the words all the way to the jail.

Chapter One:

How times have changed, I thought. Here am I, Hetty Henry, a mere woman, invited to join in conference 
with the esteemed young Boston minister, Cotton Mather, and his younger cousin – also a colleague in the 
ministry – Mister Increase Cotton. (All the Cotton and the Mather men were in the ministry so far as I knew. 
Cotton Mather was the fruit and fruition of the two family branches, the Cottons and the Mathers.) In prior 
years I’d had to barge my way in on such conferences. I was related to Cotton Mather by his marriage to my 
cousin Abigail, but I’m much afraid that Cousin Cotton thinks me a forward female. However, I’ve proved 
useful to him on prior occasions.

Creasy, that is Increase Cotton in formal address, knows how to ferret out the guilty secrets of the human 
soul from his Harvard College divinity training. I have the connections and the fortune to buy information when 
needed. We make an efficient team, Creasy and I, especially when it comes to the delicate matter of murder.

Cousin Cotton Mather is of a very sensitive nature, you understand. Well, great things were expected of him 
from his birth and he has yet to live up to them. It’s not easy being the progeny of a truly great man like Increase 
Mather. Uncle Increase happens to be in London at the moment and Cousin Cotton has charge of the largest 
congregation in all the Colonies. Cousin Cotton suffers from severe bouts of nerves, especially when called upon 
in his father’s place to solve a community problem, and murder is certainly that. The fruit of two honored 
families bruises easily. That’s where Creasy and I come in. We do the work for him. Creasy is more or less duped 
into doing it because he feels sorry for his cousin. (Creasy and Cotton Mather are first cousins by blood.) I do it 
because it is my duty. And because it relieves my own cousin, Abigail Mather, of much distress. Abigail believes 
the sun shines upon her husband’s command. When he is in one of his nervous spasms poor Abigail is beside 
herself with worry, so she sends for me.

The matter upon which we were to be consulted was the death of a dancing master, one Francis Perkney, 
and for the arrest of a young Reformed minister for the murder. I myself found it difficult to imagine Jacob 
Joyliffe so much as pinching someone with a pickle fork, much less slicing the dancing master through with a 
fencing foil. I found the man a pompous prig, given to fawning over the Mathers. To some extent I could 
understand his admiration for Uncle Increase, who is a great man in our Massachusetts Bay Colony – minister, 
diplomat and political power. Increase Mather negotiated a new charter for the Bay Colony with two different 
monarchs; James and William of Orange. He is also president of Harvard College. I held my uncle in great 
esteem. But you’d think Cotton Mather was a knight in shining armor mounted upon a snow-white steed to 
boot, the way Joyliffe toadied up to him. Cotton Mather was a bare thirty years to Joyliffe’s twenty. I suppose a 
decade’s difference is ancient to a younger man. I’m glad I’m not quite as old as Cousin Cotton.

As I stepped into the study, Cousin Cotton appeared to be in ill humor rather than in ill health. His 
handsome face was flushed and his mouth was puffed out like a flounder. His large eyes were dark with liquid 
mist, which threatened to spill over. My friend Creasy sat sprawled in his chair, his eyes burning like dark coals. It 
was evident to me that I’d walked into a quarrel.

“Where’s Abigail?” I asked, breaking a strained silence. Abigail may be my dearest cousin, with the sweetest 
nature to boot, but she has a somewhat dim understanding.

Cousin Cotton turned his head to acknowledge my presence. “Murder is not a proper subject for the tender 
ears of a fair female.” His eyes widened as he noted to whom he spoke. Cousin Cotton jumped up from his 
chair, waving his shapely hand to indicate I should occupy the vacated vessel. “Do forgive me, Cousin Hetty. I 



forget my manners.” He strode over to his desk, slid around it and took his seat there. “This business has me so 
upset I cannot think with a logical mind!”

I walked over to take the seat offered to me, Cousin Cotton’s head following me like a tufted owl. He wore 
an impressive curled periwig.

“My dear consort will join us with some India tea – it will only be a few moments,” he said, his voice civil as 
treacle. “No doubt the medicinal properties of the tea will soothe our melancholic humors.” He glanced rather 
pointedly at Creasy, who sat slouched in a chair, his long legs sprawled across the floor.

I glanced from one man to the other. Creasy’s lips were set in a narrow line. Perhaps I could divert the two 
men from their argument. “I take it we are here to discover who murdered the dancing master?”

“We know who is the murderer, Cousin Hetty. It’s more a matter of preventing the Mather name from being 
dragged through the mud by this vile creature... this viper... this toad!” In his outburst Cotton Mather’s head 
jerked and the periwig slid askew. He raised both hands to adjust it, taking some care. He went on: “And the 
good name of all the ministers of Christ in Boston must be protected as well. We are all implicated by this 
disgrace. Do you know what that monster did?” The red cheeks grew mottled white.

Before I could inquire Cousin Cotton rushed on. “He had the effrontery to drop a pamphlet by the body! 
My father’s pamphlet! By the body!” Flecks of foam gathered at the corner of his mouth. “My father’s famed 
pamphlet, An Arrow Against Profane and Promiscuous Dancing, found next to the body! Now the Mather name 
is connected to a foul murder! The good Mather name, brought to these shores by my grandfather, the great 
Richard Mather, and illuminated by his son, my own father, Increase Mather of Second Church. How dare 
Joyliffe destroy our good name with his jealousy, the lowly worm! The viper we nourished in our bosoms.... Oh, 
the words of his mouth were as smooth as butter, yet war was in his heart!” Cousin Cotton threw up his hands in 
mortification.

“Calm yourself, Cousin.” I looked over at my companion for assistance but he maintained a stubborn 
silence. “Creasy?” I said, prompting him to speak. He scowled at me.

“I don’t believe Jacob Joyliffe murdered that man.” Creasy sprawled further in his seat.
At my raised brows he went on. ”Just because he found the body doesn’t mean he did the deed. Jacob 

Joyliffe is innocent of murder. He said he’d argued with Perkney, not that he killed the man. Intemperate words 
--- that’s what Joyliffe said he had, intemperate words.” Creasy emphasized the latter phrase.

“Yes, well, to stab a man to death is intemperate, dear cousin, and to leave a copy of An Arrow Against 
Profane and Promiscuous Dancing Drawn from the Quiver of the Minister of Christ in Boston next to the body 
to justify his act is calumny and libel!” Cousin Cotton leaned over the desk as he argued with Creasy.

Creasy pushed his shoulder back against the chair until he leaned in a perilous angle on two chair legs. 
“Joyliffe says he returned to Perkney’s rooms to apologize. He was so upset upon finding Perkney’s body that he 
lost all coherence. Poor Joyliffe was in shock, Cousin.”

“Oh, of course... poor Joyliffe. Standing there with a bloody sword in his hand means nothing, I suppose.” 
Cotton Mather threw a fiery glance at his cousin.

“It means Joyliffe tried to help the man by pulling that obscene thing out of the man’s guts. I daresay I 
would have done the same,” Creasy said. “It was a natural reaction.”

“An unnatural act, rather, when the viper put it in there in the first place.” Mather spread his shapely hands 
upon the desktop. “Did he cry out? Did he call for help? Did he run for the constable? Those are natural 
reactions, dear cousin, and he did none of them. I am told on excellent authority that he did none of those 
things. He stood over the victim with the bloody implement in his hands, his victim’s blood dripping all over the 
floor, and he made no move until he was dragged from the scene of his foul deed. I was told this by none other 
than Constable Phillymort himself.” Cotton Mather leaned back in triumph.

“That fool, Phillymort!” Creasy spat out the name like a curse. “Phillymort would arrest his own mother if 
she baked a pie on the Sabbath.”

I felt I should intervene, as a disinterested party. All Boston talked of the death of the dancing master, but I’d 
been enmeshed in mercantile affairs. Not until I received the note from Cousin Cotton Mather biding me to his 
home had I even thought about the murder.

I addressed the red-faced gentleman at the desk. “I trust you have no objection to our making a few discreet 
inquiries, Cousin Cotton? After all, if we – Creasy and I – discover that someone else had a reason for killing the 



dancing master, it would help clear the Mather name of any involvement. Not that I think the Mather name is 
tarnished in any way. Why... how could it be?” I played to my cousin’s particular vanity here. “My dear cousin, I 
know you to be of such a sensitive nature that his matter causes you great grief. I applaud your efforts to keep 
the name of your forefathers free of blemish and I assure you, your own cousin Creasy and I shall do our utmost 
to assist you in that endeavor.” I filled my voice with sympathy. A little sympathy goes a long way with a man.

Cotton Mather sat back in his chair and groaned aloud. “Ah, Hetty – how sweet is the understanding of a 
woman’s mind! You do know my upset when the family name is concerned.”

I nodded, taking care to keep my expression serious. I ignored the face that Creasy made at me, wrinkling up 
his nose and his eyes in distaste.

Cousin Cotton went on: “There are evil people in this to town who would be only too happy to stomp the 
Mather name in the mud. Great men have enemies, Cousin Hetty, and while I am only a tiny gnat, my father is a 
giant among men. My little abilities are as a seedling beneath the shade of a mighty oak. Such is Increase Mather 
of Boston. His good name must be protected from the rabble. Oh, threw me into the mud and let mine enemies 
trample upon me, dear cousin, I care not! Only save my father’s good name, I beseech you!” He sat up straight, 
clasping his hands to his chest.

How could I deny this appeal? A return of Cotton’s bouts of nerves would mean a dreadful time for my 
gentle cousin Abigail. Mather’s fits of weeping prostrate in the dust upset dear Abigail no end, especially since 
my cousin keeps her home as neat and ordered as a Sunday sermon. There was not one speck of dust to be 
found upon her floors. She would have to send out for some. Rather than put the sweet soul through such an 
ordeal, I acquiesced.

I rose from my seat and crossed the room, holding out my hand in fealty. Cotton grabbed it as if he sinking 
in the quicksand of the bogs.  “Cousin Cotton, you may rely upon me – and upon your cousin Creasy, as you 
well know in your heart. After all, he is named for your father and cares for that name as you do. Come Creasy.” 
I turned to that gentleman. “Let’s go to Mister Willard. I understand the accused is under house arrest there?”

“That is all he is at the moment – the accused.” Creasy shot a stern look at Cotton Mather.
Mather ignored his cousin but he blessed me with a Saintly smile. “Yes, dear cousin Hetty, do you go and 

accost the miscreant. I knew I could count upon you to uphold the family honor.” This was a parting barb 
directed at Creasy.

I grabbed Creasy’s arm and hauled him out of the door before he could react.
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